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THE COUNTRY CHURCH
I stand in the fields.
Where the wide earth yields
Her bounties of fruit and grain; 
Where the furrows turn 
Till the plowshares burn
As they come ’round and ’round again 
Where the workers pray 
With their tool's all day
In, sunshine and shadow and rain.
And I bid t'hem tell 
Of the crops ‘they sell
And speak of the work they ha-ve done 
I speed every -man 
In his hope and' plan
And follow his day with the sun;
And grasses and trees-.
The birds end the 'bees
I know and I feel e^'ry one'.
And out of it all 
As the seasons fall
I build my great temple alway;
I point to the skies.
But my footstone lies
In commonplace work of the day;
For I preach- the worth 
Of the native earth--
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PART 'I
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE RURAL CHURCH
THE- NEED OF ,A RURAL CHURCH PH) GRAM
CHAPTER I
THE NEED OF A RURAL CHURCH FROGRMI 
I • The Need of a Progratr
Compared with any need in the
A. Greatest
America today, the need of' a rural
Religious Need
the greatest. Recent surveys trade
1
trained in gathering statistics show the following facts:
religious life of 
church program is 
by Tifen and women
ONLY ONE FIFTH'OF THE RURAL POPULATION GOES TO QHURCH.
B. Alarming facts
TTA’O FIFTHS OF THE RURAL CHURCHES OF THE COUNTRY ARE
standing ,sttlj. or losing ground.
A QUARTER OF-ALL RURAL CHURCHES HAT/F^ NO SUNDAY SCHCOL.
ONE FIFTH OF ALL RURAL 'CHURCHES ARE KEPT ALIVE BY HOME- 
MISSION AID. OF THESE SUBSIDIZED CHURCHES, A LARGE 
NUMBER ARE IN ACTIVE caiPETTTION WITH CHURCHES OF VERY 
SnULAR DOCTRINES.
SEVEN OUT OF EVERY TEN RURAL CHURCH^ HAVE ONLY A FRACTION 
OF A PASTOR APIECE.
ONE THIRD OF ALL RURAL PASTORS RECEIVE SO LOW A SALARY 
THAT THEY CAN LIVE ONLY BY VfORKING AT SOME OTHER OCCUPATION
■■ ONE HALF OF THE RURAL CHURCHES OF THE COUNTRY MAKE AH 
ANNUAL GAIN IN Ma^BERSHIP OF AS MUCH AS IC^.
OF THE FIFTEEN MILLIONS OF FARM CHILDREN—CHILDREN UNDER 
TWENTY-CUE YEARS OF AGE-MORE TfiftN FOUR MILLIONS ARE 
VIRTUALLY PAGANS, CHTIDREN V/ITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF GOD. IP, 
PERCHANCE, THEY KNOW THE WORDS TO CURSE WITH, THEY DO NOT 
KNOW THE WORD TO LIVE BY.
1,600,000 FAEV CHILDREN LIVE IN GOl^MUNITIES WHERE THERE IS 
NO CHURCH OR SUNDAY SCHOOL OF ANY DENOMINATION.
m
ONE HALF OF THE RURAL MINISTERS NEVER GRADUATED FROM HIGH 
SCBDOL.
C. Need Troven.-
These are facts enough tc prove the need of a new^ \
rural church program. Something is wrong when the 101,000
rural churches oX America are faced with facts such as wd have just given. Either
the present program (if there is one) is wrong, or Christianity has lost its radia,nce





Most students of conditions say that the difficulty is not with Christianit,y but 
with those who call Christ Lord and do not the things He commanded.
Another fact that makes a new rural church program
D. Changing Conditions
Demand 'Program
necessary is the changes in country life that are every­
where apparent. Rural life is on the move. New scienti­
fic discoveries and inventions are neither more striking in number nore more inter­
esting in fact than these changes. Even a brief list of new organizations and 
movements leaves one amazed at the change taking place, and wondering what the future 
will bring forth. The Farm Bureau, the Farmers' Union, the Grange, the* rural free 
mail delivery with an aet'ounding circulation of farm journals and scientific litera­
ture, the telephone, the radio, the county agents, home demonstration agents, con­
solidated schools, organizations for’-recreation, college courses in rural sociology, 
extension service from educational institutions, boys' and girls' clubs, educational 
movements emanating from large industrial concerns (such as Ford Films and Inter­
national Harvester Studies), cooperative stores,shipping associations—all these are 
developments of the last two decades.
Amidst this, activity and bustle, these changed condi-
E. The Positicn of
tion and changing habits, 'stands the country church--the
the Rural Church
instrument for carrying the rcesssge cf the Good News.
This instrument in most t^ral communities is week and unable to fulfill its purpose. 
Its need is a scientifically’planned program to irfeet- the' needs of the new day in 
rural life. "Rural life is moving," says a learned" authority, "but whether its 
destination is the achievement of moral goodness, social betterment, spiritual 
satisfactions and permanent value depends more upon what the country church is doing
and is going ^o do than any ether factor."
That conditions are imperfect in rural religious 
life/ t-hat great changes are taking place, dnd that resul.tB
F. Study Necessary
Rodman; "The Country Church", p. 14
I
5
much less than satisfactory only mean that more thought, more effort, and more 
prayer must be applied, ane of the gravest dangers in country church work is an 
attitude of mind in both ministers and laymen which assumes that because the 
church work is handicapped and difficult it is practically useless or impossible.
The pastor wants to move to another field and the people are discouraged. Doctors 
do not move cut because a disease has become an epidemic; they "dig in." They 
diagnose for causes and attempt to suggest remedies. Community and church ills are 
similar to physical ills in many respects. They occur everywhere, are contagious, 
often chronic, and may become deadly; but they do not disappear by magic because 
they are hated or feared. They result from deep-lying causes which must be diagnosed 
and cured. In safeguarding the present end preparing for the future, the country 
church has an opportunity to render signal_service; The .first requisite is a study 
of all the facts, a charting of ell the needs, and a blue-printing of future plans
for a program of progressive character.
The greatest reason of all for a rural church program
G, patriotism
is found in the assertion of Dr. C* J» Galpin of the
Demands Program
Department of Agriculture and one of the greatest rural
sociologists of our day*. He says,- "as the farming communities wax or wane, so wax
1
or wane the cities and the nation."
The history of the rise and fall of nations prove that' he is right. When 
nations of the past neglected the soil and the tillers of it and the spiritual life 
declined, those nations soon lost their strength and finally decj^yed. America is 
too young io die. She has a great work to do for the world. She must then make her 
country churches great power houses tf spiritual life that she might wax strong and 
be the greet leader the world intended her 'to be. The leaders of the church should 
plan a progressiire pro’grem for the church in the rural communities of America.
A program is humbly offered in this thesis with the hope that at least the writer 
will find it progressive and practical enough to enable himrto lead one more rural 
co'-jminity to be more Christian.
1
Or Galpin: "Empty Churches", p. 3
ORGANIZATION OF THE RDRAL CHJRCH
i
CHAPTER II
ORGANIZATION OF THE RDRAL CEPRCH 
I • The Need of Organigation
In order "^hat a local rural church might do its Christ-inspired work effect­
ively it must be carefully organized and properly .equipped. The secret of the 
failure of thousands of churches is the lack of organ^ation. The- majority of 
leaders in the local rural .churches have a knowlejige of many ipore efficient 
methods of work than they are able to put in practice. The difficulty Is that 
the church is not properly organized to work those methods. The problem is to 
find a simple yet effective ^plan cf organization.
The mistake is too often made of .substituting a multiplicity’■of societies 
for an organized church. Pach one of these societies may have a worthy purpose, 
but the result of having too many of them in the church will be duplication of 
work and wasted energy of the leaders in their efforts to keep each'Society alive.
It should be pointed, however, that it iq, not usually the local church that is to 
be condemned for the number of societies 'found in so many of rural churches, but 
that the fault is with dencminatjonal and "allied agencies" leaders. These leaders 
through the visits of travelling secretaries, letters, and other methods convince 
local communities of the need cf their special type of work without taking into 
consideration how many prgsnizations are already at work^ how many leaders are avail­
able to carry on the work of the church, and whether or no't the same results could 
not be obtained in a given community through the means of some'organization that 
is actually at work. It is too true as Dr-. Athearn says, that many churches and 
communities "tire not so much cursed with sectarianism as they are. witl) secretaryism, 
The church cannot te'ach cooperative marketing, cooperation of community building 
efforts, and business methods in the management of farms unless ,it has an efficient 
end businesslike organization for doing its own work.
■■ ' (n
8
TI. The Organisation Plan
' N
The organization of a rural church, then, must be so planned to bring the 
church to the highest point of efficienby* The plan of organization should be 
diagrammed and placed on a large sheet or board so that memberscdf the congregation 
can readily see what the organization is. Some device could be worked out to place 
beside each o^’fice the name of the person holding that office. ?;e submit our plan 
for the organization of a church which runs as follows.
The highest authority in a local church is the
A. The -Church
active membership itself. Ministers and officers should 
always be subject to their command. Besides the annual business mefetiife-, Quarterly 
business meetings should be held where minister and officers make their reports, 
tell the membership of their plans for work, ask for their endorsement, end receive 
suggestions from individual members for the future work of the church. Thus will 
the membership be'made to feel that in the last analysis they, are responsible for 
the success of the chuPch. Any denominational agency must always realize that this’ 
is the day of democracy and the rights of the- individual church must be held sacred. 
The church as a whole will always make the final dedision in the call .of a minister 
end the length of a pastorate will be determined by the church.
The minister should be given much authority by the
B. The Minister
church in planning for the program of service that the 
church is to render to the homes of the community. No pf-o^ram in any organization 
cf the church should' be put into operation unless the minister has had first the 
opportunity to go carefully over it and determine whether or not it would correlate 
with the entire program of the church. The minister should never change a pdiipy 
unless he has first consulted with his official board, and usually with the church 
as a whole. The success or failure of a minister's work depends largely upon his 
official board, and ^the cooperation he is given by individual members of the board.
The official board is the governing board of the
C. Official Board
church. Members ere elected to it by the active member-
9
ship of the church and hold office according to the by-laws of the church. Elders, 
deacbns, deaconesses, and trustees are the narr.es of the officers to compose the 
official board.
The eldership is, ’the most important office in the
D. The Elder.s
local church. Elders with acknowledge of the Bible, with
a deep spiritual experience can be powers for righteousne^a. Their duty is to guide
the church in its spiritual growth. They must be friends and counsellors of both 
/
minister and people.
The deacons have many duties to perform. They should
E. The Deacons
look after the'finances of the church, oversee the charit­
able work of -the church, and assist in ^he Lord's Supper and baptismal'services.
They will always be present at official board meetings.
Deaconesses have as their task the preparation of the
F*. The -Deaconesses
Lord's Supper, the assisting at baptismal services, the 
visiting of the sick, the helping of those who are in difficulty, and taking the 
leadership in special work of the church among the women and girls.
. The trustees have as their duties to look after the
G. Trustees
property of the church, keep the buildings in repair, sign 
and execute legal papers, and grant permissions for the use of the church property 
to others than strictly church organizations.
Other work of these officers is suggested in the 
.dfagram. Much of the work of the organizations named is 
discussed in this thesis; but a very important point must 
be emphasized here, and that is that the Christian Endeavor, the women's council, 
and similar _^rganizations^are not separa'te from the church, but only an organ within 
the body, to'use Paiil''s'figure~of the church. These organizations have no right to 
plan progress dnd to phderteie ,rtew actiyit’ies without first consulting the leaders 
of the church as a whole. The prganizati-cn of the church will be greatly weakened 
the minute such moves are made on the part of individual organizations, no matter
who dictates to this organization.




This solemn truth should be realized, that unless
I. The Power
there is spiritual power that is felt by every detailed 
part of the machinery of this organization, little effective work can be done. As 
gasoline is to the automobile, as electric current*is to the telephone, so is 
spiritual power to the organizations of the church. The dynamo must be located in 
the minister’s home with direct lines running through each leader’s home.
III. The Parish Organization
A church that is efficiently organized can serve a
A. Large'r Parish
parish or community in an effective manner. The problem 
is how much territory can it undertake to serve. Moat rural churches in America
were bulit before the days of automobiles. They were expected to serve people living
>
within a short distance of the building. But today with the improved means of 
•fcransportfition a church can serve hemes at least fifteen miles from the church 
building. It is the day of what has come to be called the larger parish plan.
Such a plan is being tried in a number of places in
B. Larger Parish
America with a great deal of success. It is a plan which
'plan
specializes over areas as well as churches. It is the 
old circuit-rider system rejuvenated, brought up to date and given a new emphasis 
end a larger usefulness. T^'^e church that adopts this plan will be swayed by big, 
absorbing passions to sei^e. The limits of the ’’parish" or community will transcend 
the narrow confines of village or neighborhood and reach out in every direction to 
include all the people in the larger area. The village church that uses the larger 
parish plan will have recognized that, "the village church will fail that does not 
buttress itself up with a strong country work," and will so organize its parish, its 
workers, and_its program's© as“ to serve its larger field by every possible agency. 
Such a church will measure its success by an ability to lead her people into a 
genuine program of service that will meet the four-fold need of the homes of the 
pArish.
But before the church can organize to accomplish effective work in the larger
12
parish it must organize the parish. This organization must be so planned that 
it will reach every home in the territory that the church undertakes to serve.
It must be so that the minister .can reach every member of his parish in not less 
than twenty-four hours with seme announcement or facts that he desires his people 
to understand. Suph a =plan is here proposed.
The plan i«s based on the assumption that a soienti-
C. The Basis of
fic survey of the parish has already been made. The
the Plan
name of every family, v^ith the name and rge of each 
member .of that family will have been listed. The religious status of every per­
son will also be known. ■ The large map of the community with every heme^marked 
on it v/ill hang in the minister*s study as ai^ther result of the survey. This 
will be a challenge to him to be in constant prayer for his people, end it will 
visualize his organization and task. The plan is here shown in detail and is 
also shown in a diagram.
1. nhief*'Christian Neighbor As pointed out
D. Plan of 0rganizatioh “““ ^
elsewhere, in "feach community there are usually separate
and distinct neighborhoods, all the result of various sociological factors. Our
•• v*
plan, recognizing this, will divide the parish on the basis of these neighbor­
hoods. In each tieighborlhood a chief Christian neighbor will be appointed. This 
official may be a man or a woman. He or she 7/il3 be chosen only after much 
thought. The duties of this chief Christian neighbor will be (!’) -to keep the 
church in close touch with every perponjin-his or her neighborhood; (2) and to 
perform such tasks as are'^assigne'd- by the organization.
2* Social Christian Neighbor A social Christian neighbor and a membership 
Christian neighbor will work with the chief Christian neighbor. These three will
be the reprSsentative of the church in their neighborhood. It will be the duty
»
of the social Christian neighbor (l) to visit each family in her neighborhood at 
least once each month in the name of the church; (2) to report sickness of anyone 
in the neighborhood to the minister; (3) to see that every jierson in the neighbor­
hood is informed of social events at the church that he or she would be expected
13





to attend; and (4) such other duties as are assigned by the organization.
3- Membership Christian Neighbor The duties of the membership Christian 
neighbor will be to (1) keep a list cf every family in the neighborhood and know 
who is a member of the church and the church school end who is not; (2) to invite 
each old or new family to the church services; (3) to plan for personal evangelism 
among the non-Christian people; and (4) such other duties as are assigned by the 
organization.
Directing Neighbor The minister of the church will act as ’directing 
neighbor of all the neighborhood organizations of the parish. His duties will be 
(]) to inspire esch officer in the organization to do his or her +esks; (2) to keep 
in touch with the chief Christian neighbor; and (3) to have monthly meetings of all
the officers and there to instruct and inspire and consecrate the workers for their 
tasks•
„ The larger parish plan will with such an organization
E. Advanta.ges of the ^
be found to be efficient and economical. The plan is one 
Larger Parish Plan •
that should be able to proceed from "Survey to Service."
It is to be definite, constructive, and thought-through. It has an aim, fixes the 
gbai, end is thoroughly workable by those v/ho must execute it, Morever, as the 
consolidated school secures for country youth a better educational equipment and 
abler teaching, so the stronger central ministry of a church can provide a better 
religious privilege. The serving of a larger area under joint auspices of cooper­
ating neighborhoods does away with a useless end sinful duplication of churches and 
guards against-neglect of isolated homes and peoples. Petty jealousies between 
neighborhoods actually tend to disappear, and wrong distinctions between villages 
and open coi^*try pass away. .Under competent leadership which so large an enterprise
can get and hold, neighborhoods will be and are welded together into one large 
Christian ccmmunity#
F. The Problems of
this Plan
The greatest problem that a minister and his leaders 
will face in the task of serving a larger parish is the 
different denominations that vrLll be found represented
among the homes in that community. It is hard to put into words the folly, the 
v/aste, and the sin. that thie fact means. In the older communities throughout 
America there wil] be found anyv/here from three to ton churches existing on the 
support of these families. But the sad fact is that hsually not one of these 
churches is putting on a program thst is worthy of the name of‘ religion. The 
result ie that America is hastening on to paganism because of the sin of denomina- 
tionalism. Another sad’and unholy fact connected with this un-Christian situation 
is that at least $3,000,000 is spent by rival denominationai Home Mission Boards in 
keeping alive these competing churches in the rural districts in i^merica. When 
from two to ten kernels of corn are planted -in a piece of* soil which has nutritive 
elements sufficient to bring only from to five stalks td maturity, we know that a 
struggle for life is on which may down one stalk, several’ stalks, or even all stalks. 
It is so with the competitive churches; but the corn simile fails to illustrate the 
dase at the really tragic point. The subsidized churches which make up the redun­
dance create in the community what* is known by everybody there-to be a case of 
veiled malignancy. Self-respecting persons either hold themselves dlodf'from formal 
religion' there, or, conscience-stricken, ‘they stand helplessly bewildered, or in 
plain disgust they pick, up and. leave; the community turns sour. The salt has lost 
its savor.
G, Resolutions against 
Denominational 
Rivalry
There are signs that' a new day is dawning and that 
such plans as we have proposed for the organizations of 
rural parishes can be carried cut-in ^thousand rural
districts without interference from denominational boards. 
Probably the most significant sigh is that' resolution passed by theojlog-ical and 
college students at th? American Country Life Association at Columbus in 1924. It
reads as follows:
"We, the ,rural college student delegates at the American Country Life Associa^-. 
tion believe thrt the'minister who serves In a church which has no right to exist, 
loses respect for his profession and cpn not do outstanding work; we believe that* 
our denominational boards that appropriate money we give, to keep churches going in 
over-churched communities and which send leadership into such communities are only 
making people feel that the ideals of Christianity are no higher than .those of pagan 
religions. We would spply the principles and teachings of Jesus Christ. Therefore
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we recommend:
1. That students preparing to enter the rural ministry refuse to serve 
charges in over-chuTched comnrunities.
2. That we, as rural students, do all in our power in our communities and in
places of leadership that we may attain, to prevent denominational church 
boards from pouring money snd leadership into communities* that is to be 
used to perpetuate denominational strife that is destroying the religious 
life of our communities. ®
3. That we pledge ourselves to endeavor to substitute the principles and teach 
ings of Jesus Christ for narrow denominational creeds and doctrines. In 
view of this we shall try tp obtain an atmosphere of spirituality and 
physical equipment of rural churches, as well as church services themselves 
that shall be designed to meet the physical, social, mental, and physical 
needs of the people who worship there, regardless of their denominations."
_ tt • 1- 3 ^ certainity it will need more than resolutions
H. The Unfinished
to bring about the desired ends, but this resolution onlv
Ts sk
express what is the opinion of ©very bfbad minded leader 
of sdcial and religious circles in America. The question of hovr to advance toward 
the goal is a tremendous one and needs to be discussed here. It is a happy fact 
that there are communities in America that are ready for demon8ti;ations of how a 
carefully organized and well equipped rural church can serve a larger parish with 
a rich program and bring eternal results.
IV. Building for the Weeds of the Church
An organized church and an organized parish will demand a thoroughly ©quipped
building. The whole program will fail if this need is not satisfied. But a church
that sees a vision of a great service such as is suggested in this thesis will be
willing to make its building meet its needs, Should there be the need of improving
the building, or should an entirely new building be planned, the official board
should study such a book as "Planning Church Buildings" by Tralle & Merrill. The
first chapter, w'-ich is the most important, is here suinr.arized.
Build the plan around (a) the present actual needs, and (b) the prob­
able future needs. ^
Develop a plan which will house the program; therefore decide —
(a) i^hat is the church program?-
(b) What is the church here for?
(c) V/hat is the church trying to do?
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(d) What more ought the church to attempt to do?
3. Have in mind the objectives-—
(a) to save souls;
(b) to develop intelligent, useful, soCia.lized Christian life;
(c) through a three-fold program of
Teaching: instruction, worship, association.
Recreation: play, entertainment, association.
Service: giving, doing, approving.
4. Remember that a laailding planned to house the program co'sts less 
than one without recognition of an adequfte church program.
(a) An adequate program, clear vision, and strong faith in 
the future con'stitute a powerful combination in appeal­
ing to the imagination and generosity of a" community and 
to the favor and cooperation of God.
(b) A worth while church building v/ill prove a good financial 
investment in its power to attract intelligence and 
resources.
(c) It is wise to mOve cautiously, to build one unit at a time, 
beginning usually with the educational unit, but with the 
vfhole plan in mind from the beginning as a determining 
factor.
5. Advise With the Church Building Society, choose the best available 
architect, beware of the architect with ready made "stock plans" 
which are* dear at any price. Remember that every new church build­
ing is a new problem in ecclesiastical architscture.
6. Methods for building—
(a) Report fi‘ndings of a "survey" -and study of the parish 
to a thoroughly advertised meeting of every one inter­
ested in the possibility rf an adeo\iste church building.
(b) Give a concise summary of community needs, a program 
which '.vill ^eet them, and a tentative sketch of a build­
ing which‘will house than.
(c) Make clear'the possible cost.
(d) Decide on cost of building, cost of site, and vote to 
l?uy>and build.
»
C®)- Appoint or elect a thoroughly competent and representa­
tive building committee on the basis of interest and in­
telligence, end not on the basis of'age, wealth, or offi­
cial position merely. Have committeemi&n carefully select­
ed because of actual fitness for the part they will take 
on sub-committees for (i) financing the proposition,
(ii) building the church, and (iii) interior furnishings.
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7. Decide on methods of canvassing for funds and proceed. Rouse 
the interest of the people and push for the goal.
A. The Building
B. General Purpose 
Room
V. The Rural Church Building and its Equipment
The equipment-is, then, ess'ential to the- vjork of 
the church. We cannot do more than suggest what is 
necessary in addition to vrhat has already been pointed out. The building itself 
should follow some line o'fi architecture that suggests the purpose of church. The 
building, both its exterior and its interior, should create the atmosphere of 
worship. The main auditorium should only be used for two purposes, that cf wor­
shipping God and educating for that purpose.
Evefy rural church should have a room that can be 
used for socials, the serving of banquets by'farmers’ 
organizations, the meeting place of boys’ and girls’ 
clubs, and the gifring of plays.- There will be a well equipped kitchen adjoining 
this room.
The equipment for carrying out the religious educa- 
tiohaT prografti should be chosen with dare. No reasonable 
expense Should be spared to make this meet the needs of 
the \7orkers in this -^he most vital part cf the v/ork of 
the church. The rrinimum equipment necessary is listed in detailing departments:
I. Beginners' Department
a. Separate room
1. For assembly and class work.
2. Cheery, well-lighted, well ventilrted, and 
on the first floor.
3( *’ Cloak room.
b. Furnishings of class room,
1. Kindergarten chairs, 10-12 inches high
Harmonize in color with general color scheme








'6. Burlap dado for hanging pictures low enough for 
children to see*
7. Screens of haraonizing color is two classes meet in 
same room.
8. Rug on floor*
9* Framed pictures-—
The Sistine Madonna—Raphael 
The Infant Innnanual--Reynolds 
Holy Night—Correggio
10. Cabinet for supplies.
II • Primary Department
a. Separate room
1* Assembly and class room.
2. First floor, sunshiny rnd ventilated.
3. Cloak room.




Christ Blessing Little Children—Plockhorst
Boy Christ—Hoffmann
The Hope of the World—Copping
III. Junior Department
a. Separate room
1. Beautiful, artistic, breathing the atmosphere of worship. 
.2^^ .Everything harmonizing in color and design.
3'.? Chairs varying in heighth.
4* Tables.
5. Curtains




Detail Head of Christ—Hoffmann 
Christ Among the Doctors-“Hoffmann 
Christ and the Rich ‘Yeung Ruler—Hofftnann 
Boy Christ—Taylor




b. Furnishing of arsembly room
1. Room should be well-lighted, heated, and 
ventilated.
2. l/'a’de attractive and worshipful.





The Rich Young Ruler--Hofftaann 
Last./Siipper—de Vinci 
First Easter Davm--Thompson 
Sir Galahad--Watts
V. Young People's Department
Same as Intermediate
Pictures
The Light of the World--Hunt 
Gethsamane—Hoffmann 
Descent from the Cross—^Ruebens 
The Omnipresence of Christ--Hoffhtann
A church so organized and equipped with a trained minister using a modern 
program can m^e any rural community a happy, prosperous, and Christian place.
THE MINISTER OF THE RUHAI- CHURCH
CHAPTER III
THE MINISTER OF THE RURAL CHURCH
B. The Call to 
the
Ministry
I. The Supreme Problem of the Rural Church
The supreme problem of the rural church is the
A. The Problem
minister. Give to the rural churches rural-minded, special- 
ly trsined ministers and the problem of the church in the rural community can be 
solved. To the task of supplying this dire need every training agency of the 
church should immediately turn with full realization that the very life of 
Protestant Christianity depends on the solution of the problem.
The great fundamental principles back of the call— 
the charadter and the work of the minister is the same for 
rural, town, or city minister. The call to ministry comes 
with a compelling desire to make the work of theministry a 
life task, with a passion for righteousness, with a love for the church, with a 
longing to lead boys and girls in paths all leading to Chr^t-like characters, 
with an unbounded eagerness to call men .and women from the way of sin to life with 
God, and with unconquerable faith that the Kingdom of Christ will at last triumph.
The young man entering the ministry will hove for his 
own life the highest ideals of character. He will remember^ 
that Paul said to Timothy: ”0 man of God-—follow after 
righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness. Fight the good fight 
of the faith, lay hold on life Eternal, wbereunto thou wast called, and didst 
confess the good confesstion in the. sight of many witnesses, I charge theein the 
sighVof God—-and of Jesus Christ-—that thou keep the commandments without 
spot, without reproach,"
Oft times he will miss the mark that he aims at, but 
he will continue to shoot his arrows with a patience and
meekness, and with the faith that he can and will hit the
(22)
C, Ideals of 
Character
D, His Greatest 
Sermon
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mark of his High Calling in Christ Jesus. The greatest sermons after all, are 
not preached by the mini6t,er in the pulpit, but by his life sunong his people.
Geoth truly says the "Highest things of life cannot be spoken.” They must be 
acted. The minister who would tell his people about Go'd must act in a God-like 
way. If he would teach them of love he must act in a loving way. If he would have 
them believe that Christian living brings freedom, then he by heroic service will 
show an unshackled life. The character of a* minister of God 'is'his greatest 
assurance that he was called to the ministry.
The work of a minister is to "bring the heroic into the
B. Work of
unherpic life of men, demanding of them, truth, breadth, braver
Minister
self-sacrifice, the freedom from conventionalities, and an 
elevation to high standards of thought and life. We must bring men's lifes up to
'S
Him and not bring Him down to men's lives. Thi^ is the Christian’’p&st'or's privi- 
l­
iege and duty." The privilege and duty of a minister here so beautifully stated
by one of the noblest ministers that ever graced a pulpit, is a worthy challenge
to every man now in the wor^ and to those who feel the call' to the ministry has
come to them.
II. Evaluation of Rural Minister
We repeat that the call, the character, and the ultimate goal of the work 
of rural ministers is the same as the city ministers. Yet it is a matter seriously 
consequential that the rural minister is not given his proper place in the scale 
of values in the religious world today. His work is considered to be secondary 
in importance to the city minister. Indeed it is quite generally considered that 
the man who is serving ina rural church is one iriio is not capable of leading a
city church. The rural church is too often compelled to have as its pastor the
-
young man while he gets hip experience, the inefficient man "holding a job", and 
the old man retiring, from active work. The result of the whole of this is a 
stigma placed upon them who see in the rural pastorate a life task worthy of the 
whole of their talents given by God.
I------------- -





The time for a proper evaluation of the rural 
minister and his task has arrived. That this is not recog­
nized by any considerable number of leaders in the religious
life of America is evident. The American Country Life Association with the 
stated purpose;
"To facilitate discussion of the problems end objectives in country life and 
the means of their solution and settlement; to further the efforts and increase 
the efficiency cf persons, agencies and institutions engaged’ in this field; to ' 
disseminate information calculated to promote better understanding from country 
life, and to' aid in rural improvement," and whose seventh National Conference had 
for its theme "Religion in Country Life" has not a rural minister on its board 
of officers or executive committee. On the programs of the former conferences of 
this association it is impossible to find the names of rural ministers who have 
been actually in. the field doing the work such as this organization outlines as 
Its work. On the national boards 6f the great denominations it would be a very 
exteaordinary thing to find the name.of a rural pastor. Yet they all claim to be 
a "rural- people.^ The city ministers are given prominent places on the national 
conveniionfi of these religions and the rural men are most often represented by 
a travelling secretary or a ■college professor. Even at the national conference 
of a great religious body on the work of the country its&lf, the rural pastors 
are told what to do by college professors and -travelling Secretaries, instead of 
allowing the ministers to tell how they are meeting problems. We look in vain 
for the name of a rural pagtor actually at work at his task on any of the com­
mittees of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ,
We might go farther and cite many cases where, in state organizations, if 
there were -any proper evaluation of ’the *work and importance of the rural minister 
he would be properly recbgnized, 1% J.b t^seless to urge young men to make their 
life work a ^ral pastorate and then to give, them a secondary position in the 
councils of the church and other agencies that are serving in the rural field.
What then (1) should be the characteristics of the rural-minister who is
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so important in the'work of the whole church, (2) what is the nature of his 
work,, and (3) what should his training be?
Ill* The Specific Characteristics of Rural Ministers 
The question as to what the characteristics of a rural minister should be 
IS not an easy one. It may be answered that these depend upon the character of 
the people. But that is only a part answer. ^We have already indicated what 
the general qualifications of all ministers should be, but we say specifically 
that a rural minister should be:?
A man with sufficient knowledge of the rural conditions as 
they are. The country cannot longer endure ministers who 
stand aloof and merely speculate on what should be done in
A man with a broad sense of what it is to be a Christian, 
This sense should lead him to lead the community as rapid­
ly as possible into religious efforts for a non-denomina- 
tional community.
A man with a courage like Christ*s. He should be no mincer; 
he should be able to set up a program of reality and then 
drive toward that point. Primarily the program will be 
spiritual. ■ Those who are trying to solve the problem of the rural community on 
the economic basis will never succeed.
^ Kenyon L. Butterfield, who is probably the out-
D, Butterfield 8
standing student of rural life in America, says that he
Qualifications
would look for a man with the following qualifications
for a Rural
for the minister of his rural church:
Minister ■*
H W1. goes without saying that I should want a man who had 
an intense religious nature believing deeply in the pos­
sibilities of the inner religious life. That is, in 
prayer and real communion with God.
2. I should want a man thoroughly committed to the belief that 
the principles and teachings of Jesus and still more his
A, A Man Who 
Knows
rural communities.
B, A Man Who Has A 
Broad Sense of 
What it is to 
be a Christian
C, A Man of 
Courage
^6
real spirit could "be and must be applied to industry, poli­
tics, race relations, world affairs, in short, in all the 
. common activities of human life, and particularly, in the
local rural comraunity.
3. I should want a man who believed that the building up of
the local rural comraunity, gaining the cooperation of all the 
people in it, in goodwill service for the common good and de­
veloping the whole group in Christian fashion is the surest 
way of ushering in the Kingdom of Gpd,
4. I should‘want a man vfho had, of course, the gift of leader­
ship, but I should expect him to be particularly well trained
in a‘ preparation for the country field specifically. I should 
prefer him to have a good, broad course in an agricultural 
college, as'well as theological trainingj but I should want 
him to know the country,^ the country people, something about 
the country problems, and how to interpret these problems, 
both community and personal problems, to the people themselves 
in terms of the spirit and teachings of Jesus.
If I could get a man who in some measurable degree possessed 
these qualifications I shouldn't worry about the color of his 
hair or the size of his posf.l
JV. The Work of the Rural Minister
The work of the rural minister need not be gone into very extensively, be­
cause (1) in fact, this whole thesis is an attempt to’outline the work of the 
rural minister and (2) so much of the work of the ministry is the same in both
city and country.
The great task of the rural minister is the preparation
A. Preparation
and delivery of sermons concerning the great- spiritual
and Delivery
values of life. 'Should .this be neglected, his work will be
of Sermon
a failure. Country folk wi-11 not be deeply influenoqd by
extemporized thought. They are not carried.,alpfigt-by ^ current-of fluency, which 
is ignorant of where it is going. Mere talkativeness Will not put people ini’s© 
bonds; happy-go-lucky^ sermons will lay no necessity upon the reason, nor put any 
strong constraint upon the heart. Preaching that casts nothing accomp3^j.8hes 
nothing; hard study is the way to success- Thp study must be in. "the, secret 
place of the Most High", then the promise of ancient days shall be fulfiUed in
Letter to writer, Jan. 6, 1925
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the minister, the eyes of them that see shall'be not dim, and the ears of them 
that hear shall hearken and the work of the-Lord shall have a free course, and 
be glorified.
The sermon tlrnt has been born in the "secret place of the Most High" will 
transform the pulpit into a throne when U Is delivered. The service in the 
sanctuary will be worthy of the praise and worship-of Jesus, the Saviour of the 
world. The whole service will center around the theme of the sermon, and the 
ultimate object of each sermon will be to move the will, to set it on another 
course,'to increase‘s its pace, and to Tnake it sing in "the ways of the God’s 
commandments."
The work of the minister will be to cooperate with
B. Cooperation
the Good Shepherd. There is no joy on earth comparable to
with the Godd
that of him who has gone out with the Great Shepherd,
Shepherd
striding over the exposed mountain, and through the dark, 
deep valleys of dark shadow, seeking His sheep that was lost; no joy comparable 
to His when the sheep is found, and the Shepherd lays it on His shoulder rejoic­
ing, and carried it home to the fold.. "Rejoice with Me, for I have found My 
sheep which was lost." And every one who has shared in the toil of the seeking 
shall also share in the joy of finding—"partaker of the sufferings" he -shall also 
be "partaker of the glory." He shall assuredly enter into the joy of his Lord,
Again the rural minister must be a pastor. He must
C. A Pastor in
know his people in their homes. It is yet a great event
the Home
< in most rural homes when the minister comes home with the
family for Sunday dinner. Oft times more good is done in a friendly visit than 
in the pulpit. The rural pastor will know the children by name, and they will 
tell him of their hopes and their dreams for the future. The minister, as the 
pastor, will" listen" to-the problems—the sorrows, the joys—of each home, and 
keep as a sacred trust what he hears. The work will not be easy—it will take 
time and strength; but while he gives he will receive; while he comforts he will
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D# A Cornmunity 
Builder
be comforted; while he oounsel.s he will be enlightened; while he lifts another’s 
burden another will make his own burden lighten. For, he that findeth his life 
shall lose it; and he that loseth his life for My sake shall find it.
Finally the work of the rural minister will be that 
of a community builder. Starting with the individual he 
will implant Christian ideals in the soul. The family he 
will look upon as the community in miniature. He will aim to make each minia­
ture comir.unij:,y a Chri&tian community. Then will he be a community builder.
The details and the mechanise will be found in other chapters of this thesis.
V. The Training of the Rural Minister
The training for the rural ministry is of great importance to the solution 
of our whole problem.
First of all it is very generally conceded that the
f
rural ministers need not have, been born in the country,
but whether he was or not, he must be trained to love the
country .from his babyjiood days. .He must, of course, be
graduated from the high school and attend a church controlled college where he
will be taught many of the great fundamentals of the work of the ministry.
The college should not instill him with the thought
of a city church as the place to achieve the -greatest
success, but he will be guided in the knowledge of how
to live and serve among the farmers of o^r land, and to
know that there is no greater nor truer fapt than that a life dedicated to the
work of the church will reap the highest rewards and the greatest satisfaction,
^ ...... Among the courses particularly needed by the rural
C. Particular Courses ^
minister in his college course will be Bible, Religious 





B. Belief in Work 
of the Country 
Church
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A courG0_o^ great value to a minister of a farmer*s
D* Agricultural
church Ydll be one year at an agricultural college. There
College
if he should specialize in one branch of agriculture, it 
would greatly aid him in his work.
The ministers of today must have a seminary training
E. .Seminary
in order to achieve success. Here he will be trained to
Training
meet the questions of men and women of university training 
who ?rill more and more be found in the country communities. He will be trained 
to know how to use the fine arts, that the highest emotions might be, aroused, 
and great ideals put into the ontrdl of lives.
The day when the untrained, uneducated minister can go into rural communities 
anii command the respect of young people who have passed through our public school 
system, is rapidly pas'sing.
VI. The Problem of Length of Pastorate
At the very heart of the whole rural problem is the 
question of the length of the pastorates. As the situi-
A. The Present 
Situation
‘tion is now, the‘''average length of tiirte for ministers to
remain in one field is less than a year* This, of course, takes in student 
ministers and business men who have felt the call to preach late in life. How­
ever, the situation is serious enough to demand a very thorough study on the 
part of those interested in the future work of the church. Very little progress 
can be made in the great task of rebuilding the whole country church program 
until some solution or solutions ‘to this particular problem can be found.
The person m6st vitally concerned is the .minister him- 
sblf. He and his family suffer much from the constant 
changing of the place where they live. The church suffers 
much from these conditions but the true minister always 
shares in such sufferings as well as those pf his own family. So we have placed 
this problem under the head of the rural minister. 'Not that the church itself




is not concerned fbr it has been well said "that it may safely be said that a-
churches reputation for the length of its pastorates is an indication of the
1
quality of its* people.” But the problem in the end inrill be solved by the 
ministers themselves. Perhaps in the last analysis it can be said that the so­
lution rests with the colleges and seminaries where ministers are trained.
Our first step, however, in solving the problem is to 
discover the causes for the short pastorates. Here is 
listed below a number of such nauses. It is hardly pos­
sible to’put them in the order of their importance. Neither 
is it practical to separate the causes that the churches are responsible for 
from those for which the ministers must be held res.ponsible. Most often there
C. Causes for 
Short 
Pastorates
is a mutual “responsibility. Among the causes for short pastorates are:
(1) Churches expect a minister to close a pastorate after a period of 
two- or three years.
(2) Many congregations are disposed to treat’ the preacher as an employee 
to whom directions are to be given, and service exacted in considera­
tion of selary received. Where there is any such relationship it is 
absurd to speak of any kind of moral leadership or pastorates of any 
length.
(3) Failure of church to make adequate provision for a living salary. The 
minister may come to the field’ for a lov/ salary on the promise that 
the salary will soon be increased. Time passes and the increase does, 
not come; the. church blames the preacher; the preacher blames the 
church and there is another move.
(4) Waning enthusiasm’ of the church. The new minister is greeted warmly
^ and assured of the loyal support of the membership. This warmth cools, 
the minister finds that the people do not respond to his efforts and 
again there is a move.
(5) The attitude of some congregations toward a change in minister. The
first remedy to try for sleeping sickness, torpor dissension, or any 
other church ailment ia a .change of pastor.
(6) Preachers lacks the organizing ability and resources for a long, con- 
^^structive pastorate. This appears to be a special danger of those men
who begin a pastorate with a great whoop and hurrah.
(7) The preacher raayhave a roving disposition and be obsessed by the per­
petual deliriiaa that the new place is better than the old.
T------- -----------------------------
I. J. Cahill, Secretary of Ohio Christian Missionary Society
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(8) ’’Every now and then," writes an efficient state secretary of a prominent
community, "we see what is a pathetic sight. Some good minister full 
of devotion but with no other idea than that his work is to give off a 
flow of words. He seems to have no idea that there is anything else 
to be done. Always such a man is .in trouble. He bears the appearance 
of one groping, but without any conception of just what is the matter."
(9) Minister or church cannot wait fqr results. If they do not see the 
immediate fruits of their toil under a new minister there is a desire 
for a change on the part of both- of them.
(10) The'minister is easily discouraged by difficulties and moves on only 
to encounter difficulties of another sort elsewhere.
(11) The minister must never los.e his tenper. Many a short .pastors^te is
due to 0 minister's quick t^per. He loses his self-control and resigns. 
Afterwards, when it i-s too Iste, he sees his mistake.
(12) A minister must have no favorites in his church--at least not so that 
it is noticeable. Jealousy results and short pastorates are brought 
about.
(13) A minister should advise with his people and in a measure take them 
into his confidence. Yet there are some matters that he should not 
confide even to his most trusted members. He is certain to shorten 
his pastorate if he does.
(14) The chupch must not be allowed at the end of each year to vote on 
whether or not the pastor is to be retained another year. This is 
poor psychology to raise this question in the minds of the congrega­
tion esch year. There will always be some that will vote "no". Then 
people.begin to. discuss the question,end a rift is inevitable. The 
minister th0n..resigns.
(15) The cfiticral attitude of the church which magnifies falts and limita­
tions however trivial. This undermines the minister's influence, and 
too soon brings about the resignation of the minister.
(16) The church's desire for a popular drawing preacher rather than a pian 
of devout courage who will lead them to self-examination and sacrifice.
(17) The unwise selection of ministers on the. basis of first appearance and
a trial sermon rather then on a record of devoted and effective service. 
Many men of bad character are engaged by this method and the result is 
a church quarrel and a change of minister.
(18) Factions-within the church membership over personal, social, and busi­
ness difficulties. The minister is drawn into such affairs eventually 
no matter Kow much, he may try to avoid it. The work of the church Is 
handicapped if not halted, and the minister is compelled to seek a new
* field.
(19) The manner in which a pastorate is closed by one minister oft deter­
mines the "length of time of his successor to the pastorate. Particu­
larly is this true if factions had arisen over the going of the former 
man. If the minister who has left writes letters to his friends in 
the church and returns for funerals and weddings and social visits, 
the result is that the factions arq continued. The friends of the 
former are constantly comparing the minister ij^th his predecessor.
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The good qualities of the former and the weakness of the present 
minister are magnified. Furthermore,- the members who stood by the 
former minister often refuse to take the responsibility of the work 
again inrorder to show what a mistake it was to allow him to leave.
(26^ The reasons for ministers leaving their fields of service in the
country, that is, in the open country and villages, is due in lEinv 
sections to the transient character of the country population, 
which loaves too small a nucleous for permanent work. Country 
people have not yet in many sections idealized a permanence of res­
idence. The length of tenancy of a farm is less than a year. The , 
average farmer, as is the average man ej^ewhere, is bent on making 
money even more than making a home. He is also dependent upon eco­
nomic changes which are unfavorable to permanence. It is estimated 
that at least one million farmers left the farms that they were on 
in 1923. These conditions tend to cause the farmer to idealize 
change and he expects his minister to go by the end of the year.
(21) Vinisters are ambitious. To them even more than to the farmers the 
larger town and city are most generally looked upon as ideal places 
to work. Therefore, the country or village church is looked upon 
as merely a plFce of temporary service.
(22) In porportion to the population the country place has too many 
preachers, thus leaving to each man only a part of a job. Most 
ministers want to wor^, and therefore they seek the larger place at 
the first opportunity, and this condition constitutes to the problem 
of short pastorates.
(23) Ministers who do not live in the community where their church is lo­
cated are constantly changing pulpits. The reason for this is large­
ly that they only have a certain number of sermons and do not want
to take, the trouble to writ© new ones. This type of a minister is 
sometimes called the "H. F. D. Preacher". It has been the cause of 
people of a community constantly desiring a new voice in their pul­
pit. In such places a settled minister is called a failure.
(24) The failure of a church as a whole to properly evaluate the work of 
the rural and village minister is the chief cause of the desire on 
the part of a progressive and aggressive minister to leave the rural 
field.
These reasons are testimony enough against the short pastorate. It might 
prpperly be said that the opposite to the causes of short pastorates will 
bring a longer pastorate. Yet we need to understand some of the positive rea­
sons for a minister's staying at one task long enough to bring into realization 
a great constructive program. Warren H. Wilson in reply to the writer's question 
as to whether the length of pastorates varied in different parts of the coun­
try, says: "In the. East and South which were colonies of Europe two hundred 
yeears before the dwellers began to move across the Appalachian ranges into the 
Mississippi Valley, the pastorate is quite long, even in the country. In the
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states from Ohio west and south, the country pastorate is short. The reason is 
that in the latter states west of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, the American 
experience has prevailed. The experience is evangelistic. It involves change. 
The minister even is expected to cover a wide range. He is expected to be a 
preacher, not a pastor. East of Ohio he is expected to be a pastor, though 
the influence of the Mississippi Valley experience is extending eastward.-"
This is interestingly told by one of the leading 
students of rural church in America. It brings out the 
fact that the long pastorates are growing less common in 




We must first, however, point out the causes for long pastorates before we sug­
gest solutions to our problem. Among these are:
(1) The standards of education for the rural pastor mubt be raised. Other 
things being equal, the man with the more thorough preparation has
the better chance for the longeh pastorate. It may be remarked here 
that the same qualities which enabled him to acquire the preparation 
will usually aid him in the work of the ministry. The man's program 
for his own study and development and for the work of the church is 
undoubtedly a vbry important consideration in the length of pastorate.
(2) The minister must have the capacity and means to grow. His ability 
to produce a good amount of new sermon material, and new practical 
plans of work will affect the length of his stay with one church.
(3) "My own personal claim for staying in my field so long," writes a 
minister who has been nearly thirty years with one.,qhurch, "is the 
fact that the church has cordially and splendidly supported me. The 
friendships have deepened from year to year. My associates are so 
deeply rooted that it would be impossible-for me to make a change." 
Could we not say the, that one way to have long pastorates is for 
both church and-minister. allow the Christ spifit-of Love to bring 
it about? It worked in tPl’is case.
(4) Tact.is a big factor in a long pastorate. The leaders of the church 
should be blessed with it, and the minister simply must b.e a diplomat 
to get along with the divers-elements that make up a congregation. He 
must know psychology, in otherwords, and know the best way to apply
- his knowledge.
(5) Patience is~an aid to a long pastorate. Patience on the part of 
leaders and"ministers in waiting for results.
(6) Character is the final determining factor in the length of time a 
minister remains on one-field. A congregation with high ideals of 
oharscter will overlook other weaknesses, but they will not long 
listen to a man who has not a Christian character. Neither will a 
Christian man long stay with the church that is not Christian in its
A
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life, and in its attitude toward its community, if it refuses to 
change to a better way.
Any such wortjiy end as long pastorates in the rural chufch should be at­
tained if the will to do so is created. But in the final analysis the only 
means of bringing "‘this about is for individual ministers, individual churches, 
and individual church governing bodies to make as their own the ideal of a 
pastorate of sufficient length for a constructive program to be accomplished. 
This ideal should be seven years. This does not mem that a minister should 
leave at the end of seven years^ Service; but it does mean that following the 
custom of today for the church to vote each year on the question of whether or 
not the minister shall be engaged for another year, the custom will be to take 




As has already been indicated, local conditions play 
an important part in the reaching of this ideal but never­
theless, some general suggestions are here offered in ad­
dition to those given and implied in the- lists of causes
for short' and long pastorates given above. These suggestions are as follows:
(1) Theological- s'eminari'bs, church college-s, and other ministerial train­
ing schools to‘adopt such-an ideal.of seven year pastorates for the 
rural church. The ideal to bo held before the students by every 
professor of such schools.
We have already brought out the fact that the minister must be thor­
oughly and specially trained for his task as a rural pastor, and this 
vitally enters into the responsibility of the church school that he 
attends.
(2) That parishes be made large enough so that the minister can be paid 
a salary that is worthy and free him and 'his family from financial 
worry. At the same time the salary must not be too much out of pro­
portion to the farmers* average dncome- for *a seven year period.-
(3) A systematic education of local church leaders as to .value of long 
pastorates, the need of the minister's proper support, and the re-
^ sponsibility of laymen in the work of the church. Here agricultural 
colleges must be enlisted to train young men and young women in the 
responsibility of leadership in 'the local community. Church colleges 
must also realize responsibility here; alsg local training schools in 
the larger ]pa'rishes dhould be held annually for local ^.eaders.
(4) That lo'oal churches be won to the following ideas: that no preachers 
that advertise ever be engaged as minister; that the church never 
‘advertise for a minister; that no 'preacher ever be engaged unless
Ik
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the district, state, or national governing bodies be counciled with 
in regard to the man under consideration; that only those men who 
are listed in some way in the annual year book of their communion 
ever be even considered as pastors; and that the plan of the trial 
sermon be abolished; and the obnoxious plan of having several min­
isters on trial at the same time; that a church that desires to call 
a man who is happily situated on another field, consult some super­
visory official before approaching the man himself; and that the 
church be educated that to resort to a change of minister as the last 
remedy rather than the first when it seems to be losing ground,
(5) The Program of Religious Education offers a solution. For when its 
ideals are adopted by a sufficient number of rural churches much of 
the problem we are discussing here will be solved. For proper edu­
cation will produce the leaders necessary for long pastorates; elim­
inate the uneducated, inefficient minister; and put the vrork of the 
church on such a high spiritual plane that some of the conditions 
described will no longer exist,
(6) Warren H. Wilson in reply to a question of the writer offers this 
plan* "By your question I un4erstand you to mean—what can the rural
N minister himself do -to solve the problem? He can find ."a parish in 
, the country which wants him to devote himself to them on a community 
program, making all their interests his own, and above all making 
himself a prophet of the spiritual life, a minister of Jesus Christ. 
He can live among them without thought of change and without regard 
to what, they at first can pay him. He ought not to consider change 
until he has been there €en years. For this purpose he had better 
select an adequately organized community with good economis systems 
where the farmers prosper in a reasonable degree. Then he could 
cast in his lot with them teach permanence of residence, concern 
himself with soundness of their economic life, with their recreational 
and social life, in the way of education, and above all the supremecy 
of Jesus Christ as head of the community,
VII. Plea of the Chapter
The plea of the chapter is that the work of the rural minister should be
recognized as a vocation in itself. This can be accomplished largely by (1^ the 
official organization of each denomination having a separate rural church de­
partment; (2) by each colleee where ministers are educated maintaining a Rural 
Church Chairman; (3) by the proper classification of ministers in accordance 
with their place of service; (4) by the recognition of rural ministers in the 
councils of the church.
This is not an unusual suggestion. The profession of law is so divided. 
There are lawyers who deal with cases that concern international law only, others 
with criminal cases, other will accept oftly land cases. There are teachers who 
teach only religious education or history or sociology. Why not ministers who
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serve only city churches, or country churches, or community churches?
When this done a new day will dawn for the rural church. Then will that 
farewell prayer of Oherlin, the greatest of rural pastors, that he wrote to be 
read after his death, be answered in 10,000 rural communities. His prayer was:
Thou, 0 ever dear parish, God will not forgot you, nor abandon you. He has 
thoughts of peace and mercy for you. Oh! that you might forget my name to re­
member only Jeses Christ whom I have preached. He it is who is your pastor. 
Good-bye, dear friends, I have Ibved you much. 0 my God, may Thine.‘eye ever 
watch over my dear parishioners; may Thine ear be ever ppen to hear them, and 
Thy hand be over stretched out to protect them, I commend them to Thee, end 





I. The Purpose of the Survey
The first move of a minister of a rural church upon
A. The Purpose Stated
taking up a pastorate is to survey the comiminity he is 
planning to serve. The purpose of the survey will be to give to the leaders and 
the people in general, a ^rue-to-life picture or knowledge of each other as the 
practical and scientific basis on which they may construct a long time program for 
the progressive increase and improvement of their own and their community's physical, 
mental, social, and spiritual assets, and for the gradual decrease and possible 
ultimate elimination of the physical, mehtal, social, and spiritual liabilities. It 
will aim to give to the community an actual inventory of its present condition and 
thus work scientifically at both ends of its problems; that of increasing the com­
munity's values and that of decreasing its disvalues.
"The philosophy of the survey," says Paul W. Kellog,
B. Th© Philosophy of
expert in social surveys, "is to set forth before the com-
the Survey
munity all the facts that bear on a problem, and to rely
upon ccmmon purpose of all the people as the first great resource to be drawn upon
in working that problem out. Thus conceived, the survey becomes a distinctive and
1
powerful implement of democracy."
In other words, the survey aims to get at the truth about the comrtunity and then 
make that truth known. The minister then will do as we say elsewhere in this thesis— 
"first find the truth and then act in line with the truth."
^ II. Types of Survey
The survey, if properly taken, will reveal truth to the minister in regard to 
the economic, social, and religious conditions of his conmunity. The value of the
1
See Io7/a State College Bulletin, No. 93, p. 1
(38)
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survey in planning a scientific program of service will be determined by the kind 
of survey that is token. There are at least three different types of survey that 
a minister or other rural leade'rs will find of more or less value in solving the 
problems before them.
A. Religious Survey
The first type is called the religious survey. This 
type will reveal, principally, the names of the people' in 
the community, vrhere they live, the distance from the church, the ages of the child­
ren and young people, the church ea-ch person belongs to or prefers (if any), attend­
ance or non-attendance at a church school, and similar information. This information 
will -be useful but gives very little scientific data upon which to plan a program.
The second type of a survey is called the sociological
B. Sociological Survey
survey. This type of survey will give the leader information 
about the scope and functions of existing organizations and whether dr not they are 
performing the functions for which they are intended. He'will learn to what extent 
they are under control of efficient leadership, what relations they are on with 
each other, whether they are duplicating effort, or whether they are failing to 
supply a definite need. The leader, if proper steps are used, could have his 
community surveyed to determine its "standard of living." This is a sociological 
survey that is being conducted by the United Statds Department of Agriculture in 
cooperation with colleges in many sections of America. It is conducted upon the 
most progressive .sociological principles and reveals the standard of life in the 
community surveyed in such a way that a leader could plan a program of service 
that would meet at once definite needs. Applications for such surveys should be' 
taken up vdth the Department of Sociology of the nearest university to the community.
The third type of survey is called the socio-religio 
.survey. This survey would aim to give the leader complete 
'information in regard to the social, mental, and religious 
conditions of his community. There 7rould be added to the survey of the sociological 
type* a survey using the "Indiana Survey of Religious Education" as an ideal, as to
C. Socio-ReJ.igio 
Survey
what the schedules should be. This survey would need time, scientific skill, and 
good financial fupport to make it e success; but the first rural church that accom­
plishes such a task as this type of a survey will make a reel contribution to the 
rural life problem.
The First Step
III. Taking the Survey
The leader then will first choose the type of survey
to be used. The socio-religio survey will be the most 
difficult from every standpoint, but it vdll mske the futlire work of' every organiza­
tion working for the betterment of the community more certain of accomplishing its 
purpose if this type is chosen.
Having determined upon the type of survey, the next
B. Secure Support of
step will be to get the community’s support for the task.
the Community
The fi^rst discussions of the survey will be held before 
the executive committee of the community council. Here, the value, the purpose, the 
cost, and the ultimate results Mil be gone into very carefully. The support of 
this organization must be first gained before the plans can o-o further.
IV.- Organization for-Survey'Work
This support having been v/on, the executive committee
A. General Survey
should appoint a general survey committee. This committee
Committee
is to be held responsible Befote the community for the 
conduct of the survey. An^ organization tree is found .on the following page,.
AirwowMOO "ivtoav lOiaMn'F'
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They will choose a director of the survey. He or
B. Director
she will be the executive in charge of the work. The 
probability is that if the rural minister urge the survey he will be chosen for this
office. He should accept the office.
I'fforking with the director will be the executive com-
C. Executive Committee
mittee of the survey committee. This committee should 
consist of a chairman, treasurer, secretary, and two members at large. This commit­
tee is to be, in constant touch vdth the director and work under his immediate execu­
tive committee will have'as an important task the choosing from the community council 




This can largely be 
munity council.
It has been indicated in the explanation of the organization, the necessary 
steps in taking the survey. Many uses of the facts and figures obtained are sug­
gested throughout this thesis.
' The only further suggestion necessary wil) be the
F. Map of Parish
map of the parish that every minister should have hanging 
in his study. One result of the survey will be the list of the names of every family
(1) Tinamce Committee to secure sufficient funds to meet all 
local expenses of the survey.
(2) Publicity Committee to publish items in local nev;spapers, 
to send at least one letter to every home in regard to the 
survey, end to otherwise assist in informing the people in 
regard to the'plans and purposes of the survey.
(3) Canvassers Committee to 'choos^ canvassers to call at the 
homes to secure the desired information.
(4) Tabulation committee to tabulate the results as rapidly 
as the canvassers'return their schedules.
(5) Filing Committee to file for future reference all reports.
(6) Report Committee to compile facts and figures^and report 
them in the most effective way to the community.
The general survey committee will also appoint a 
conservation committee. This comnittee will have the 
important task of conserving the results of the survey, 
done through r.ecommendations to various committees of the com-
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in the community. The minister should make a separate parish map which will locate 
every family with stickers large enough to show the age and sex of every member in 
the family. Such a map was advocated by the House to House Survey.Section of the 
Interchurch World Movement. In making such a map use circular pieces of variously 
.colored kindergarten paper, cut with an inch hollow tinner's punch-^varying the 
color to indicate the religious preference of the family. Through this paper
punch little- holes, one for each member of the family, the location of hole showing 
the person's position in the family.
This can best be explained by the use of the cut which follows*
EXPLANATION OF THE MP
Numbers 1 to 6 inclusive represent families of the same 
denominational preference—that in the interest of which 
the map is made.
Numbers 7 and 8 represent families of different denomin­
ational preference according to the color of paper used. 
Two sizes suggest a difference to be determined by the 
extent to vrhich the map is liable to be crowded. No ac­
count is here taken of the make-up of the family.
V. Reporting Results
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As soon as the survey results are all in and tabulated and studied, those in 
charge of the survey should call a conmunity meeting to report the results. The 
survey reeuits should be shown graphically, either by large cards or by the use of 
stereoptican slides. There will be much information gathered that will not be gi-^en 
out, but the striking facts should be carefully given and explained. The minister 
will close the meeting with hi-s own interpretation of the survey and a general but 
clear explanation as to vdiat he desires to see accomplished in the coiranunity.
PART II





I• Meaning of Religious Education
Onc^ upon a time there was a prisoner. His crime
A. Fable
must have been great, for he was confined in a cell 
vfithout windows, where the darkness was relieved only by a faint light that came 
through a panel of some translucent material in a door in the eastern wall of the 
cell. The other three walls contained doors also, each different in form from the 
rest. The door of the -south -frafe hot to the touch and wermed the cell by its radia­
tion. The door on the west contained an always closed wicket with a shelf before 
it. The prisoner had learned that if (end only if) when he lay down to rest this 
shelf was duly swfept and prepared would he find upon it -pfhen he awoke in the morn­
ing his- material necessities. But the door on the north was most v/onderful, for 
about it a bluish glow played, and from it crackled sparks darted forth to meet 
the approach of an incautios hand.
How long the prisoner had been in this place he knew not. All his memory was of 
this cell. He spent much of his time et v/ork, for in the years of his stay he had 
fashioned a set of rude tools from the debris that littered the floor of his cell.
Day after day he would spend at his bench, making keys; for this -was his hope___
that he might some day make a key to fit one of.the locks in the doors of his cell. 
He would spend weeks over a single key, only to find it useless; then he'would throw 
it upon a pile vrhich already contained cAny such discarded keys, and set to work 
patiently upon another.
One night, fatigued, disappointed and discouraged, he lay stretched upon the 
floor of his cell in slumber, and in his sleep he had a dream; for it seemed that 
there was in his cell, an angel who took from his girdle a key of strange and yet 
simple form, to which all four locks yielded. And the prisoner saw in his dream
that the four doors were bound together without by a great chain, reaching frcm door
(47)
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to door, snd encircling the cell, so that unless all the doors were opened all must 
remain closed. And as the pri-soner tried in-his dream to see what lay beyond, he 
awoke to find the doors closed as he had always known them.
Then the prisoner turned to his bench and'began to shape a key after the fashion 
of that v/hich he had seen in the hand of the angel. He had had but a fleeting glimp'-e 
of it, and had-caught but the general plan; the (Jetails had escaped him. Finally it 
was finished, to the best of his recollection, and vrith a trembling hand he tried the 
key in the eastern door.
The key turned, although with difficulty. At one point the prisoner had to put 
forth' all his strength to make it pass one of the wards of the lock; yet it passed, 
and the bolt yielded. With a shout of joy the prisoner pushed the door outward.
It opened butthe merest crack, and a blinding light filled the cell. The prisoner 
shut his dazzled eyes, and felt through the crack with his fingers. His dream was 
true; there was the chain which prevented it from opening farther. Greatly excited, 
he withdrew the dey, and hastened to the door on the north; but here the key would 
turn but part way, try as he would.' ?o back to. his bench went the priscjier and 
worked away patiently at the key.
Days of work and trial followed before the key would turn in the north door; yet 
it finally turned, and the door yielded enoughito show the binding chain as with the 
other. But in the door on the south the key would not turn at all; so back to liis 
bench again, went the prisoner and filed patie^ntly at the key.
And lol as he worked, through the partly‘opened eastern door there shone upon 
him a beam of the outer glory; and his heart was glad, and he sang as he shaped the key.
This fable might be interpreted in many ways, but it
B. Fable Interpreted
will illustrate the farmer as he lives and works, end hopes
A
and prays that his children might grow into Christian womanhood end manhood. His 
ovm life, he had found, is the like the prisoner’s—it had been enclosed within four 
walls and work as he may he could make the proper key that would unlock the doors 
and let him out into the life that he knew rightly belonged to a child of God. He
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had always gone to church and Sunday sch9ol.
He had been a member of the men's class and had
C. Existing Conditions
taken activ0''part in their 'discussions on '’Americans 
the tast Tribes of Israel," "Millions now living would never die," "Hell a place 
where literal fire burns," and similar questions, but scmehow such'discussions 
did not give him the key he had hoped it would# His older boy had been to town
^ f
to high school and one Sunday morning he asked his teacher if she believed-in 
evolution# The teacher did not know what the word meant, so the boy decided that 
he did not care to go to that class anymore. This made the' prison seem very 
dark. His other children had lied to him, and one boy had been caught stealing 
oranges from the center store# Yet, he' had struggled on^ He knew that there 
must be a way out for Christ had said: "I come io give life, life more abundantly."
VJe have not exaggerated the weakness of rural Sunday schools. They have 
not imprbved to any noticeable degree in 100 years# They have failed to use the 
talents God has entrusted to them# This is not condemnation of that noble army 
of men and women who have been officers and teachers of these-Sunday schools. A 
crown awaits each of them# *They lack knowledge of methods rather than sincerity 
of purpose. But the farmer is today unsatisfied for he has not found the Master 
Key.
D# The Master Key
This Master Key that will unlock the doors and 
let the glory of the ideals of Jesus Christ shine 
upon the farmer's family is Religious Education.
Religious education takes the farm boy and girl 
from the first dawn of consciousness; vdth thoir cap- 
acity both for good and evil, and seeks to stimulate 
the good and suppress the bad, using for this purpose 
religious instruction, nurture, and guidance.
1. Childhood It maintains thbt the best and most natural way for the child 
to enter Into his spiritual heritage is to frow into it gradually from the beginning,




It seek, so to train the child and stimulate and ,nide his spiritual development 
that this Divine Grace shall have constant dccess to the heart and life, a sus­
taining, organizing, upbuilding po„er acting continuously upon the soul, rather 
than -expecting it to reclaim a sin-sick soul which has lost its vmy.
3. ^ude toward God Religious education includes the development of 
an attitude toward God.. The child receives his first conception of God through 
social heredity. These conceptions come in two ways. First, as the child enters 
into the common consciousness of his social surroundings;-in other words, as he 
responds to an environment of persons in which God has a place; second as the 
result of definite religious instruction.
‘The idea of God—the greatest conception of which the human mind is capable- 
Should be a constant growth as the child's social horizon enlarges, and as his 
moral ideals grow, God should be the personification of the purest and highesi 
ideals of Which, the child is capable at his age. It is to direct this enlargement 
of conceptions, the plow growth of contents and .waning that religious education 
aims. Instruction-is necessary that will associate God with all that is best and 
richest in the child's life. God is presented as the Gracious Giver of all good 
things. The child's first impression of God will be cast in forms of human ex­
perience. 'Father and Mother in the very nature of the case serve as the child's 
growing thought about God; but the child soon discovers that parents are not 
always ideal. Then religious education tells the child of Jesus Christ. His 
teachers tell him how unselfish Christ was, how patient and heroic and brave. The 
efficient teacher will cause the Christ to be loved and to become a great ideal in 
the child's thought and feeling. The child's mind will not outgrav Jesus as an 
ideal. In the middle and later childhood.the personality of Jesus, under proper
teaching, gives to the boy and givl a real hold upon God. God is found incarnated 
in the human life and personality of Jesus Christ.
Mii^ous Education of Adolescence From childhood into adolescence is the 
growth process of human life. The great aim of religious education for the adoles-
not simply to get young people to declare their loyalty to Christ
and come into the church membership, but to teach them what loyalty to Christ 
means—to show them that it means control of oneself; that is, ofi one’s conduct 
through motives which are not external but from within. And these motives are 
formed under the complex attitude vrhioh we name loyalty ajid love—loyalty to 
God’s will and an attitude not simply of intellectual respect but of personal 
affection for Christ,
4. Religious Education of youni manhood and v/omanhood Religious education 
does not consider its vrork done when adolescenbe is passed. Young manlioodand 
womanhood have theif problems. Some will go away to college, some to the city 
to v/ork, others will have a period of courtship and then marriage with a new 
home. With‘this last group the rural church has a heavy responsibility. They 
will need instruction, discussions and guidance such as is only found in the 
teachings of Christianity.. Failure at this age on the part of the program of 
religious education is fatal. There is a lack of good teaching material here, 
such as for the other ages; but much necessary instruction is needed here if 
the farmer is to have the Master Key that vdll open to him the beauty and joy
of life in the open country.
5, The Heme Father end mother need to be active in the work connected 
with the program of religidus education in the rural church because (1) the 
Good News properly taught never becomes old news; (2) the community service of 
the rural church needs the most matured talent of the community; (3) the farmer 
and family must drive to church, especially is this true in a larger parish, and 
the program of religious education must have an active place for every member
of his family, including himself and his wife. The home must be the unit in the 
program of the rural church,
* II. Organization
- As is the case with all other activities of the
A. Organization Necessary
rural church in the larger parish to make the program 
of religious education effective there must be an organization to direct the 
activities.
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The pastor will be face to face2with such a
B. IntegrTated Program
multiplicity of organizations in his church as to 
cause despair to a man with an educational vision* His problem will be how to 
make his leadership effective in so many groups, each with its own policy, pro­
gram and personnel* The solution is tVat he must develop an integrated program*
The pastor of the rural church will in practically
C* Organization Described
every case be his ovm director of religious education* 
He must, then, develop an organization that shall be integrated in aim, in program, 
and in control.
1* The aim of the organization The organization will be integrated in its 
aim. The very idea of an integrated aim pKallenges each group and each activity 
to indicate its contribution to the total Iif© of the school.
(1) Challenge of aim It challenges each group, further, to show that 
every element of its specific aim and progr^ is congruous with the general aim 
of the whole program of the church; and lastly, it chellenges ell the groups and
t
activities put together to show that eydry legitimate^need of the entire constit­
uency is being met.
(2) Questions for teachers and officers
1. ’.'Vhat usable religious knuwledge are my pupils getting—about 
God, the BibTe, the way of life set forth by Jesus^
2. 7rtiat religious attitudes are they developing—interests,
ideals, standards, loyalties toward the school, the church,
the Bible/, life Itsein^ < - »
3. What practical appl'icatiQns are they making of the truths 
taught and lessons learned, to their daily living in the 
home, the school, the community?
(3) The result The pastor-director who can get a few thoughtful people 
to seriously consider such questions as these not only in their relationship to the 
church school pupils, but in regard to the whole church program, will have gone 
far toward an integrated aim.
2. The Integrated program The organization will be integrated in its pro­
gram. This implied that all the leaders working together will build a program
________________
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that shall include all the functions that should be provided for, all the 
people who should be included, aM all the available time*
3* Integrated in control^ The organization must be integrated in its 
control. This will be best eccomplished by means of a carefully selected com­
mittee On religious education. This committee will always work in l^rmony' with 
the whole program of the church.
The committee on religious education is, then, 
a very vital part of the whole program of the rural 
church. This committee will be choeen vdth great
B. Committee on
Religious Education
care by the official board of the church,
!• Personnel of committee The persons chosen to the membership of this ‘ 
committee should represent the highest intelligence and executive ability in 
the church. They need not be educational experts, though familiarity with 
educational theory and practice v/ill increase their cbility to pass judgment 
upon educational policies. They should be persons of broad outlook, progressive 
in spirit,^ and successful on their own farms bn in their homes. The minister 
will be 8 member of this committee and there should be from twotto four other
members•
2, Functions of the committee The functions cf the committed on religious 
education will be to determine the general policies, elect teachers and department 
heads, keep in close touch with the work of each teacher and see that the program 
of each department correlates vath ether departments of the school and see that
V
the church school's program is integrated with the -whole program cf the church.
3* Other officers Other officers of the church are listed in the organiza­
tion tree. They are as follov^s; superintendent, treasurer, secretary, librarian, 
and teachers. Their duties are familiar to every one interested in a church
school.
This thesis is not based on a snail one-room
E. Departmental
Organizations
church school. The larger parish plan will make the 
rural church school a school that should be divided
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X-, j«r>or.+TPents, namely: children’s department, young people's department, 
into three depar^me > j
end adult department. Each department will have its own head; classes for each 
age will be provided in each department.
1, Children's department To discuss each department fully would take this 
thesis too far afield. However, the equipment of the children's department as 
suggested in the chapter on "Church Organization and Equipment"'will frive an 
idea of what the work in ths'-t department should be. The program here offered 
will explain fufcther what the type of work should be each Sunday. This program 
would probably be best suited for a Sunday in July in the primary department.
T
Thought for the day-----right attitudes towards others
Pre-session work:
Selecting pictures of children doing kindnesses to others; tailing 
or writing little stories about them.
Pre-worship period:
Ask for one or two of the little stories to be read or told to 
the department.
Worship period:
Scripture and Responses —
Same as Third Sunday, mti^ addition of —
Supt. What is -the Golden Rule God has given us by which to 
live prig'^t?
Dept. TThatsoever ye vrould that men should do unto you, do 
ye, even so, to them.
Son£--"Th0 Golden Rule" (Tune: Auld Lang Syne)
"To do to others as I would
That they should do to me 
Will make me alvrays kind and good 
As children ought to be.
Chorus
The Golden Rule,- the"Golden Rule,
0 that's the rule for me;
^*0 do to others as I would
That they should do to me."
Prayer—children praying in unisop
Offering and Birthday services—same as first Sunday
General period:
"I wonder if any of our little friends from across the sea
can help.us-hero in Jimerioa.-to b© bettei» citieens-of God's kingdom.
Let us see.” (Select one cf the pictures from the Group Children 
from Many Lands, perhaps Miss China with the accorripanying' inscrip­
tion--
"In China," says Miss Cherry Bloom 
"When I am at my play.
If mother says, 'Come, help me, please'
I do it right away.
We Chinese love our parents so.
We cannot disobey."
l,et the children select other pictures, look at them carefully and then 
act out what they think the child is doing that would be well for us to 
do, too.
Salute to Christian Flag, each child holding aloft his ovm flag pin to 
salute.
Lesson period with class teachers
Closing—same as third Sunday
2. Young people's department The young people's department is of utmost 
importance to the whole program of the church. Failure here vri.ll cause a break 
down of the entire program. No detail explanation of the program of this de­
partment is possible here.
(1) Leader's equipment But the most fundamental need of a leader in 
a program of religious education for young people is knowledge of what is worth 
while to accomplish with and for the members of the groups under his guidance.
There must be added to this knowledge of the leader a strong conviction that the 
ideals he has for his young people are worthy goals for followers of Jesus Christ.
(2) Unworthy aims To give to young people the goal of "fifty in at­
tendance by January first" rnd to set the pupils to-work tp secure the nev/ members 
"by hook or crook," will in the end do the department much harm and be detrimental 
to the Christian growth of individual young people. To have as the program'of 
the young people's department a social every two weeks and use up the energy of 
the leaders and members in planning, conducting and attending these "socials" is
a travesty on the great Christian ideals that a church school is supposed to stand 
for. If the leader or director of this department rides some pet hobby of his 
own, and makes that the sum total of all that is worth while to be accomplished, he 
will only develop lopsided Christians.
'(>3). •Worthy-aimB' But Ms.us s9ys--in—her book~'''’Yo'uth and, the-Church*’* that
the ultimate goal of the church for its youth is "to win to Christ, to hold and
train for His service and to enlist in Hi's kingdom-building enterprises—:in the
(1
home, church, community and world." The task here set for' the leaders of young 
people is a real task and one that demands knowledge of the psychology of growing 
boys and girls, the technique of organization necessary to "accomplish such a goal, 
the knowledge of what the goal itself means, a love of the Christ to Whom the 
young people are to be won, and a love of, young people themselves. It is a goal 
worthy of the cohsecra^ted effortes of any man or woman.
(4) Organization needed Such a task will not be accomplished, however, 
without organization of the group of young people. But this forming of an organ- 
izatidn will not be'difficult, for as Alexander says, "it is the age of organiza­
tion."’ Between the' age of 12 to 18 w© will find that boys end girls will have 
’’gangs," "clubs," "sets," "fraternities," or "sororities." The task of the leader 
of'young people in the church school is to satisfy this desire with an organization 
that hfis no less a goal than to help Christ in His kingdom-building enterprises— 
in the home, church and school. Scuh'ari'organization must re'cognize the four-fold 
life 'o’f an individual.
(5) Dangers to avoid A 'score or more agencies will clamor for recogni­
tion and claim to solve the "boy problem", "girl problem," and the ''problem of 
the young people.’^ Hut usually,'if not always, these "allied agencies" are organ­
ized around some one or two sides of a growing life and neglect the others. Fur­
thermore, such organ!za'tidns, have a national headquarters somewhere and the heads 
cf each have to 'do something to 'earn their salaries, so they send out programs to 
the organization .in the local church without any knowledge whether such programs 
are suited'to the local qeeds, or correlate with the program of the church or not. 
The trained leader of'young people's vrork in a program of religious education will 
avoid such organizations as far a’S' possible and make his organization as s'imple ,as 
possible within ©rpa part of the whole program of education of the church. t,
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- (6) -ehr-istien-Most r^ural churches will wanVand-'should..hav©
a Christian Endeavor Society or similar organization. This, society has been one 
of the greatest blessings to the church end the world that God has ever bestowed, 
and the leader will 'use it in nhme and principle as' part of his whole program.
Hq will, however, correlate it to the program of religious education and not 
-allow it to be a 'separate organization..
(7) Name of ors;ani*zation It is essential that young people recognize 
that, their organization is a part of the church and subject to it. > committee 
on religious education appointed by the controlling board of the church is 
therefore necessary. This committee is to be the advisory body to the organiza­
tion of the young people as well ^s other organized .groups in the church school. 
The general organization of young- people does not need any name other than the 
’’young people's department." Its officers will be the usual ones of president, 
vice-president,'secretary, treasurer, and advisors. The names of committees 
will then be church school committee, Christian Endeavor committee, missions 
and social sef’vice committee, and social life committee. The officers and mem-
N
bers of the committees should be changed often enough to give as many people 
or rather individuals as possible ^^the opportunity of serving. -Thus, talents 
are developed and uncovered; oft times tn individual is put on, for example,
‘'the social committee. He makes good. Forever afterwards he is kept on this 
committee. The result is that the only talent that is developed is the one "to 
show people a good time." He might have be'tfn equally as capable on the devotional 
committee. Even if he^were not as capable on this committee, the danger of his 
being a "crank" on "church socials" probably wpuld have been avoided.
(8) The program of department . The program for the organized "young 
people's department" should include worship, instruction, and expression. Where- 
ever' possible this department will m,eet in its own room and the members^will con­
duct their own program of devotions under the guidance of the leader or committee 
on religious education. In the small one room church the young people shculd be 
asked regularly to conduct the worship^^program for the whole school. Leaders
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Too often, young people divorce -religion and life. -More-often than is 
generally recognized do they place the life that Jesus lived as sonething en­
tirely foreign to what their lives have a capacity to bo. Yet they desire 
guidance and advice on the problem of feeing the■questions of life as they meet 
them in every day life. - A young boy sixteen years of age asked the writer if 
Jesus knew when we crossed the street. In the discussion that followed the asking
of thi.s question in class, another young man said, "I believe Jesus knows every 
darn thing we do.*'
(9) The oouree of instrqotion for the young people's department should 
aid the students to apply .the teachings of Christ to their life problems.—Problems 
such as they meet every day in their social life, school life, home'life, church 
life, religous life and their innermost personal life. This does not mean that 
the course for lessons will have to be called "Jesus, the Head Coach" or some 
such phrase to appeal to the physical side of young people. They need to be 
"rooted and grounded" in the great fundamental teachings of religion and any
course that attempts to win students by lowering the religious ideals is one to 
be avoided.
Acti^^ties of the- depattment In the expressional activities of 
t)ie department the four-fold development of life must form the basis of the, pro­
gram. If there are activities.for the sake of activities, not anything is being 
accomplished. Young people want to Use new physical powers as they come to them. 
They have a natural desire to "do something". The aim of their department leaders 
should be to guide this desire to worth while Christian activities. These'should 
recognize two kinds (l) for ourselves; (2) for others. Another great truth should 
be understood here also, that "the highest cannot possibly be spoken," Imt that it 
can be acted. The language of action is better understood than the language of 
words. Young people will better understand the great truths of Christianity if 
they are guided in acting them cut into life. The learning of the entire Sermon 
on the Mount would not be as valuable to them as would be the acting out in real 
deeds the great principles taught therein. God is love, we teach young people.
should Ikiiow ?nd..pupils. should be taught what worship .is* They should call it, 
something different than "opening exercises," It should not be looked upon as 
an unimportant part of the program, but of equal importance to any other part* 
The thought back or each program should be to satisfy the cry of each scul 
for companionship with God* It should be built around great stories of the 
Bible, great deeds of missionaries, great hymns, and great paintings of re­
ligious themes.
The organization of the young people of the church and the work of each 
ciomqittee should be,, then, molded on this plan:
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Promote the Christian 3 
Endeavor Pledge,
Ouiet hour and 
Tenth Legion. 
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. Once-a-month commi'tte 
meeting.
2. Plan and promote the
once-a-month Circle or 
Triangle Club meeting 
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pageants, etc.
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Plan and promote pleasant 
Sunday afternoon teas 
Plan end promote a monthly 
through-the-week good­
time for the department 
Cooperate with—
a) Other committees in
special social affair
b) Other committees of
the^department
but if 'Vfe get them to express- th^t in life they v/ill understand God better than 
if we repeated the sentence to them.
The whole program of expressional activities must be so planned as to make 
it well balanced. The young people should have the happiest, the liveliest times 
of their lives in their church. They should be given banquets and other social 
functions that vrill enable them to see the more formal social life. They should 
be guided in arranging for worth while lectures and other entertainments for the 
whole church or community. The department should be maderto have a part in the 
world wide program of the denomination they are a part of.
(ll) Installation service At the time of installation of officers and 
chairmen of committees an impressive servicd should be held to be in cliarge of the 
minister and assisted by the officers of the church. This service of consecration 
has been used by the writer effectively a number of times. The leader can change 




Officers: I will life up mine eyes unto the mountains;
From whence shall my help come?
Members: My help cometh from the Lord 
who made Heaven and .Earth.
Officers: The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
Members: He roaketh me to lie down in green pastures,
He leadeth me beeide still waters:
Officers: He restoreth my soul*
He leadeth me in the path of righteousness 
for His name*s sake.
Members: Yea, though I walk through the 
‘ Valley of the Shadow of Death
I shall fear no evil-: for Thou art with me:
Thy rod and Thy staff, they comfort me.
Officers: Thou prqparest a table before me in the 
presence of mine enemies;
Thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over.
Members: surely, gopdness and mercy .shall follow me
all the days of my life:
And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever*
LfiALER'S CHARGE 
OFFICERS'■ PLEIGE
HYMH "Son of God Goes Forth to War" (verse one) sung by all.
LEADER
HYMN (verse two) sung by all 
INSTALLATION -SERVICE
HNMN (tune of "Son ,of God Goes Forth to War")
"0 Thou who dost the vision send,
And gives to each his task,
And with the task, sufficient strength.
Show us Thy will, we askj 
Give us a conscience bold and good.
Give us 8. purpose true,
That it may be our highest joy.
Our Father’s wofk to do."
FLEDGE BY ALL MEMBERS
"We pledge our Icyalty to our society and to its ideals. We will 
cheerfully cooperate with all whom we place in authority in our organisa­
tion; we will study to show ourselves approved unto God, workmen that 




LEADER: In accepting your office do you promise" to faithfully-perform
--------LHS" duties of president—to plan for the regular Executive meetings, to
preside at all meetings of the department, to cooperete with all other 
officers and commiftee chairmen, charging them all with definite 
responsibility, seeing that plans are parried through successfully.
As president will you stimulate the members to better work, adding 
enthusiasm fo their efforts, and prove in every way by your own life 
that Christ expects our very best in His workj 
PRESIDENT: "Trusting in th© Lord Jesus Christ for strength, I promise ^
--------Him that I will strive to do whatsoever He would li^e to have me do.
(vice-president lights candle)
LEADER: As vice-president will you try to help the president in every
--------way possible—not alone in her absence, but by regularly doing some
of her work. Will you try to be present at regular executive.committee 
meetings and share in the work of stimulating and helping committees? 
VICE PRESIDENT: "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength, I promise
------Him that I will strive to do whatsoever Hd'would like to have me do."
(Secretary light candle) ^
LEADER: As secretary will you try .to keep the minutes of all regular
executive committee meetings and business meetings of the departmentJ ^ 
receiving and preserving all cormittee reports, and be ready each month 
to give a report of the department's business? Will you keep a careful 
list of members,- and be ready to read this at each monthly consecration 
meeting, sea that each newly elected member signs the constitution and a 
copy of the pledge.
SECRETARY: "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength, I promise Him
------tha-b; Twill strive to do whatever He would like to have me do.-"
(Treasurer light candle)
LEADER: The treasurer's duties should be to keep a careful record of all
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ironey spent-by--the department, authorizing the payment ©f bills by the- 
church treasurer and giving reports at each regular executive and business 
meeting, that the department may know how it stands financially* As an 
officer you will be loyal to the department and will try do do your best 
to help wherever you are needed. Do you so promise?
TREASURER: "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength, I promise Him 
that T will strive to do whatever He would like to have me do."
(Chairman of Lookout Committee light candle)
LEADER: As a coimnittee chairman you should plan for and call your committee 
meetings and be ready with written reports at each executive meeting. 
(Members of committee please stand) Yours is one of the most important 
duties in this organization. The Lookout Committee must first bring in 
now tfteihb^rs, by inviting our young people to these meetings, calling for 
them if necessary, coming with them and interesting them in the department. ■ 
Then you must follow up absent members, ©specially absences from monthly 
consecration meetings. If members of our department are sick or away 
from home, it is your duty to keep in touch with them so they may know 
w© think of them while they are away. It is your greatest task to win 
other young people to Christ, both by your words and by your lives. Do 
you so promise?
COMMITTEE: "Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength, we promise
------SijmKat we will strive to do whatever He would lil^e to have us do."
3. Adult department The adult department is of equal importance to other
departments in the church school. The Sunday sessions of the department should 
be conducted with a full realization of the Divine mission of the church. The 
classes should not waste time discussing non-essentials, but the great fundamental 
issues between righteousness and unrighteousness should be thoroughly deleted.
Deeds of kindness should be planned for the homes of the community. Great-care 
should be taken in planning the week-day activities that they do not duplicate 
other efforts being mad© by other organizations in the church and community. Here 
again, the work of the community council is suggested, for this council in 
proper sympathy with the church will have much work for adult*s Bible classes to dc
III. Y/hen the Doors are Unlocked
This, then, is the master key that will unlock the doors to life eternal.
The farmer*working as the head of his heme in such a program as outlined in this 
chapter on religious education, will find the joy that his soul desires, his 
children will be to him a delight and the light from the East will brighten him 
home, and, at last, he v/ill realize that the key will not completely open the 
doors until he is ready to step out into eternal life. There he will see and know 
the Christ that the program of religious education taught him to live like as he 




A. Mesriihg of word 
EVANGELISM
I. Evangelism
1,925 years ego there broke upon the yearning ear 
of humanity a message that was so .timely, so assuring, 
so comforting, that it was called "the Good News." The 
men who first heard it and put it into words spoke Greek and they gave a name to 
the Message which passed into Latin letters and then came to us in the English 
word evangel. From this we derjived the kindred words "evangelistic" and "evangel­
ize." Then from another source, our own Anglo-Saxon, came the word Gospel, shorter 
and more vital, meaning the same thing—"Good News." Evangelism is then the telling 
of ,the Good News that Jesus Christ, the Saviour, was born into the world; that He 
lived and so loved man that He gave His life upon the cross; that He arose from the 
dead and is the Living Christ today, knocking at the door of every heart asking to 
come in.and purify that heart and make this world a society of the children of God.
B. The Messenger
7/ith such a message as this it is amazing that there
is a deed, dying, stagnaiit, or weak rural church in any 
community in America. The greater wonder is that there is a rural minister who spends 
his time with petty questions and insignificant problems when he is the messenger 
to carry the Good News to the community. It is interesting in this connection to 
understand the situation out of which the word "Gospel" was born. A battle is being 
fought by the defenders of a city on a field far from the walls where the people 
cannot take their part in the conflict, wait and long for news. The old men are 
there and the women end the little children. They are straining their eyes as they 
watch the road; they are listening with every sense intent. Now out of the dust, 
far off, appears the fi^re of a runner. He is bending every nerve to reach the city 
gates, for he is the messenger of the good news. The battle has been v/on and the 
city 16 saved. To make that fact known is worth the utmost effort that he can put 
forth. He knows what it v/ill mean to the waiting people, so he spares no energy to 
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tell them the good news.
The well trained rurarl^inded minister with a map of the larger parish 
hanging in his study, with every home indicated thereoh, thinking of himself as 
the messenger hearing the good news will spend much time in prayer and thought 
that he might be able to plan a ctmipaign of constructive evangelism.
He will not allow his emotions to be his guide alone. 
C. The Purpose • *
but will use his knowledge of psychology and sociology in 
planning his campaign that will extend over a period of years.
His first decision will be' made in answer to the question What do I wish to 
accomplish in this community? He may say "I want to make a name for myself. I vfill 
therefore hold a special series of meetings and play upon the emotions of these 
people and have them ccme into the church and then T will be able to report a large 
number of conversions to the church papers and denominational headquarters, and thus 
people will call me a successful minister and I will get a cal to a large city 
church." Or he may say "My task is to make every home in this community more and 
more a Christian home." Making this latter decision he will outline his campaign 
with full realization that he has a task worthy of all the’strength of his manhood. 
But he can rest assured that the homes will listen to the message of Good News if it 
is rightly told.
II* Two Methods of Evangelism
' The minister will find that there are two possible
A. Methods Defined
methods for him to use in hie campaign. The first is' 
called by the general term "evangelistic." It is an old meihod and is very popular 
in most rural communities today. It has not lost its usefulness. The second method 
to distinguish from the first is called "educational." This is hbw rapidly becoming 
the more important method because it is based on new scientific knowledge of the 
life of growing boys and girls.
To give a clear contrast of theser two methods we
B. Two Methods ^




The Educational Point 
of View
The Evangelistic Point 
of View
1. The child is at the beginning 
right with God.
1. Whatever the status of the child at the 
beginning, he, nevertheless, because of in­
herent sinful tendencies requires reclama­
tion through conversion.
2. The aim of the religious edu­
cational process is to lead to a 
gradual and continuous unfoldment 
of the spiritual nature of the 
child such as results from a per­
petual acceptance of the Christian 
way from the beginning. The ac­
ceptance is at first unconscious, 
being directed by nurture and in­
struction, and leads to the forma­
tion of religious habits, interests, 
and ideals.
3. The child whose religious con­
sciousness develops 'normally will 
naturally and inevitably come to a 
time or to times of personal ac­
ceptance of the Christian way (that 
is of Christ), thus adopting by 
conscious choice the relationship 
and obligations into which he has 
gradually been led from earliest 
childhood. The personal commitment 
of the ohild-Christian is both 
natural and desirable. It should 
not, however, by called "conversion," 
in the sense of reclamation from- 
spiritual indifference, hostility, or 
evil.
2. The aim of the^ Sunday School is to pre­
pare the child for the day when he will be­
come "converted" and "accept Christ." In 
this connection and to this end he is -to be 
instructed in the Bible and religion.
3. When the person has once been "converted" 
the great work of saving grace is completed. 
The person concerned is now a "Christian," is 
"saved," a member of the "fold." Growth from 
this day on may be desirable, but, after all, 
the great thing has been accomplished in the 
one cataclysmic act of being converted.
4. Religious experience like any other 
form of experience, is a gradual 
growth, a process of evolution in the 
life. Hence, spiritual .growth obeys 
the same laws that govern in other 
phases of the life and in other forms 
of human experience. A full, rich, 
religious consciousness and sense of 
personal acceptance and spiritual 
well-being may therefore be attained 
by the normal growth process, provid­
ing right nurture and truidsnce are 
provided.
4. The entering into religious experience 
and right relations with God is accomplished 
at the time of "conversion," the occasion 
usually beinjg accompanied by a feeling of 
emotional stress, a sense of guilt, repentance, 
submission, and acceptance by Christ.
5. Accepting the position of the child 
right status with God, conscious of 
native tendencies in the original 
nature, which will, if unchecked, lead 
to evil, the religious educational 
process strives to keep the original 
bond 7/ith the Divine unbroken, so
's 5. While possibly accepting for purposes 
of theological, discussion the theory of the 
child's right status with God, there is, 
nevertheless, a tacit^ assumption in favor of 
"original sin" or a "depraved nature," which 
for all .practical purposes makes it necessary 
for the church to make its program largely
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one of reclamation.
6. Religious education i's welcome,- pro­
viding thet it act as an aid to evangelism, 
but*decidedly not if‘ it seeks to make evangel 
ism unnecessary. Evangelism is the primary 
enterprise of the church.
that reclamation will never be re­
quired. The program of the church 
is, therefore, to be, first of all, 
one of conservation of childhood 
rather than reclamation of adults.
6. It is freely admitted that the 
religious educational program can­
not be made to work one hundred per 
cent effectively. Through lack of 
human wisdom, through spiritual in­
difference in the home, through 
abnormalities in child nature, and 
through failure to put the religious 
educational program into effect, the 
church will still require a well 
p'lanned and well executed program of 
reclamatory evangelism. The import­
ance and necessity of this salvaging 
process will naturally grow less as 
the religious educational program is 
more, fully developed. Evangelism is 
rightly the last resort of the church 
instead of its primary enterprise; a 
confession of failure or weakness at- 
some point in the.religious training 
of childhood and youth.
7. The most promising point of. 
attack and the chief strategic op­
portunity of the church is with 
childhood. The church should, there­
fore, make teaching in the classroom 
its primary~function and chief method 
of gaining adherents and' training 
them to Christian character and 
service.
7. The preaching of the Word is the great 
mission of the church. The children should 
,regularly "attend the preaching services, 
though the preaching be directed to adults.
The ob.iective of the campaign of constructive evaneel
C. Objective of ®
ism is to be so succe-ssful in the first five years as to
Evangelism
only need the educatacma] method in winning people to the
Campaign
acceptance of Jesus Christ as their Saviour in the years 
after that period. The religious conditions in'practically every -rural community in 
America will demand the use of both methods'at the‘present time.
III» Plan of Campaign
A. The Work of the
Both methods will require con&tructiv'e and definite 
plans and goals to win. The neighborhocTd plan of organize 
tion for the parish wil] be serving its highest purpose
Organization
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when it is used in the campaign to win the homes of the community to Jesus Christ.
Thus, at every meeting of the "neighbors" some phese of evangelism will be discussed 
and instructions given as to talk with people concerning their relationship to 
Jesus Christ. The teachers of the church school will be similarly instructed.
^ A
The church will set apart three Sundays a year for
B. Harvest Days
harvest days. Christmas and Easter should be two of these 
days. Too often these days are used for a concert, that gives to the people no teach­
ings as to the significance of these days. The morning services, at least, of both 
Easter end Christmas Sunday should be great harvest days of souls in every rural 
church. The third day should come about the first Sunday in October, arid could be 
called "Christian Community Day." School will htve been begun for another year, and 
the harvest work in most farms of the communities will be nearing completion^ thus', 
it is a psychological time for n*w decisions to be made.
Every church and poris'h organization will combine under the command of the min­
ister to make these three days gfeat ingathering days. Each teacher in the church 
school will keep constantly in mind these days, and by instructions given in the 
regular class sessions prepare for these days. His or her aim would be to have a 
personal interview with each scholar who has not made the good confession. The 
teacher will also keep the minister informed about scholars, that he might also speak 
with them regarding tbeir decision for the Christian life. Each member of the neigh- 
borhood organizations will visit personally every home in their respective” neighborhocd 
and give urgent invitations to attend services, on these deys, and inform the minister 
of homes that he should visit to talk of*acceptance of Jesus Christ.
Before Easter Sunday, at least one week of special
C. Easter Services
services should be held, Bach should be a time of spiritual
refreshing for all.
The logical, pprson to do. the preaching is th’e minister
D. "Minister his own
himself.. It is only a peculiar or unusual situation that
Evangelist"




E. Evsngelism the 
Constant Work 
of the Church
Too many rural churches depend upon an annual evan­
gelistic meeting to win the people to Jesus (jhrist. Many 
are surprised if any one should desire to confess Christ ^ 
at any other time exoeptiduring the three weeks of the 
revival. This is a wrong attitude. It makes for lazy Christians and does not give 
the propdr evaluation to .the regular services of the church. ,Each church should 
recognize that its duty is to evangelize its own community end’ that it has the 
strength and power within its own membership to do this. Each church should also 
realize that the work of evangelisation of a community is the task for fifty-two 
weeks in the year and not for any particular weeks in the year.
IV. Evangelistic Passion
However, It will be found that organization and
A. Need for a Passion
knowledge of methods ere not enough. There must be d 
Chrlst-like passion for souls. This passion must be cultivated. The minister 
should study the biographies of such evangelists as Moody, Finney, Chapman, Wesley, 
and Scoville, and let some of their fire burn in his own soul. He will not succeed 
in carrying out his evangelistic program until a like passion burns in the heart of 
the church.
The minister will use four main facts in kindling
B. Facts upon which
the evangelistic fires of the church.
to Build Passion
First: The fact of the Great Commission, 
for Souls Jesus said: "Go." "Make disciples," "baptizing them."
The church scknowledges Himras "King of Kings". The hour 
has come for the church to show that it means what it says. How much better is the 
church that is not "going and making disciples' than those who in mockery put a 
robe upon him and a reed in his hand and cried in derision, "Hail, King of the Jews!" 
The intellectual world is demanding today that each and every church take Him serious­
ly or give Him up. The minister will, by the use of the Great Commission, teach his 
church to take Him seriously and go win its own community to Him.
Second: The fact of the value of the human soul.
When minister and church will dwell on the wonderful assertion that God'breathed into 
man the breath of life, a new value will be placed on each soul in the community.
They will realize that if God invested Himself in each soul, then He considered each 
soul of great value. The church will not rest until every soul is safe. Each child 
will be looked upon as a child of God, and it will be remembered that the Father 
longs for the return of every, child that is wandering in the far country. Evangel­
istic passion will be born in the heart of every Christian that accepts this fact.
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Third: The fact of the need of the world.
The minister will, because of education and more time to read than the average member 
of his congregation, see the needs of the world. He will be filled with compassion. 
He must so picture these needs to his people that they will be stirred to do their 
part in winning the world to the Christ-way of living. These needs will seem crush­
ing and overwhelming unless the minister can show how Christ has a solution to every 
problem. But that Christas teaching will only have val^ue when they are found in 
persons should also be realized. . The church will, after realizing this, have a 
passion to win the homes in its parish to Him.
Fourth: The fact of the necessity of building the church.
Christ said, "I will build my church." He saw the need of the church. He loves 
the church. This the minister must teach his people. The church must be builded not 
for any selfish purpose or glory, but because it is Christas plan that it shall be 
a great instrument in building the kingdom. The minister will exalt and glorify the 
church and insist on its claims for the life of the people in the parish. He will 
fill the hearts of his people with love of the church and a passion to make a reli­
gious home for every family in the larger parish.
C. The Reward
Happy will be the minister and "twice blessed" will 
be the church that plans a program of constructive evan­
gelism with all agencies organized and with the people filled with the evangelistic 
passion. For there will be that feeling of the Diving Presence that comes vrhen a 
purpose is being fulfilled, and a voice-will be heard, spying, "Well done!"
PART III
THE RURAL RHURCH AND ITS COMMUNITY
THV RURAL rnURCH AND THE COWTJNJTY
f
CHAPTER I •
THE RURAL CHURCH AND THE COm^UNITY
I. The Task of the Church is to Serve.
A, What the Rural
Too much emphasis has been placed on production
problem is
as a solution of rural life problems. The result is 
trhat the moral And intellectual and physical progress
of the rural population have been neglected. Dr. Galepin says that the 
problem of a^ rural community is "in the large one of escape—escape from 
the menace of arrested social development, with its constant penalty upon 
the soul of the farmer of ad^iustment backward." The service of the church 
is, then, to see that a community's life is constantly enriched with the 
highest and best things of life. Programs of service need to be chosen with 
care.
Leaders of rural communities have learned, some 
by bitter experience, that programs arranged in a 




situation. However, suggestions from men and women who are in constant 
touch-with many local situations are not to be thrown in the waste basket, 
for they are certain to have some value. At the meeting of the American 
Country Life Association in 1920, E. C. Lindeman said on this question in 
one of the discussions, "in regard to the problem of whether or not it makes 
any difference whence the original stimulus of a community project comes, 
permit me to say that I have recently summarized a study of several hundred 
community projects in which this was one of the factors involved. My con­
clusions lead me to" say that I doubt veryrmuch whether it matters if the 
original stimulus oom^s from within or without the community. It may be 
illximinating to use a figure of speech borrowed from organic psychology, to 
describe Tfhat I mean; in this sphere it makes little difference whence a 
stimulus comes to the nervous system. But it does make considerable difference
* (75)
in regard to what happens after the stimulus enters. It appears, from this 
■study, that this also is' true of these sound, nervous systems which y*re .call 
communities. If there is v/ithin the system a method for waking the conscious­
ness to need in general, the final results will he the s^e whether the stimulus 
comes from within or without.” The local leaders niu§t discover in a scientific 
way the needs of their conmunity. Programs can then he .planned tha> will make 
for progress. Each community will have its own peculiar need.
^ The va*i'ter has V70_rked in three rural communities.
C.' How Community
In the economic life of each one,, for example, he found
Frol?lems may
different needs. In an Ohio community the need was met
Differ.
hy organizing a Country Fann Bureau. In a Michigan 
community Boys'* and G-irls* Pig Clubs were formed, and in a western community 
the problem was one of markets, and this is an advertisement that was printed 
in a nombef of religious Journals, and widely conppnted on.
Potatoes
TOTTED.—^Men*s Bible classes that will buy potatoes by the carload direct 
from the farmers. Potatoes are 'finest grovm. Raised on the famous Gem 
District of Idaho. My i^ral church wants to aid our farmers in this economic 
crisis. City churches can*help, and, we'believe, save money for their own 
members. Potatoes come in sacks, carefully culled. .^Eeady for shiiment in 
July. Business dTone through banks. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ro personal 
profit whatsoever for any individual except the grov/er in this plan. V/rite 
or wire.
C. M. Ford, Minister,
Homedale, Idaho, E, F. D. 1.
II* Rurfeil Leaders should Knov/ their Community.
The motto of the National Farm Bureau is^ to "First discover the truth
and then act in line' with truth." That.ls''a good motto for local community
leaders, also.* No success'ful programs of service can be arranged unless the
truth in regard to local conditions is discovered.
A knowledge of' rural socialogy is essential for
A. Knowledge of
at least some of the local leaders, as is pointed out
Rural Socialogy
in the chapter on the rural minister. The factor dis-
Necessary
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covered cannot "be explained, neither can progress he made without such knowledge. 
This knowledge would enable a worker to understand social aggregates, and social 
change in terms of the group, hut to escplain this phenomena in terms of the 
social psychology .of the individual. There would then he at least a working 
knowledge of the rural social mind. And, moreover, he would know that the urban 
social mind was different. That does not mean superior, hut simply different 
than the rural social mind. It is here that v/e find the reason for the failure 
'Of so many organizations that attenpt to serve the farmer, and the reason why so 
many programs fail in local communities. The social mind of the rural population 
has not been understood or recognized.
What, then, are some of the characteristics of
B. Gharacteristics of
the rural social mind? True it is, that the rural
Rural Social Mind
social mind appears to vary in different sections of 
the country, but the more common characteristics ares
1. love of the Open The rural mind or the rural soul that some sociologist 
chose to spealc of, loves the freedom of the open. He despises the confinement of 
the city street or a city apartment house. Many who drift into the city, often 
going with another member of the family who is urban minded, becomes sick and 
unhappy, and the real cause is that they are homesick and say with those living 
in the open:
1
"The freedom, the freshnese^ the famess,
0 Godl how I*m stuck on it all." 4
The isolation that cbmes from^living in the open appears to many to be "an 
underlying social difficulty.'There are 'social difficulties, in it, but they are 
being overcome, and the many advantages ?/ill always remain.
Some of these difficulties are rank and coarse fibered^personal prejudices, 
neighborhood and family feuds, lonesomeness, lack of cooperative spirit, and
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difficulty of leadership. The difficulties come from such causes as inade- 
CLuate social life, had roads, poor communication, -unprofitable farms, small 
inefficient schools, and wea£ churches.
The advantages that come from life in the open are family loyalty, demo­
cratic relations in home and community, sttirdy independence, freedom of vdll 
and action, development of impetus, and talent for leadership, John Burroughs 
says: "Big views expand the mind as deep inhalations expand the lungs,"
Intimacy with Nature The rural social mind is effected by intimacy 
with Nature. The very atmosphere speaks to the farmer's soul of peace and 
quiet. "I like my garden," says a farmer's wife, "and I think God likes it, 
too. Every evening vJhen I .go there to rest, I feel a great peace and a new 
strength. So I know that He is there."
Nature's routine of sunshine and storm, of summer and v/inter, encourages 
routine and repetition in the man who works with her.
Every real farmer knows that animals, and even crops thrive best in'the 
general atmospliere of loving. Who dares deny that this gives one of the reasons 
why there ai'e fewer divorces and broken farmers' homes than in any other great ■ 
class? Or that this is the reason why the Great message of Love from Galilee 
for all mankind still has its power in the farmer's community?
Sympathy v;ith Growth Process Closely allied with the effect of intamacy 
with Nature on the rural social mind is the sympathy with the growth process,
A farmer not only enjoys seeing things grov/, but his task is to help make 
things grow. He finds himself in partnership with the great Unseen Power of 
the universe. Consciously-or unconsciously, this fact brings to the rural 
mind a-sense of importance. His'work-causes him to cooperate* v/ith this power 
in the great reproductive or parental instinct of life. Here, we have one of 
the most powerful influence on the social mind of the farming communities.
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lIcDoiigall in "An Introduction to Social Psychology" says that protection 
of offspring hecomes increasingly physical in character, involves more profound 
modification of the parent*s hehavior, and a more prolonged period of more 
effective guardianship.
"The vhole rural environment causes this parental instinct to have its
importance. It is essential that every program for community "betterment make
it one of the pillars onv/hich it rests, for it is especially significant, as
it operates in the social life of the country people. The fundamental factor
hack of the demand for -a readjustment of the economic system so that the
farmer will get a larger share of the money paid for farm products hy the
consumer is the desire of parents to provide better living conditions and
better opportunities for their children. This is the parental instinct in
operation.’ It v/ill besufficient to point out here that rural organizations
that do not take the home as a imit when planning their program, will be oposing
1
this powerful instinct and this vri.ll be sure to fail in the end."
4. Self-directed Labor Another important influence in the rural social 
mind is the fact that the labor of the farmer is self-directed. In contrast 
we see the factory mind of the city. The farmer does his work according to 
his ovm plans and does it \\hen and how he pleases. The factory mind is con­
trolled by the "boss.*' The initiative is thus developed in rural communities 
in a more real way than is possible in the city. An exanple of the factory- 
mind-social life is seen in_ the Shawsheen village mass. This is the location 
of the largest mills of the American Woolen Company. The houses in the village 
were erected by the company, and are controlled by it. A view from the train 
is a perfect picture of a boss controlled village. The houses in each section 
are built the same. They are all painted the same color. The women are given
1
MacDougall "Introduction to Social Psychology p. 124
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little opportunity for developing any initiative, for the screens, the window 
shades, the clothes lines, the size of the yards, are the same throughout the 
In contrast to this, we see ’the freedom of the rural community.
There, no one dictates as to the size of the house, the color it is painted, 
the kind of clothes line, or the color of the window shades. It is no wonder 
that the leaders of the country come from the country life.
Much is said for and against this individualism of the farmer. The grave 
danger in the new pooperative movement is that this characteristic of the far­
mer will be destroyed. It has its disadvan,tages, but it greatly helps to make 
the country-bred boy and girl the leaders they are in the life of the nation.
It makes difficult the work of the paid community leaders, but the true com­
munity will be a democracy. Professor A. E. Walfe clearly set forth what the 
problem here is, and the principles on which to base a program, when ho says:
"To each individual, opportunity in proportion to his capacity, within the 
limits of the total opportunities available for al]; and from each individual 
service in proportion to his developed capacities."
This is the caution 6‘f fundamental democracy. Democracy, instead of 
meaning equality of opportunity, mean^qquality of opportunity together with 
service, proportionate not to reward but to capacity,"
"Thus understood, democracy holds (1) that every individual is an end in 
himself; (2) that no individual is to be regarded primarily as a means to a 
fulfillment of the purposes or desires of any other individual; (3) that no 
class or group of individuals is to ba regarded primarily as a means to the 
interests of another class's end; (4) that opportunity, and, so far, as oppor­
tunity is dependent upon their material wealth and willingness to use them 
for the collective good after they have been distributed to individuals in 
proportion; (5) that the collective good will be the highest when the oppor­
tunity, which at best is limited in quantity and quality, is distributed so 
that thfe individual is enabled to develop his phtentialppowers and capacities
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in like proportions to the development of these potentialities of every indi­
vidual; (6) that the means of the utilization of individual happiness-can be
found only in the willing, fair-minded, cooperative work of Individuals and
1
groups, all of v/hom accept and live'up'to the foregoing principles,"
5. Skill in dealing >with Things Again v/e find that the rural social
.mind is the pesult of the farmer’s having skill in dealing with thirds rather 
•than in dealing with people. His very existence in the past depended upon his 
skill in dealing with the things of nature. He did not have to deal v/ith many 
people in the pioneer days, 'The necessities v;ero largely raised and made at 
home or nearby. The result is that he has never learned to deal with people. 
This has resulted in the fear instinct or more, the emotion'being so prominent 
in the rural life. I3uch of the conservatism found here is'built upon a sense 
of fear in facing new situation and environments. Much potential leadership 
is lost because of the fear of association with people. The reason why so 
many 'movements -that would be of real help to the farnier gain little headv/ay 
is this same emotion. The farmer has been tricked into "signing up" for so
V
many things that have prdved false, that he fears to venture more. This class 
feeling is'exploited by the politicians' trying to arouse the farmer's fear 
of anyone who owns a bond or has an income of over .’jpSOOO per year. No con­
structive program will ever be built on the farmer's fear of the business 
interests of the country. Cooperation not only between the fanners but all 
classes should be the ultimate goal of those vSio are interested in America and 
not in holding office,
6. Slowness in resnondlng to hew ideas Another characteristic o'f the 
rural mind that is well knovmi is that it is slow "in responding to ‘any new ideas. 
The farmer does not have to decide many thing-s on the spot; he can take his
Journal Ethics, June, 1924 p, 89
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time to think, about the matter. He has at least from fall to late spring to 
decide on the crops he will plant# The buying of a new tool, the building of a 
new barn, the paintiijg of the house is usually planned for a year. Oft times, 
a leader in a comiminity will suggest a new program, and his suggestion gets 
little approval until a year later, a permanent leader of the community will 
solemnly suggest the same thing, and the community applauds and enters into 
the program with enthusiasm. The farmer is called conservative in polities; 
perhaps it would be more proper to say that he takes time to think. Here is a 
point where many western farming communities differ from the middle-west com­
munities. In the western communities there are many farmers who were born on a 
farm in the "East”, went into business of some sort, and after failure in that, 
or through sheer desire went west and secured farms. Their experience in busi­
ness will often be displayed by the quicker decisions to join a new movement, 
plant a new crop, or plunge into some new farm improvement. But this does not 
prove that the typical rural social-min'd is not slow in response, it simply
V
shows a contrast between the urban and the rural mind*
7. Fundamental thriftiness There is a characteristic thriftinefes that 
is one of the 'fundamentals of the rural social mind. He saves one year that 
he might buy a new binder next year. The average farmer does not invest in 
stock and bonds, but in a new bai^ or more tile, and receives larger returns 
than six per cent*
t
8* Simplicity of Moral Life There is a simplicity to the moral life of 
the average rural community. There are seldom raoi^e than two levels. The divi­
sion may be loosely drawn, but nevertheless there are two divisions. Either an 
individual is going upward or downward. Ross says, "Individuals are-bent either 
upward or downward; chafe under unstimulating, self-complacent neighborhood 
opinions; and migrate in quest of countenancers, models and appreciators." In 
the city flappers can find flappers, gambollers find p'eople to gambol with, 
thieves can locate thipves,. Christians can go to church, and women can find
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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C* Importance of 
Knowledge
clubs- They all can find the level on which they prefer to live. In the rural 
coTnmunity so many ideals cannot be satisfied-
9. TJrban-minded Rural People In most rural communities there are those
i i in -i i ■ ■ i — ^
who are urban-minded. Oft times they have leadership ability. They will at­
tempt to urbanize the ccaranunity's life. The presence of such people causes a 
feeling of discontent to creep into homes, school, and churches. It would be 
better for the community, if they should find their own satisfaction in the 
city. For the rural people in rural communities must be kept rural. It does 
not need many of the organizations or programs that the city community has. A 
rural community leader must be able to recognize this urban mind in his com­
munity and not be wrongly influenced by it.
The importance of the knowledge of the rural 
social mind to the leaders of country communities, can­
not be over-estimated. The permanent success of any 
program of service of the church to the community depends upon this knowledge. 
The leaders, in planning programs that will make a community life more perma­
nently satisfactory, must know rural soci<^logy. Cooley well says, "A sociol­
ogist must-have the patient love of truth, and the need to reduce it to princi­
ples vfhich all men of science require. Besides this, however, he needs the 
fullest sympathy and participation in the currents of life. He can no more 
stand off than can the novelist and the poet, and all of his work is in a cer­
tain sense, autobiographical. I mean that it is all based on perceptions which 
he has won by actual living. He should know his groups as Mr. Bryce came to 
know America, with a real intimacy due to long and' considerabe familiarity with 
individuals, families, cities, and manifold opinions and traditions.'
Knowledge is essential, but unless it is properly 
used its value is wasted. Leaders of the church in a 
rural community who understand the rural social mind
D. Use of
Knowledge
Journal of Sociology, March 1926, p. 67
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E* Analysis of 
Problem
have no difficult problem in planning a program of service to the community.
- Many different phases of the problem will of necessity 
have to be taken into consideration. Among these are:
(1) Is the church the organization that should undertake 
the work?
(2) Is there a reaL need for this program that, is proposed?
(3) Has the community resources jof money and leadership 
sufficient to properly carry out the program?
(4) Should the church ask for the cooperation of other 
community organizations?
(6) TiSIhat specific things will be accomplished by the program?
(6) Is the proposed program more necessary than some other 
program that the church might offer?
(7) Does this program conflict vdth the work of any other 
agencies or organizations?
(8) Are the leaders that are available the type to carry 
out the kind of a program that is proposed?
(9) Have the leaders time and strength without neglecting 
some more essential things to carry out this proposed 
program to a successful conclusion?
Cooperation, of Organizations is Hecessary
These questions at once suggest the cooperation of 
all agencies and organizations that are working for the 
best interests of the community. The church or churches 
must enter into such cooperation. The cooperation will be 
organized. The scope of the organization will depend 
upon the number of organizations, the density of the population, and the nature 
of the work to be done. In thousands of rural communities the only organization 
that would be necessary would be for the school teacher and the minister of the 
church to cooperate in a program of activities. In other communities the com­
munity council would be organized. A further discussion of the organizations of 
the community and suggestive activities will be found in another chapter. Here, 
we urge thet t.wo preaching services on Sunday, and a mid-week prayer meeting is 
inadequste program of service for the church in the rural community. The program
A. The Place of the 




will be based on the desire to get the message of Jesus Christ into the lives 
of men and women, rather than to get the men and women into the church. The 
community will have many interests. Some will be economic, some political, some 
social, and some educational. The highest interest of all will be the spiritual 
interest to which the church is dedicated. Its work is to interpret and consec­
rate all these social contacts which furnish the raw material out of which 
character is built. Brown better expresses the work of the church when he says;
It is there, to steady and strengthen--the common aspiration for that 
which is just, tirue, and clean, for that which is honorable, reputable, and
loveable. It seeks for nothing less than to bring the actions of men 'up to the
1
style and manners of the sky."’
✓
T------------------------------—
Charles R. Brown, "Honor of the Church*', p, 48
THK MTSSION OF THE RURAL r>HURCH
CHAPTER II
THE MISSION OF THE RURAL CHURCH
A* Fellowship
!• The Mission
The mission of the church in the rural community is 
to create and maintain a Christian fellowship. A fellow-,
ship that first of all br.ings each life" in the community in companionship with 
God, with Whom the farmer cooperates to feed the world. A fellowship that makes 
real the companionship with the living church. A fellowship between men that is 
real and visible. A fellowship that will unite all Christians into a real com­
munity Church of Christ. The church will call the people together on *'the first 
day of the week to break bread." This communion will be with Christ and one 
another. But the fellowship will not cease "when the bread and wine are removed," 
for sould will be fed v/ith heavenly manna and they will arise to work together in 
building a Christian community. They will not remain up on the Mount of Trans­
figuration, and build Peter*s tabernacle there, but will come dovfn into the com­
munity life, and drive out devils of selfishness, of meanness, of vice and crime, 
of discouragement, of loneliness, and of irreverence. They will build a community 
of the children of God.
B. If We Knew
The church will teach every member of its community 
to say;
If We Knew
If I knew you and you knew me.
And we both knew each other.
So bright *twould be, the world would see 
We’d each reflect the other.
if I knew you and you knew me,
’Twould make our burdens lighter;
And joys would come and sorrows go,
Each day would be the brighter.
(88)
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If I knew you and you knew me.
And we both knew the Master,
We*d let Him in, He*d drive out sin;
We*d grow in grace the faster.
The Lord knows you, and He knows me.
And He knows every other;
When by His Grace we see His face.
May we see each the other.
Should I know you and you'know me * ‘
In golden gates up yonder,
Glad hands we *11 strike as here we like, »
And through its streets we*11 wander.
W. G. Riggins in The New Age 
II* No Distinction of secular and sacred 
The church that realizes its mission will not attempt to put asunder what 
God has joined together. An old and fa^se doctrine taught in the majority of 
rural communities of America today, as that there is a line of cles-vage ruining 
through life, which divides it into that which relates with God,—the eternal 
life, the Gospel on one hand; and that which relates to the world,—the present 
life, the body, the crops, the soil,* the social life, the economic life on the 
other hand.
The former are "sacred^*; the latter are of the world, or ’’secular". One is 
supposed to be fighting the other. God is in conflict with the world, the soul 
is fighting the body, and heaven is at war with earthly life. But this is not 
the mission of the Church of the Lii^ing Christ, for He commanded His followers 
to seek first, the establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth. That Kingdom
S'*
will be a brotherhood in which God’s will will be perfectly done. It will be a 
perfect, human society in which- the laws of Christ concerning mutual love, mutual 
service, mutual self-sacrifice for the sake of human service, will be obeyed.
The homes, stores, schools, markets, agencies, banks, recreation centers, and 
farms will all be Christian. There will be no distinction of secular and sacred, 
but all life will be used for the Glory of God.
"There are no Gentile oaks, no pagan pines.
The grass beneath our feet is Christian grass."
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III* The Mission as Stated by the Prophet 
This sketch was set before the world by the Prophe* long before Christ, but 
Christ not only did not deny it but said He came to "fulfill all fighteousness"; 
and the righteousness Israel here demands has yet to be fulfilled in Christ's 
Kingdom; most rural communities would be surprised but glad to hear" the church say:
"is not this the fast that I have chosen? To loose the bonds of wickedness, 
to undo heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed go free; and lhat ye break every 
yoke?^ Is it not to feed thy'bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor 
that are cast out. to thy house? ' When thou' seest i^e naked,- that thou cover h%, 
and that thou hide not thyself from thine flesTi? Then shall thy 'light break 
forth as the morning and thy righteousness shall go before thee; the glory of the 
Lord shall be thy reward. And if thou draw out thy sould to the hungry and satisfy
‘i'
the afflicted soul, then shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness be as 
the noon day; And the Lord shall guide thee continually. And they that shall be 
of thee shall build the old waste places; thou shall rise up as the foundation 
of many generations; and thou shalt be called. The repairer of the break—the 
restorer of paths to dwell in."
"To loose the bonds of Ydckedness, to undo the heavy
A* Loosening of
V burdens, and let the oppressed go free." Here is the
the Bonds of
mission of the rural church outlined. The bonds of wicked-
Wickedness
ness are, with a varying degree of tenacity, around every 
rural community. The Gospel is the only power that man knows of that will undo 
the bonds of wickedness and let the oppressed go free. The Church must be the 
messenger that comes running to the community with the good news that wickedness
V
has been jiefeated on the battlefield of'Calvary, and that the bonds of sin are 
to be soon loosened.
We read, "Now after John was delivered up, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching 
the Gospel of God." Jesus cwne as the bearer bf good news about God. He gave 
the torch to. His disciples, and promised to be e,ver with them in carrying out His
i
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work. There are agenc3.es, organizations, associations, and uplifters such as 
no man can -number formed for the purpose of improving rural life. But what 
the folks in the rural communities Want is the good tidings about God'. And 
the program that does not place Him in the fore, making men understand Him more 
clearly, bringing them into fellowship with Him is not wHat the people want.
They want fellowship with the Living God, and the church is the only organization 
that can give the glad tidings of that fellowship. The method of Evangelism for 
the rural church is 4ealt with elsewhere in this thesis, so it is sufficient to 
say here that the rural church without the spirit of evangelism is not a worthy 
Church of Christ.
B Charity Isaiah goes into more detail concerning the message
of the association-of the coworkers with God, and he says,
"Is not to feed thy bread to the hungry and that thou bring the poor that are 
cast out to thy house and when thou seest the naked, that thou cover him, and 
that thou hide not thyself from thine owh flesh?"
It may be true that only a comparatively small number of children in rural 
communities actually want for bread made from wheat, but there are iqillions that 
hunger for the bread of education. They are crying out for it, and America gives 
them one room school buildings presided over by uneducated teachers. Mothers 
have cried for a home and hundreds of thousands, of them in 1923 were handed a 
foreclosure of mortgage on that farm they had expected to work with God, in giving 
strong sons and daughters to lead on in His task of forming a divine fellowship 
with His children. Why, in God*s name, has not the Church inquired? "Why?" Oh, 
for the voice of an Isaiah or an Amos or a Micah today. The church and the econcm- 
c&l life of the farmer is further treated elsewhere. But here we urge again the 
necessity of facing the fAlse theology of some things being "secular" and others 
"sacred."- The message of the rural church is concerned with whole life of every 
human being in its community.
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Then shall come the reyrard. "Then shall thy light 
C. Reward ' ' ' -
forth as the morning, an4 thine health shall spring forth 
speedily, and thy rijghtequsness shall go before thee; the glory of the Lord 
shall be thy reward* And if thou draw out thy soul to the hungry, end satisfy 
the afflicted soul, then shalt thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness be 
as the noon day* A^d the Lord shall guide thee continually* ^
put the hungry must be fed and the afflicted soul satisfied pefore the 
reward of new light, new health, greater righteousness, and closer fellowship 
with the Lord comes.
D* Fruits
A true church, however, is not satisfied with such 
blessings, but will want to see the fruits. And Isaiah 
tells us what they'will be. First: "Build the old waste places." It seems 
almost as if Isaiah must have been the first surveyor of the rural communities
pf America, and have found the waste places that exist there; for the majority 
of our rur^l churches are devoid of any constructive progr^ or any vision of 
tasks to be dope; and ministers wi.thi A training for the leadership of such 
churches in the new day are few.
A divided church has wasted the'Christian fellowship in tens of thousands 
of the rural comnrunitie^^pf our land, but the saddest of all/is the vast stretch 
of people ignorant of the meaning of the message that Jesus Christ brought to 
the world. But with the new ligh't, new life, greater righteousness, and more 
glory, "the old waste places will be builded." Again "thou shall rise up as
I
the foundation of many generations."
The rural church has given to America a gene;*ation of
E. Rural Church
men and women bh whose character has been' based the life
in the New
that has.made her a great nation. But now w© have entered 
Lay '
'into what seems to be a Ja^zed^aterialistic age, and the 
hope of the day is that the rural church will proclaim the message of the Good 
News to its community in shch a way that the hungry will be fed, and the afflicted
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soul satisfied, for then a new generation of sturdy sons and daughters of God 
will rise up and enter into the agricultural, professional, religious, and po­
litical businesses of life, and lead America forth with a new baptism of service .i 
into the world beckoning to her to "come o-ver to help us." I
And then shall the rural church be called the .repairer of the breach—the 
restorer of paths to dwell in. A repairer of the breach—"Yes, there has been a 
breach;" and floods of false doctrines, torrents of fantastic scHemes, and waves
of indifference have flowed in until, alas, the light of the Gospel has grown . !
“• 1
dim. But, then, when the breach is repaired, and the people ask, "Watchman, what j,
1
of the night?" he will behold the morning light of a new day shine upon the up­
lifted brow of humanity.
But the greatest reward of all will be that the church
F. -Social Ideals
of the Living Go4 will be the restorer of paths to dwell in, 
and the restored paths will all lead the people to a closer fellowship—a fellow­
ship with .God, a fellowship with each other. A Christian fellowship it will be, 
a fellowship in worship of God. A fellowship in teaching the ideals that Christ 
had for each ^community in the world. The^e social ideals we learn from the 
Gospels are in part as follows:
^ (1) The supreme social principle is, love of neighbor for neighbor—
neighborliness in feeling, action, and thought.
(8) The ideal of sacrifice of self for the good of others.
(3j The welfare of the community the chief aim of life.
(4) Justice in the social relations of men.
(5) The ideal of spiritual wealth as being the first consideration 
of men.
(6) That marriage is a sacred bend; each home a sacred place.
(7) That envy and strife, fraud and theft, drunkenness and revelry 
be banished.
(6) That pride, show and hypocrisy are unworthy of God’s children.
(9) That self-complacency, arrogance, and selfishness are ignoble.
(10) That the duty of neighbor to neighbor must not be lost sight of 
in the performance of ritual, and remember that right character
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and conduct took higher rank in Christ*s teachings than 
'''^orship and ordinance.
(11) That each individual has liberty and responsibility.
(12) That the weak should not be dcminated by the strong.
(ii.3) That each class has responsibility to the other class, farmers 
not having property at the expense of the miners, shoe workers, 
or any other class.
(14) That rich and poor, educated and ignorant, the prominent and 
secure are all on an equal plane.
%
(15) That each community has a responsibility to each other com-
' munity in the world.
(16) That life should be idealistic, hopeful, joyful, arui courageous.
(17) The great ideal will 6e realized in the new age to come, when 
•each community will be a community of the sons of God, and 
the earth will be the Kingdom of God, wherein dwelloth 
righteousness.
The teaching of that part of the Gospel that had to do with the relationship 
pf men is of supreme importance to the rural church. The evangelistic Gospel has 
been preached from the beginning in the rural community. It should not be for­
gotten, but taught with power. The social Gospel has been shunned as if it were 
of the devil. But the whole Gospel of Christ efficiently taught and applied 
to the so-called rural church problem will cause it to largely disappear. A 
fellowship of service will be the sure result of such a teaching in fellowship. 
The whole Gospel of Christ will have been applied.
This story of Mark Twain*s will well illustrate the
G. Useful Religion
point here. He says that in a certain Connecticut village, 
a man became very religious. Now, there were depending upon this man a wife and 
six children. His religion grew on him to such an extent that in order to satis­
fy his emotions, he, for a number of hours each day, bent his back backwards and 
forwards. As time went on he* felt it necessary to spend more time in this way 
in order to be more perfectly religious. The res'hlt was that his family began 
to starve. The situation became so desperate that his wife took in sewing to 
make a living for her family. One day there came to the village a mechanical
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genius. He heard of the situation in the home and paid it a visit. After study­
ing the situationfor a short while, he left and returned about a week later with 
a mechanical apparatus tt^t attached the man's back to his wife's sewing machine.
And then when he went through his religious exercises, he turned his wife's sewing 
machine. And henceforth, his religion was of some practical use.
It is a sin for the church to teach the Gospel and then not give opportunity 
for it to be used. Men and vromen will turn away in despair and disgust. It is easy 
enough to sit beside the Sea of Galilee and listen and discuss the Christian message, 
but it is not satisfactory. When the church will lead the way up the paths to 
Golgotha’s brow, and there crucify self, then will the people follow her and they 
will find joy that no man can take i'rom them.
rv. The Heed for True Worship
But the people will need the fellowship of worship with God for the renewing 
of their souls. They are living when they so serve as if God lived, and they must 
come into close fellowship with Him in the hours of worship. They need to have a 
constant appreciation of the "worth ship" of God. The Christian fellowship will 
provide such a worship each first day of the week.
The climax will be the Lord's Supper. Coffin said in
A. The Lord's
^ his "Lyman Beecher's Lectures at Yale":
Supper
"No rite more fitly enables us to worship the God and 
Father of Jesus Christ—to Him His worth is the supply of all His Children's needs, 
according as they form in the church, in nations, in industry,—a behive and friendly 
commonwealth of His sons and daughters."
Too many rural churches conduct this service indecently and in disorder, but it 
should be a service where neighbors gather and sing in truth:
"Here, 0 my Lord, I see thee face to face.
Here would I touch and handle things unseen;
Here grasp with firmer' hand eternal grace.
And all my weariness upon thee lean.
"Too soon we rise: The symbols disappear;
The feast, though not the love is past—gone.
The bread and wine removed; but Thou are here,





I. WHAT A CamJNITY IS
A« History of
Many Efforts to 
Build a 
Community
A chapter in the history of many rural communities 
can be written somewhat after this fashiifn. A minister 
or other leader came to the community and started new 
organizations or programs. He became the visible leader 
‘ ^11- Hd was popular for a v^ile, and had a
strong hold on the oomnunity. Gradually the people became tired of meetings, 
committee ivork, baking cakes, "and having something going on." The leader, or 
perhaps more properly called, promoter Jlost his-grip. He resigned. The com­
munity gave a sigh of relief and fell to sleep, becoming worse off then-than it 
had been before he came.
The weak part in this unfortunate situation was that the leader did not 
understand just what his task was. He thought it was to-promote, when in.faot, 
it was to dipcover. -train, and inspire leaders from among the settled population 
of the community. How, then, shall a leader begin his task to'build a community?




Dei or©, xnen, the leader can begin,
t
clear idea as to what a community is. Mar^ definitions 
are given by rural sociologists, but there is probably 
none any better than the one by Sanderson. He says: "A rural community consis- 
of the people in s local area tributary tc the center of their common interests.




But |(jod 'Koads end automobiles make it necessary to think 
in terms of larger community areas than fifteen years ago. 
(97)
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The churches, schools, and trade centers of the past were planned for folks 
whose principal means of transportation was the wagon. This new situation 
makes it necessary to study neighborhoods. Dr. L. H. Bailey says:
!• Neighborhoods " A neighborhood comprises the region of neighboring 
homes. It is personal. The community represents-common interests rather than 
friendship of folks. I want the community to develop, and to have a better 
church, school, grange, and library; but within the community there may be 
several neighborhoods, and it is important that the neighborhood activities be 
not forgotten or overlooked in our grasp for bigger things. A community cannot 
accomplish much if the neighborhoods are dead or if they are torn hy potty dis­
sension.”
2* Types of neighborhoods Sanderson and Thompson discovered in Otsego 
County, New York, different types of neighborhoods, which they names as follows:
(1) The hamlet consists of a group of houses c*lbse together, generally not 
more than one-fourth of a square mile area, and usually associated 
with some institution or business.
(2) The institutional neighbhrhooc^ consists of a group of homes tributary 
to an institution, such as a school, a church, a grange, a community 
building, or any^two or three of these.
(3) The business neighborhood consists of a group of homes tributary to a 
store, a mill, a cheese factory, a creamery, a railroad station, or any 
industrial plant.
(4) , The ethnic neighborhood consists of a group of homes in which most of
the people belong to or are derived from an alien nationality or race.
(5) The kinship neighborhood consists of a group of homes which were orig­
inally Settled by one family, or in which most of the families are 
now closely related, and whose identity is due to consanguinity.
(6) The topographic neighborhood consists of a group of homes whose iden- 
tity is due to their being located in a valley, or a hollow, on a 
hill, or near a lake, usually •more or less isolated.
(7) The village neighborhood consists of a group of homes sp near a village 
that they use its name, and have no other local designation.
It is not intended to infer that every rural community has these types of 
neighborhoods in them. Some community might only have two, others, more, and it 
is probable that there are those without any. Many neighborhoods in western 
states are. around irrigation projects, canals, ditches; but every community
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builder must be able to recpgnir© such neighborhoods and their types -where 
they do exist.
II. Locating the Community
The first step of the community builder- is to locate the connnunity that 
he purposes to build the life of. The leader in doing this, will:
A. Secure Map
Secure a large map of the section of the country in
which the community is located.
B. Determine
Deterpiine the community center if there is a common
Community
one for all interests of the community. Call a meeting
Center
of a few carefully chosen leeders of the trade, business,
social, religious, and irrigation les-ders if there-are
these'in-terests represented in the community. This meeting may first be asked 
to determine the community center.
C. Locate the
This being determined, the community should be lo­
Community
cated. Each pleader of an interest should be asked to have
located on the map, the most distant home in each direc-
tion that he comes in contact witha Each home so located should be marked on 
the map. Then connect these marks with straight lines. Draw the boundary line 
of each area with a different color or use a different kind of line. Then draw 
a boundary line for the community which will be a composite of the various ' 
areas previously located and which will include all hqmes whose major interests 
are clearly connected with this community. The, pommunity boundary line' should 
be a he^vy black line> solid or broken-, which will stand out from the other
area, boundaries.
D. Marginal Homes
The work wi-ll not bd complete unless the surrounding
communities are also determined. Thus will a duplicate
of -work be pr,eventod, and marginal -homes-between communities will be discovered, 
and assignment made to ■various interests.
t
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III. Organization of Conmunity
' "The core of the community idea, then—as applied 
to rural life—is that we anust make the community as ^a 
unit, an entity, a thing, the point of departure in all 
our thinking about the rural problem, and in its local ap­
plication, the' direct aim of all organized efforts .for improvements. The 
building of real, local ,farm, communities is, perhaps, the main task in erect­
ing an adequate rural civilization. Here is the real slogan ^f the rural effort.
A. Care of 
Community 
Idea
the inner kernel of a sane country-life movement, the moving, slogan of the cam-
1
paign for rural progress, that must be waged by, the present generation." The 
task now, is to make the community "a unit, an entity, a thing" by organizing 
the various worthy interests, of the. community into some cooperative effort to 
adjust the com^nity’s life forward.
Woodrow Wilson said, "A community is unthinkable, unless you have a vital 
inter-relationship of parts; there must be a fusion, there must be a coordina­
tion, there must be such a“ contact as will constitute union i.tself before you 
will have the true course of the wholesome blood through the body."
Jealousy or rivalry of churches, social or business
B. Organization
organizations must not be allowed to creep in and destroy
Meeting
the program. Every community interest is to be taken in­
to consideration that is not detrimental to the community welfare. The mini­
ster or other leader should consult with a few of the most influential citizens 
of the community and explain to them'his ideals for a community’s life, and 
secure their consent to sign tho.ir names to a .call for a,meeting of the duly
appointed leaders of all organizations and interests in Ihe community. A 
carefully arranged program should be planned for this session. The emphasis 
should be placed on building for the future rather than on criticising the past.
Butterfield "Farmer in the New Day,"
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Criticising for th© ssk© of* oriticism will never make the community's life 
better* The climax -of* the meeting should be an'organization for future work 
of community building* The form this organization should take depends to a 
very large extent on local conditions. One community that the writer is fami­
liar with, passed a resolution- at a large gathering', urging the master of the 
grange, the teacher of the school, and the minister of the church to hold 
frequent conferences for the planning of a community program. These conferences 
proved very beneficial to the community. This organization met the need for 
that particular situation. Other communities have or need a community council.
A grave danger in the better rural life movement of today is the over organized 
community. The community council will prevent this situation- coming about.
Some such organization is needed in most rural communities. No useful organi­
zation will be weakened by a properly organized and managed council which will 
strengthen each one. Useless or unnecessary organizations will be weeded out, 
and a waste of money and leadership will- be avoided.




The name of this organization shal' be the Community Council of'__________ —.
Article II. Purpose
The purpose of this organization shall be to promote the educational, re­
creational, social, physical, civic, economic, moral, and spiritual inter­
ests of the dommunity.
. Article III. Membership
The membership shell be made up of duly elected or appointed representa­
tives of each organization within the community that is interested in the 
objects of the Council as set forth in Article IT of this constitution.
Article IV. Officers
The officers of this organization shall be president, vice-president, 
executive secretary, and treasurer.
Article V. Executive Committee
The executive committee shall consist of the officers and the chairmen of 
the regular standing committees.
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Article VI. Comniittees
The names of committees shall be: Education, Health and Sanitation,
Roads and Communication, Civic, Social, Recreation, Church and Character 
Building, Agriculture, and Publicity.
Article VIT• Finances
The regular expenses of the council, shall be apportioned to each coopera­
ting organization. The council may devise ways and means of providing 
for special expenses,.
Article VIII. New Members
New members may be admitted to the council by an unanimous vote of the 
council members upon application of the organization desiring representation.
Article IX. Amendments
The constitution may be changed by a two-thirds vote of the council, pro­
vided that the proposed amendment has been in the hands of the executive 
secretary for one month and the same has been given publicity by the sec­
retary.
We do riot intend to say that in every community in America these activities 
are necessary, or that any community should put them all into practice in one 
year. They are simply intended as suggestions.
Another important point is that the committees of the
D. Work of
Community Council are not' the organizations to do things. 
Council ^
The purpose of the committees is to see* that these things 
are done. Only at the permission of the whole executive committee of the coun­
cil should a committee function in such a capacity. The committee Trill best 
serve if it suggests to some cooperating organization that an activity would 
be helpful to the community. Each cooperating organization should file ,with 
the executive secretary of the council its program for the year, adding to
t
the program as it may desire. The executive secretary will then report the 
same at the meeting of the committee under whose head the activity would come.
This will prevent duplication of effort, and prevent other difficulties arising 
in the community life.
In the campaign for a better community, the church
E. Harmony the
mpst not stand aloof. The minister and the leaders should
Goal
bo active in every worthy enterprise. But they must shovf
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that they have companionship with the living Christ. It is always i'nfinitely 
better to show this then to win a discussion. A community council without 
the church represented will be in many communities dangerous, and in all com­
munities will be incomplete.
The idea here is community harmony. No community building is possible 
without' this purpose taking hold of the community as a whole. There is not any­
thing new in this; in fact, it is as old as the first Utopian dreams of man.
Yet how few American communities have learned the lessoni This will not de­
stroy the individuality of the fermar.^- It will simply put individualism to 
its highest use. The individual will work for the highest in the social, ec­
onomic, and educational life of the community, and these three will be shot 
through and through with great spiritual ideals of Christianity.
It would help the work of most comirunities’ building enterprises if this 
little card were widely distributed.
KNOCKER or BOOSTER?
Yfhen the Creator had made all the good things, it seemed there was 
still some dirty work to do, so He made the beasts, and the reptiles and 
the poisonous; and when He had finished He still had some scraps left 
over that were too bad to put into the Rattlesnake, the Hyena, the Scor­
pion, and the Skunk; so He put all these together, covered it with sus­
picion, wrapped it with jealousy, marked it with a yellow streak, and 
called it a KNOCKER.
^ This product was so fearful to contemplate, that He had to make
something to counteract it, so He took fe sunbeam put it into the heart 
of s child, the brain of a man, wrapped it in civic pride, covered it 
with brotherly love, made it a believer in equality and justice, a worker 
for and supporter of every good thing in the community and called it a 







IV; Suggested Community Projects for Committees
the school buildings and grounds are adequate and modern.
the school grounds. Clean and paint the buildings, remove 
and rubbish. See that the yard is properly drained. Plant 
shrubbery snd trees.
(3) Secure a library. Keep it up with nev; books. Create a sentiment for 
reading books. Have some of the best magazines come to the library.
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(4) Stand for a nine months school term with every child of school age 
in attendance..
(5) Have night school for those who have left school in lower grades, and 
for foreign speaking people.
(6) Create sentiment for well-educated teachers, and see that they are 
paid salaries that will keep them in the community for years.
(7) Provide good boarding places for unmarried teachers, and homes 'for 
the married ones.
(8) Have a reception for teachers at the beginning of each school year.
(9) Install as many of the modern methods and equipment in the school as 
possible, such as domestic science, manual arts, musical education, 
and machines with films or slides.
(10) Have playground apparatus.
(11) Encourage athletic teams and the community support of same.
(12) Study-consolidation problems with other school districts.
(13) See that the boys and girls who are compelled to go to town or city 
for their high school education are in the right environment after 
school hours.
B# Health and Sanitation
(1) Have state health exhibits
(2) Provide literature on healt-h and the care of the sick.
(3) Provide books end other literature to mothers on pre-natal care of 
children, and on the care of children.
' (4) Teach boys and men how to make f]y trace, and have a campaign against 
mosquitos and their breeding places.
(5) Have a health officer who will be efficient in his duties^ handle con- 
tagidus diseases vigorously..
(6) Have clean up days that reaoh the barn yards and manure piles.
(7) Have drinking water at schoolhouse, churches, and village centers tested
(8) Have health clinics for adults as well as for children.
(9). Provide for -a doctor who will be reasonable in his charges for pro­
fessional services.
(10) Sane teaching in social hygiene.
C. Roada and Communication
(1) Have lectures on road building.
(2) Learn the number of miles of road in the community.
(3) Ascertain the amount of taxes spent on the community roads in the 
last five years.
(4) Have Community Good Roads days.
(5) Build up side Toads.^
(6) See that the village streets are well-lighted.
(7) Have fcoad guides well-marked.
(8) Provide telephone -system.
(9) Cooperate to make the present phone system more perfect.
(10) See if the railroad services, both passenger and freight, can be 
improved. Have the passenger station painted and made sanitary.
D. Civic
(1) Have a community slogan.
(2) Have- Best Flower Garden contests.
- (3) 'observe Arbor Day. Have trees to plant on. hand for that day, se­
curing them from. State. Forestry Departments.
(4) Have community Fourth of July Picnic.
(5) Observe Music Week. Have neighborhood sings first part of the 
week, and community sings as a climax.
(6) Invite the Governors, United States Senators, and other public men 
to visit the community’and deliver addresses.
(7) Provide parking space for automobiles end tourist camps.
(8) Arrange for a Historical Pageant of community life.
(9) Beautify the cemetery.
E. Social and Recreation
(1) Provide.playground, large enough for more than one game to be in 
progress at one time. Make it a Public Park with the Playground.
(2) Have Community Play Days.
(3) Provide a safe pwimming pool,
"(4) Have a lecture course,





(6) Have radio concerts.
(7) Have a Baseball Club for the men and boys.
(8) Have horse-shoe tournaments.
(9) Have community nights during wint\sr, when all the people come to­
gether for fun.
(10) Demand good moving pictures at local theaters or provide them.
(11) Ehcourage the neighborhood to heve tennis grounds and croquet courts. 
Arrange for tournaments.
(12) Have women recreation days.
Church and Character Building
(1) Urge cooperation between churches.
(2) Arrange for week-day Bible courses as a part of the public school 
course.
(3) Sea that a daily Vacation Bible School is^^held during the summer.
(4) Urge community cooperation in painting, repairing, remodelling and 
building churches or personages.
(5) Distribute "children morality code" and other literature of character 
education. Institution of Washington, D. C.
(6) Have community's boys and girls who are called "bad" examined for 
physical defects, and see that same -are corrected.
(7) Have lectures on the duties and responsibilities of parents. 
Agriculture
(1) Plan a visit to nearest Experimental Station.
(2) See that boys' and girls' agricultural clubs are organized.
(3) Have experimental plots in community.
(4) Urge cooperation with the county agricultural agent.
^(5) Have local community fairs.
(6) Provide for Agricultural Bulletin distribution.
f7) Have the best books on cooperation of buying and selling for distri­
bution^ among the farmers.
(8) Have a branch of the Federal Farm Loan Bank.
(9) Urge the attendance of boys and girls at Agricultural School.
(10) Organize a Cow Testing Association.
•rw - - - -
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H. Publicity
(1) See that worth while news items are sent to town end city news­
papers.
(2) See that resolutions passed at farmers' meetings are sent to national 
state, and county officials.
(3) Provide for suitable correspondence with the county paper.
(4) Use the local paper for comiEunity advancement.
(5) Urge membership in community council.
I. Survey The community survey will reveal other activities
that will aid in building the community's life. The-minister or other reli­
gious leader knows that he is "preaching/thh Gospel" when ho is training, in­
spiring, and helping men ^d women to so servo their neighbors and their com­
munity. We make suggestions for the trainin'^ elsewhere. Here, we sey that 
the only possible way to serve God is through the service to men. Elwood very 
positively believes that if such a religion of human service becomes generally 
accepted, all of the Irritational, unsocial, and unprogressivo elements in our 
religious life would disappear, and actual Christianity would become "the re­
ligion of humanity." This ideal is community organization and leadership would 
prevent adjustment backwards.
V. The Challenge to the Task
A. The Challenge
The challenge will be: "We want pioneers of civilizi 
tion to go out into our'country districts with divine pas­
sion in them, the desire of God—the implanted spirit to make the world about 
them into some likeness of the Kingdom of Light. There are no barriers in our 
way except ourselves, and our own supineness. The men in any rural district 
united together, could make the land that they live in as lovely to look upon
as the fabled gardens in the valley of Damascus.......................................Only let us get
our men together, get them organized, and one improvement irill rapidly follow
another. For all great deeds by races, all civilizations were built up by
1
the voluntary efforts of men united together."
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B. The Reward
Then there will be in- each community many builders 
such as the poet here tells us about:
"An old man going a lone highway.
Came at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm vast andcdeep and wide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim.
The sullen stream had no fear for him;
But he turndd when safe on the other side 
And built a bridge to spf*n the tide.
"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim near,
"You are wasting your strength with building here; 
You never again will pass this way;
You*ve crossed the chasm deep and wide.
Why build you this bridge at evening-tide?"
The builder lifted his old gray head.
"Good friend, in the path I have come," he said, 
"There followeth after mo today 
A youth whose feet must pass this way.
This chasm has been as naught to me.
To t^at fair-haired youth may a pitfall be;
He, to, must cross in-the twilight dim.
Good friend, I am building this bridge for him."
\
I-------------------








THE RURAL HOME 
I. The Home
Three pillars of the rural Christian civilization
A* Reason for
are the church, the school, and the home. Each is as
Emphasis it
fundamentally important as the other. Elsewhere we
have written of the others. Here, we speak of the home. We do not propose to
give an exhaustive treatment of this subject. But we emphasize it because any
rural church program that is not centered around the home is a failure. A city
church may plan its program for individuals; the rural church must plan it for
the home.
The poet has written of the home: —
"For somethii^ that abode endued 
With temple-like repose, an air 
Of life's kind purposes pursued 
With ordered freedom, sweet and fair; 
A tent, pitched in a world not risht. 
It seemed, whose inmates, every one, 
On tranquil faces bore the light 
Of duties -beautifully done."
Coventry Patmore
B. Highest Values
Indeed, home is a theme fitter for the poet than 
for sober prose, but there is scarcely a subject which
Found in the
poets have made peculiarly their own which does not
Home
find a place iii xhe home. The poet sings of love, but 
love is ennobled, .made permanent, and seen at its best in the home. The pain,
V
the drudgery, the*pleasures of life give the writer of song his themes, but in the 
home, the pain of life is hallowed; the drudgery is sweetened; and the pleasures 
are consecrated. Brotherhood, deeds of bravery, and patriotism are glorified by 
writers of poems, but in the home, brotherhood is practiced; deeds of bravery are 
common; and patriotism is a reality.
The first home of mankind was a rural home. Man 
appears on the stage of life as s farmer. He was a
(111)
C/, The First Home Rural
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nomadic farmer, and his material home was a tent of various kind? of materials, 
but his home was a rural home. It was a great step in human progress when man 
passed from the nomadic to the settled way of living.
II. The Mother
During this transition there developed the original
A. Her First Task
division of labor upon the basis of sex difference. The 
husband received the task of being the warrior, and during intervals between wars 
his duty vras to provide the family with animal and fish food. On the wife fell 
the less exciting and more irksome duties, for she must remain home and care for 
her children. It was her duty to provide a constant supply of vegetable food for 
the family at the same time that she bore and reared her offspring.
There are wives today who will believe that we are reverting back to the 
original state when the learn that women were the first farmers. For the time 
came when the wife and mother was no longer content to gather the meagre products 
of an uncultivated soil, and she conceived the idea of planting seeds to secure 
a richer harvest.
"First, with her hands she scraped the soil and dropped her seedsj but the
need for a more satisfactory implement led her to invent a rude digging stick.
From this bent stick, in response to a daily challenge upon her ingenuity, woman
evolved the hoe and later a crude plough which she, herself, dragged over the
soil, for no animal had yet been domesticated. Furthermore, to worjan's construe-
tive instinct may be traced the first primitive mill for grinding seeds, where
one stone is made to move over another. The mallet and muller were likewise her
inventions. It was the primitive housewife who discovered that from soapstone
could be made a cooking pot which would .stand the heat of the fire without 
1
cracking."-
In addition to her tasks as' mother, tiller of the soil, and inventor, the
historian tells us that she was often the tailor, the shoemaker, the food preparer, 
_
See Goodsell in "History of the Family", p. 49
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the potter, and the hasket-niaker cf the fernily. The mother isas the controller of 
the destiny of humanity, end by her- devotion she set it on its-upwf-rd way-under 
the care of the Greet Lover cf I'^ankind,
B. Her Place in 
the Home 
Today
It is a far cry from the primitive mother ’Adth her
hoe-stick to the modern mother in the best farm homes of
today. Then, she -iras a slave and a beast cf burdenj to-
dcy, her rightful place is acknowledged to be the queen
in the home. We think of her as God's noblest creation. Then, she had sometimes
to defend her child against its own father, especially against the social fiat of
death executed by the father's will. Ancient'folk-lore and myths show us many a
struggle, intense and cruel between mother-love and this group sentence of death
upon some of its young. Today, she has her husband?s love, and his cooperation in
the nurture of her children, "The mother stands in the foregrouj:^! as the guardian
angel of the home. She is the dominant figure in home life. Her personality, her
influence, her pervading presenSe, constitute a force for good not bo be settddwn
1
in cold type, or weighed in earthly balance."
III» The Program for the Home
In the making of a program for the rural home it 
must be considered that first of all men and women on 
the farm need to be brought to the full realization that 
the farm offers the largest opportunity in America for a
A. Largest Opportunity 
for a Successful 
Home
successfu] home. Many of them do realize it, but the church that idealizes this 
opportunity will find rich spiritual rewards. Dr. C. J. Galpin was speaking on 
this subject when he said: —
"If you were to go from city to city and photograph all the surroundings of 
home caught in the claws of the city squeeze, you would be astonished at how the 
human family has been pressed out of semblence to a human home by the business 
squeeze. Squeezed against, the street, squeezed between buildings, squeezed below 
ground, squeezed skyward, squeezed to th^ alleyl and every squeeze is a ^uffoca- 
tibn of the home.
Sangster in the "l^other Book", p. 162
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"The squeeze, first of all, means a terrific exaggeration of all the de­
privations which a city residence in any locality of the city suffers, even before
the bold encroachment of business; small space, little air, little light___ three
basic phj^sical and psychological factors. These are bad enough and their evil 
has been ventilated during the past years perhaps sufficiently"^
Thus ,a great sociologist warns the city, and teacher the value of rural 
life. When the minister and the rural life leader see these same dangers, and 
learns to love the country life, and to teach others to do so, he will not be 
looking for a lararer field of activity. He win have it in the rural community 
where he is,
"The family is s society in miniature," and the
B. Society in
preliminary to a Christian society is a Christian family
liiniature
life. It is for this reason that Christ has made the 
child the center of gravity in His kingdom that He is establishing. He taught 
that an offence to a child is among the most terrible of sins. He said that those 
who received a little child, received Him; and that His kingdom belonged to the 
dhild. So the rural ehurbh, if it would follow Jesus Christ will plan its program 
around the homes of its community, so that the child may be kept close to the 
Kingdom.
C, Mother's Work 
Must not be 
Burdensome
as Trulettla in the play 
Sidas asks her:
Most of all this recognized by everyone. The ques-- 
tion is, how to do it. Here it must be understood that 
the mother is the maker of the home. But a mother can­
not fill her rightful place if her home can be described 
"Between Two Lines" describes Mrs. Wilson’s home, when
"Hove's Mrs. Wilson? Sick?"
"Sick? Laws a massai She ain’t got no disease—just plain tired out. Her 
bones 's full of misery from 'ard work, milkin', cookin', washin', bakin', and 
ev’ry tother kin' of work round this 'ere house. Golly me, I'se 'most broke mah 
back carryin* water up from the barn, heah. Mens folks don't understand how 'ard 
a vfoman works. If ah ever marries ah ain't gwine to vrork mahself to death for no 
man. No sireel!"
•But thia is a true picture of tens of thousands of rural homes in America. 
The way out is for the church as a whole and in the local community to cooperate
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with those who are working for "a standard of life" for the homes in every rural 
community. "A standard of life with the highest human values there, involves the 
condition that a relatively large proportion of the satisfaction should grow out 
of the fulfillment of wants for spiritual goods, provided wants for necessities 
are not ignored," declare the leaders of the movement.
D. A Standard 
of Life
A standard of life" may be regarded as the normal 
life resulting throujgh a harmonious inteVaction of the 
following factors.
(1) Physical well-being, secured through the provision of:
maintain the efficiency
and health (including the grovrth and development of children) of 
all members of the family,
(b) Clothing for wanr,th, comfort, and cleanliness, with an additional 
attire of an appearance and style which will permit individuals of
withsocial groups, and in public 
with a fair degree of mental satisfaction. Thus, certain spii-itual 
. as well as mental wants will be satisfied.
(o) Shelter affording sufficient room, warmth, light, and sanitation 
for the maintenance of comfort ^d health-of the. family, and pro­
viding for the necessary privacy of individuals, as well as for
addition, a style of architecture 
h ch will meet with a certain degree of approval from the public 
is desirable.
U) of operation, including equipment, furniture, -and furnlshincs
which are essential for keeping the home "plant" in working order 
with a maximum of efficiency in economy' of time,
(e) Maintenance of health through the-prevention or treatment of bodily 
ai^ents that may menace the physical well-being and development of 
individuals composing the family, ^
money, sufficient to bear expenses 
death^ abnormal conditions, such as sickness, old age, and
(2) Spiritual well-being, secured thus:
(a) EduoaUon of children, not only for s trade or a profession, or ag­
riculture but for life a-s well-----that is, the moulding of oharaoter
economic and the moral sit- 
uations that will be encountered' in later life.
(b) Continued education through reading, travel, and observation.
E, L. Kirkpatrick, Cornell University, in Bulletin
__________ ^______________________________________________
"The Standard of Life in a 
Typical Farm Section,"
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(c) Ability to appreciate art, as evidenced by a realization that the 
open country has natural beauty not to be attained elsewhere;.by 
en inclination to arrange plantings and .buildings, in order that 
pleasing viev/s of surrounding landscapes, as hills and valleys, 
may be made the source of real satisfaction; end by the chcice 
and arrangement of interior furnishings and decorations.
(d) Capacity to enjoy social relationship*with the neighborhood and 
the community, and ability to worV in unison with them for further 
development of the home, the school, the church, and other social 
agencies and institutions.
(e) Capacity to appreciate the significance of situations involving 
people of other communities, other trades, and other nations; 
that is, ability to view all situations in their true perspective 
with a progressive ethical standard.
There are those who will ask, ”What has all this to do with a rural church 
program?" The answer is that these are the ideals that Christ taught, put into 
language that is spoken by men who understand Him, but do not want to appear as
"preachers." Add to these ideals the highest spiritual ideals, and we will have
the Kingdom of God described. These or similar ideals, we repeat, must be the
goal of every rural church for the homes of its community, if mothers are, with
the cooperation of their husbands, to build Christian homes.
' It would take several books to describe in detail how the rural homes can 
be planned to make possible the family's coming up to "the standard of life," but
there are books, bulletins, and other sources of help that will aid in any program
to bring this about. Hov^ever, the home must be modernized so that the mother can
be a mother with all the great spiritual meaning back of that word "mother."
There are certain definite reasons why more of the farms do not have "items
of operation, including equipment, furniture, and furnishings which rre essential
for keeping the home "plant" in working order with the maximum of efficiency in 
1
economy of time." Among these are:
1. Reasons for not Modernizing the'Home
(a) The income from the farm has not been sufficient.
(b) The husband has either not realized their importance, or has been 
too selfi'sh to provide them.
1
See d. in Physical Well-Being of the Standard of Life, previous page
(o) The mother, herself, has not realized that the happiness of her 
home together with the welfare of the children depends upon them.
(d) The mother has delayed hairing them, hoping that the mortgage would 
soon*'be paid off.
(e) The mother, for the sake of her husbandj has sacrificed herself, 
that they might have pleasures, education, and farm tools.
(f) It has been planned to put them in "next year" but like "tomorrow," 
"next year" ne'^er comes.
2 Immediate Need In tens of thousands of rural hemes there could be installed 
immediately, (1) a simple water system, supplying cold or hot and cold water in the 
kitchen; (2) a house heating plant; (3) a complete water system with bathroom and 
a means of sewage disposal; (4) a light and power system; and (5) a modern kitchen 
equipment.
3. The Church's Part There are some churches that could well afford to pOBt~ 
pone an emotional revival for a year, and hold a revival that would bring about 
the better equipment of the homes of its community. It wpuld simply be putting 
religion to some "practical use," The world is asking for such a demonstration.
The community that undertakes it, can call on the Department of Agriculture at 
Washington, the State Department, the agricultural agentp, the firms that are man­
ufacturing such equipment, and social agencies of many different kinds. All that 
is needed is the "conversions" in the thousands of homes, God will wonderfully 
bless a church that catches the vision of such a service.
IV. The Health of the Home
A. Lack of Physicians
Next in importance to proper equipment of a home 
is the health of the members of the family. There is, 
of course, a direct relationship between the two. Better equipment will bring 
health. The whole question of rural health is being very careful]y studied to­
day, and much advancement has been made. The question of physicians for the rural 
towns and communities is a serious one in many sections of the country. The 
physicians have left these places and gone to the cities and larger towns, the
rural comiminities not offering sufficient income. This places a serious handicap 
upon the homes of the farmers in many sections. A charge of from $15 to $26 is
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conmion for a single visit to a home in many of the western communities# The result 
is, that only as a last resort is medical advice secured. Oft times a child is 
sent through life seriously handicapped as a result of some disease, when the ad­
vice of a physician would have prevented any serious after effects. The schools are 
placing more- and more emphasis on sanitation and health in general, and all this is 
having a very beneficial effect.
The following table will give some very vitel facts
B. Comparison of
in regard to health in the rural communities and in the
Health of the
cities, Alftention is called to the larger amounts of
City and
deaths from typhoid fever in the rural communities than
Country
in the cities. This is one of the direct results of 
poor rural sanitation. The stress of city life is probably responsible for the 
higher mortality among the degenerative diseases (cancer, diabetes, end organic 
diseases of the heart, and brights disease.) The total death rate is higher in 
the cities than in rural districts. The rural community should be the happiest, 
healthiest place to live in. The writersv/as supplied with this table by the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, one of the most active agencies in the better 
health movement in America.
Death Rates per 100,000 population, Important Causes of Death,
United States Registration Area and United States Registration










All Causes 1163.9 1158.1 1229.7 1089.7
Typhoid Fever 9.0 8.9 5,8 11.9
Small Pox 0^7 0,7 0,8 0,6
Measles 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.4
Scarlet Fever 5.3 5,4 6.4 4.4
Whopping Cough 9.1 9.1 7.7 10.5
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Diptheria 17.7 17.8 19.3 16.4
Influenza 11.5 11.3 9.3 13,3
Tuberculosis




86.0 85.1 V 84^5, 85.6
Cancer
•
86.0 86.2 10&.$ 70.9
i
Diabetes -16.8 16.8 20.2 13.6
Cerebral
hemorrhage 80.1 '^80.2 76.8 81.6
Organic diseases 
of heart 140.9 141.3 156.2 126.9




41.9 41.3 43.3 39.3
Bright's disease 78.9 78,6 87.. 0 70.5t
Puerperal states 16.9 16,7 18.6 14.9
Suicides 12.6 12 .,5 15,0. 10.1
'Homicides 8.5 8.1 9.1 7.2
Other external
causes 68.7 V 68.3 71.6 65,1
• The Church's
The church, can be a real source of help in
4:
Part
matter of health of the .community. for a happy.
faith in a good .God, who is. a loving Father, will always 
be the best tonic for the individual's health. Ji morbid faith %d.J.l act on the 
imagination in sunh a way as tb often cause real illness. The first duty of the 
church is to preach a religion that is full of joy, and the faith tha^t makes 
people glad that they are- living on this earth, and want to stay here for sometime 
to come so as to help Jesus Christ to bring His Kingdom of Happiness to a reality.
In many rural communities the church could offer a service to its community 
that would be of great benefit to the homes, in the form of a health clinic. A
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word of caution should be given, however, that such things should not be under­
taken unless it is carefully prepared. The leaders in such a movement should
have good professional advice, 
can be given the community.
Then with this advice, a much appreciated service
Some general directions and suggestions are here
D. A Clinic
offered.
(1) The building where the clinic is to bd held should have several rooms
(2) Have a Christian os, o ____ ± ,
4. Ai. UL ^ WC*. Kj
with each person, and make some general inouiries.
(3) Have in another room, especially fitted up with good pictures and 
flowers, as well as, comfortable furniture, a man who has made a 
special study of the mind in its relationship to the body. This 
man will then talk with each individual and find out if the diffi- 
culty is not'mental instead Dfj,physical. Vlorry is a great source 
of disease in rural communities,—worry over debts and mortgages. 
Lonesomeness is another causerof disease.
(4) The minister shoi^d be in attendance, for oft times a season of 
prayer will bring about a complete change in the mental attitude oj 
the individual toward life’s outlook. The religious atmosphere 
should be maintained at each clinic by the minister.
(5) A regular Christian physician will have his room, to which the
psychologist will send those who need his advice. Experience has 
proved in such clinics that only about 50?S of the people need medic 
treatment;^ but the kindly Christian advice will be a great help to 
many homes. ^
C6) The clinic should not be advertised as just for the poor, but a car 
fully worded letter should be sent into each home urging the value 
a visit and the purpose back of it. All advertising should be qui 
done. Put the clinic on a highly religious basis.
(V) Clinics should be held at least every month.
(8) * ........................................................... -
.Some may object to this procedure on the basis that this is leading, the church 
into the practice of Christian Science. If the suggestions made above are carried 
out there will be but little of the teaching of Vary Baker Eddy used. It is genera!
It is general-
ly recognised, nevertheless, that there are latent healing forces in the body which
will heal when the ease is reasonably curable if they are not hindered. Faith
hope, and cheerfulness and confidence
remove some hindrances to healing. The sum
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and comsuinmate of all this confident and sunny attitude is faith in God. The more 
fully we are at one with these forces and with God, the more we will tend to become 
mentally, morally, and even physically sound.
The minister in sending out his announcement of the clinic should say: “If 
you are sick it is an act of faith, as well as, of good* sense to use all available 
means of recovery. . First, repent of your sins, not in fear of death, but in hope 
of life. Get right with ycur brother. Do not think too much about yourself.* Get- 
in tune with the Infinite. Belie.ve i-ntJod. Think well of the world. I/ake your 
mind healthy, cheerful, hopeful, and trustful.”
Another form of cooperation for church end home in
E. Social Hygiene
the matter of health is sex instruction. The American 
Social Hygiene .Association, 370 Sevent}^ Avenue, New York City, will gladly cooperate 
in any movement for this. work. They say:
“We believe that the churches, as Christ-like servants in the community, should 
consider more than their own specific interests in this problem. In the light of 
the movement to put increasing responsibility for sound sex guidance of the young 
upon all the community agencies that have to do with youth, we urge the churches and 
the Christian people to assist in any feasible community program of sex education. 
The churches can assist in two ways*
(a) In cooperating with all these agencies in the most cordial spirit to in­
fuse into all the community social-hygiene work a high, idealistic, and 
religious emphasis.
(b) To do in a soundly scientific, no less than in a soundly Christian way 
their own peculiar tasks as outlined in the preceding sections.
A fine service for the Cradle Roll Superintendent of
F. Other Phases of
Health Problem
the church school*is to give to expectant mothers pamphlets
helpful to them in preparing for the little one. A' further 
service v/ould be to give to mothers with young children books on the care of children 
These can be secured from the government at Washington end- the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company.
There are, of course, many other phases of the rural health problem, such as the 
care of the milk used on the table; the test of the family cow for tuberculosis; the 
cleanliness and location of the barn yard; the drinking water and location of the
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well et home and in the school; contagious diseases; and the home care of the 
sick; but these can be handled by whatever agency is assigned to them by the com­
munity council, in ways that would best meet local conditions. A poster campaign 
such as was used in selling" Liberty Bonds .during the war, would be very effective 
in aiding a campaign on any one of the above phases of the health problem.
V. Recreation in ihe Home
The question of recreation in the home is an important one. The farm boy or 
girl needs association vrith other young people, and this is seldom denied them.
It is a wise parent that realizes that it is usually more of a question of how to 
keep the young people at home, fend encourages the boy or girl to make a radio set, 
tc become interested in photography to the extent of developing his or her own 
pictures. The books in the library can be carefully chosen with the view of en­
couraging hobbies. Magazines that are instructive on more than one subject are 
all helpful to the home life. The boys* or girls* rooms are sacred, and as long 
as they are at home should never be disturbed without the consent of the owner. 
UoBt farms could afford space for tennis and croquet. The younger children should 
be allowed to play g^mes of their own inventions, and their own stories about 
their play should b.e listened to by their parents. A wise pastor who stays long 
enough in one community can be a counsellor on these things, that are worthy 
services for any Christian.
VJ. Better Homes Campaign
•For a variation of program of the church service to the homes and with the 
assurance of receiving the most progressive ideas for the homes of the community, 
the church or other agencies should correspond with Better Homes in America, 1653 
Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D, C. This organization promotes Better Home 
Week, and will send literature and very helpful suggestions in promoting a campaign 
for better homes.
A# Pastor's Work
VII. Christianity in the Homes
The need of today that surpasses all other needs in 
America is that of more Christianity in the homes. Of
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course, everything thet has been written in this thesis has been written for that 
purpose. But too often all teaching of the church 'is left out in the automobile 
by those who go to church, and sometimes, even by the leaders, and the result is 
that the family in its relationship does not practice its religion. Here again, 
is the work of the friendly pastor, who by his own acts can win the confidence of 
his people, and by carefully giving advice bring more religion into these sacred 
relationships. Religious papers that exalt the work of the church, and books thet 
are helpful should always be found in the homes of church members. Every rural 
minister will find that there is a wonderful field of service in supplying this 
need in the majority of homes.
The church, home, end school as we said at the beginning of this chapter, are 
the pillars of our civilization. Allow any one of them to weaken and it can be 
freely prophesied that a storm v/i11 one day arise end beat against our civilization 
and it will fall. To many the rural home is the last stand of our civilization.
“The Christian home in the city is passing" they say. That is too pessimistic an 
idea for there are mtny devout Christian homes in the cities cf our land; but 
tremendous forces are working to destroy them. The city home is in danger.
But Home in its highest meaning is found on the
B. The Product of
farm today. From it has come and still is coming the
Christian Rural
leaders of the v/orld. The minister’s home and the
Hemes
farmer’s hone supply the church of today with her mini­
sters and her‘ley leaders, E-very survey in colleges shew that mere then 6CK come 
from these two classes of homes.
The comprehensive, scientific survey of the religious life of Indiana dis­
closed the fact that "the Indiana Sunday School teachers were reared in rural
1
homes in which the father's annual income was only $1084." The church fbhool 
teacher, the deacon, the elder all largely come from the rural hemes. The city 
depends yet on the rural homes for its lerdership. Nature has a way of destroy­
ing city families every third or fourth generation. /Iways there must.be a 
steady stream of that life developed in the smaller communities and sent into 
Indiana Survey p. 383
the cities of our country if toerice is to live end be what slie is today, and 
what we hope she will be tomorrow. A rural church that sees a vision of this 
need will be transformed. Instead of self-depreciation will cqme a realization that 
it is God's greatest power house for' sending out into the world, energy, initia­
tive, leadership, and Christian character. This the church will be able to do 




THE RQRAL CHURCH AND THE FAmfERS’ ECONOMir PROBLEM
CHAPTER n
jHE RURAL CHURCH AND THE FARMERS^ ECONOMIC PROBLEM 
^ Of Knowledge of Primitive Comnunitles to Rural Eccnomic
Till 11 —
A. Early Family 
Nomadic
B. Permanent Faming 
Settlements
ProblenT
No one can clearly understand the farmer's economic 
status and problems unless he has knowledge of the his­
tory of the primitive human societies or communities, 
their customs a'nd modes of thought and action. This history reveals that''at 
first families end tribes were, nomadio, wandering groups-which moved with the 
seasons and according- to the need and supply of pasturage for flocks and herds 
which furnished their food and^clothing.
The next great step in advance was when these nomad­
ic people formed permanent settlements arid increased the
supply and variety of food by what we now see to be crude 
methods of cultivating the soil-.
As thfijpopulation and wealth of these settlements 
increased, they became the objects of plunder by wanering 
bends of people. Some defense of life arid property be­
came necessary. Every member of the tribe'was at first 
liable for duty and service as a warrior in this defensa. In time, however, it 
was decided that some men were better qualified for'warriors "than others. They 
wera called apart for-this service-and this alone. Special privileges and 
honors were given them. These privileges and honors became hereditary. From 
this system came kings and aristocracy.
Jealousy between the aristboraoy of different settle­
ments and need of more land to feed -the increasing popula­
tion and the cattle, caused many wars. The warrior and 
■ruling class increased in numbers. The cultivators of the
soil were compelled to supply the food for them. Gradually
(126)
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E* Movements to 
Enslave 
Farmer
the freedom of the farmer was lost, and he became a slave. A rigid caste 
system prevailed-an arrogant priesthood sharing with monarch and military 
overlord all the wealth produced by agriculture, except a meagre living.
In the Roman Empire this same process of at first 
freedom of the farmer, then his enslavement by the privi­
leged class is seen. Here the people were reduced by 
poverty and miseri? to the most degraded conditions of 
slavery and freedom. In fact. Dr. Ladd says: "In all the recessions from 
social irell-being to social deacradation it is the farmer who first feels the 
shock of approaching depression, and he is the last to feel the impulse to a 
revival of activity and progress."
We dan see the same movements in progress here in America as we have outlined 
in this brief sketch of the history of the cultivators of the soil. First, th? 
pioneer, eoonomioslly independent, subdues the continent and produces the men 
who fight the battles, amke the laws of the land, and guide it in its way to 
greatness. Then we see the tendency to reduce the farmer to an-inferior econom­
ic and social position. An outstanding proof of this is that on May 18, 1920 
the deflation policy of the Federal Reserve Board was set in motion, as a direct 
result of which millions of farmers lost their farms and their money. There is 
good economic authority in the statement that this is the Method alweys used.
We quote from one; Throughout the ages it has been the practice of the moneyed 
class first to create a period of high prices to encourage investment, enter­
prise, and speculation, during which they sell property and commodities of all 
kinds, lands espeoially, arid then to cause a deflation period of swift panic,, 
during which prices all fall rapidly, and at the lowest level of prices, they 
proceed to buy in, at panic prices, the properties they had previously sold; on 
which they again proceed to elevate the prices tc former levels, only to repeat 
the process. The means by which the process is conducted vary from time to
time, yet the result is always the same, the mortgage engulfs the pledge."^
T------------ ----------------------------------------— .
^Senator S. F. Ladd before Political q+, h m k 
Adams, Economic History, p.284 ^ Washington, D.C. May 3, 1924
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„ ^ All of this leads us to the fact that the real cause
F. Our Economic
of the distress of the rural communities of today is that
System Based
our economic system is based on selfishness and not on
on Selfishness
love. That it is pagan, not Christian. The church 1900 
years ago was given the orders to make it Christian. She has been afraid to 
carry out those commands. It is a stupendous task to achieve success in the 
fight to make a Christian, economic order. It means that Christians will not be 
able to walk along the paths by the Sea of Galilee, but.that they must walk the 
Via Dolorosa up to Golgatha's brow, and crucify selfishness there.
'II. The Church and the Economic Problem'
The writer has looked in vain for some voice of• the
A. Church did not
churdh to speak- out against the system that has taken over
Protest Wrong
150,000 homes from the fanners of our land. But he looked 
indeed in vain. He wrote to the Federal Council of Churches urging that body 
to speak. The answer he^ had was that a secretary had hpped to reach an urban 
minded senator, and that they were investigating. Yet all the while homes were 
being lost, women crushed low with discouragement, and children were being 
damned in homes^inade unhappy by finsncial worries. Yet the voice of the church 
was not heard in any effective way. Men out on the firing line want and expect 
the church to help.
t I
A letter to the writer from the President of the American Farm Bureau shows
this:
"I am very glad to have you raise the question as to what part the 'rural 
church may have in the Farm Bureau and how the church may help the American 
farmer to gain his rightful place in-our economic system.
"I am quite sure the Farm Bureau was very wise when it adopted the motto 
to First Find the Truth and Then Act in Line'with the Truth. That principle is 
fundamental with the church as well as with the Farm Bureau. We talk a great 
deal Pbout what the Farm Bureau ijiay do to help the faf-mer, particularly with 
his marketing problems, but sfterv4ll what is the use of having the farmer gain 
his rightful Piece in our economic system save for three things—better homes 
better schools and better churches. There .is no one other org^nizatiLon more 
interested in these seme thrde things than the rural church, and certainly if we 
have the same interests we ou^ht to work hand in hand to realize them,
"It may interest you to know that in my work in connection with the Farm
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Bureau almost every leader with whom I have ccme in contact is a man of intense 
religirus character and they are invariably leaders in churches in their own 
communities. Many of our leaders have characterized the Farm Bureau as a 
spiritual movement. Certainly men of su’ch intense religious convictions who 
are whole heartedly in the work of general up-lifting of the farmer and his 
family have every to expect the support of the church which they consistently 
upheld and support.*'
This question has been asked; "V/ho will solve 
B. A Searching 1
this problem?**
Question
Our ten ant farmers—courageous, honest, patient 
and long-suffering—when shall they see the light? In the spring-time they 
go forth, and with our brothers in black set their hands to the plow. They 
bend their backs to the burden, and when the frost falls they have added 
$1,000,000,000 to the wealth of the world. But small, indeed, is their share 
and meagre their recompense. Every two years, according to the government 
census, they move from one place to another.
They build no homes, they live in rude huts, no flowers about their 
dwellings, no trees to shade them from the sun, consumed by the summer’s heat 
and chilled by the winter’s cold, no lawns about their homes, no garden 
fences; and with the accursed cotton plant crowding the very threshold of 
their rude dwellings and thrusting its limbs into their very windows, their 
lot is' indeed pitiable..
Their sons and daughters come to manhood and womanhood, desert the farms 
and are lost in some distant community. Finally, when their pilgrimage is 
over, they are laid to rest in the rude churchyards of the country, others 
take their places and continue 'the fight. They have established no permanent 
homes, their kith and kin are scattered far and wide, and the places thai 
knew them once know them no more forever.
I have no word of criticism for men like these. I know them, I have lived 
among them, I sprang from them. Who will lead these men out of the wilderness 
of their troubles’ Men whom they elkeHta to high offices in the state and 
T-------------------------- —----- ^-------
Joseph T. Holleman in "University of North Carolina Bulletin
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nation aro ever ready to teach them politics, but they are not prepared to 
help thm. solve their problem of life. A fearful responsibility rests' at this 
time upon men in authority and men in high offices. Will they heed it?
Well might the church ask, ”what have I done?"
Senator E. F. Ladd is a man who has done much
C. Senator Ladd on
work in behalf of the farmer. He is a former univer-
"The Task of
sity president, and in an address before a young men’s
the Church"
Bible class said:
"The church is, or should always be, interested in the great moral and 
economic questions. The fact that we have frequently a bread line in a great 
city; countless thousands of umemployed throughout the land; soldiers of the 
World Vfar penniless and without bread; mothers and orphans destitute and 
without means of livelihood, diseased and ailing, lacking the necessities and 
uomforts of treatment; the weak and unfortunate who are given over to frivol­
ities, if not to iinnorality—all of these things are matters in which the 
church is interested. But, is it intelligently interested? Is the church a 
great, living Being in the Community? Is its influence all that it should be 
or could be? Why, we are told that fight here in the District of Columbia 
that the Sabbath Day finds around 8,000 persons going to Church, while the 
movies draw the much larger number of 35,000—over four times as many go to 
the movies as go to the, church. Washington, a city of about 500,000 people, 
and only 8,000 going to church. Does the fault lie in the peonle, or, does 
it lie in the pulpit, or is the pulpit but reflecting the views of the offi­
cial pews whose occupants need enlightened economic education? Perhaps each 
are jointly responsible. But it occurs to me that the church can have no 
cause for complaint until it first approaches the great moral questions of 
the day in an intelligent manner. It is often pitiable to hear men in the 
pulpit feed out impossible economic views or else, supply their, congregation 
with the patented economic theories of a well-defined group of economists who 
are wedded to certain ideas either by force of habit and environment or in 
the determination to "go along" with the capitalistic group. Our men in the 
pulpit need to put enough of time and energy into a study of the economic 
situation new confronting the nation so as to be able to understand the 
problems of the people to whom they are to minister. After such study, they 
should have the moral courage to think for themselves, reason for themselves 
and the backing of the church to present these mature views.
"It is not enough to know thet one Mission home in the City of Washing­
ton fed 18,000 within a single year; it is more important to know the condi­
tion that made it necessery for 18,000 to have to go to this particular 
Mission house for food, and after knowing those conditions—what is to be 
done to remedy them?
"Take the great farming interests of the nation. The farmers are inter­
ested in churches, and the church is interested in farmers. 7/hat is the 
church doing to help the farmer in his battle for economic freedom? Is it 
taking the leadership with a practical and constructive policy? If -the church 
could be the instrurent through ^hich fundamefital relief could be furnished 
the farmer, what a wonderful growth in faith and love the church would have 
among the farmers. At the same time under such leadership it would also
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enlist the support of the laborers and of the ereat boHv nP
porting through the Treasury have increased 100 per cent What -i <5 th« ' v, ^ v,
going along passively, in ignorance and utter inoonoern aLut what happens to 
him physically. Or, is it allowing itself to give silent consent toTsvst^^
tL^Chiist^t^hl hds ample, example in the Ministry of
the Christ to be concerned about the physical needs of people. Is the Ldern
church really concerned, or is the modern pastor so schLlL ;hat he is una-
more tLn concerned Christ, and so fools himself
more than he does many of those who wbuid-and should be in his flock’ I am
not trying to ask this question as an indictment, but simply to raise the 
issue., of thought—I am trying to make you think! I want you young men to face 
squarely the econoiyio problems that .must be met and solved and thf ohuroh 
should lead in a way to have the confideftce of producers.
"Here are the great problsms confronting our people. The church is a
ligently. My own observations have led me to fear it is neglecting the great 
pportunity of service which Christ would have His followers to e^lbraoe.^
whv anv b°a'"a eocnomio reason
why any able-bodied man of fair intelligence, who is willing to work end be
qTatero^ thrifty. Should not have a home of his" own in thL^great United 
States of ours. But such is not true. We have permitted a system to grow 
up here in America that vfill not permit it. ^ ®
Are you aware that in the great industrial centers of Great Britain 
poverty IS so prevalent thatfeyo out of every three die ultimately in a work- 
a house, or as charity patients of friends and are^buried in
wL V are helow normal, while in the great and wealth city of
New York one person in each twelve goes to a pauper's grave; all of this 
the result of under-nourishment and improper food.' Shfll we permit this 
condition to continue or shall we search for the cause and fiL the remedy’
You young tl^ough the ohuroh and its various channels of aotivity^^rnnd
find a way to solve the great economic problems of our day, ^
"Our preachers .spend a great deal of their time in looking after the
L Trr that they would spend a little
h t tiire in ascertaining the facts that make imperative such charities
^at we need in America is a system that has for its purpose the desire to’
burden :oLeS!''"’ “ ^
"Have you ever really seriously coneidered that hAr-o hv, a
refnrnl^ibr’ . undeveloped t^fitory and
that here, in s^oh a W, th^re ^rffhoL^^S: ^o^^Sril,%"h:fe Iho'
.k
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chilled by the winter’s frost, those who suffer the pangs of disease unnoticed 
and unattended?
The streets of cur cities have been flooded with American ex-soldiers who 
are penniless and without jobs. It has been quite for the church. Have you 
thought and reasoned out the cause for all this? Here in America, where we 
have material to build hom'es and homes needing 'to be built, here where we have 
foodstuffs going to waste, yet, nothing can be found for them to do, 7/hat in- 
auiry has the church made in this respect? Has the church been a living-factor 
in the life of the ex-soldiers, and has it really helped them to rehabilitate 
themselves? Of course, a little sandwich here and there, a^cup'of coffee to 
brace him up, and an evening of entertainment, but all to a man who faces 
dying hopes insofar as physical matters are concerned. V/hat has the church 
done, whet will it do? I mean in a big constructive way which deals with the 
great fundamentale of life, of society, and the gre'at economic problems'that 
make such injustice psssible.
"Out on the farms men have toiled and produced, saved up a little for a 
rainy day, lived in th'eir more or less dilapidated homes, frugal, thrifty, hard­
working: a financial system comes along and wipes cut their savings and farms 
are forced on the auction block by the t'ens of thousands. Has the church in­
quired, Why? Is the church a living force among these poor fanners'’ Thank God, 
yes, but, perhaps, -mofe than it‘deserves to be. These people who live in the 
great out-doors are always near God, and they always respond to their church; 
may the church meet its obligation to them I
"What about the unorganized people in our crowded cities with long hours of 
labor and short wages, no work and starvation, all in a land of plenty? VThy?
They are victims of the same system of destruction.
"My friends, you may thing I ha-ve spoken rather plainly about 'some of these 
things, but I have had but one purpose, and that was to wake up as many of you as 
I can. Somebody must do some plai-n speaking to arouse some action and to bring 
to this problem right leadership. We have permitted a small coterie of selfish 
individuals to build up a system of- exploitation and plunder in this country 
that lies at the bottcm of the most of our great moral questions. The duty of 
the church is to know something of this system so that they may fight it intelli­
gently. The Church of our Christ cannot fail to be on but one side of this 
great question, once the leade.rs of the church are informed a s to the real issue. 
It is the most vital question of a purely physical nature that we face today.
The challenge is to the church. We' need not fear so much Bolshevism or trouble 
from without, but God guard us against the forces that are organized and working 
from within. The church must arm itself with knowledge and prepare for the 
battle that is to come. The financial system in this country has become so 
seething in corruption and immorality that it challenges the decency and 'honesty 
of our people, and the church should be on the front lines of those who accept 
the challenge, I pledge myself to the fight, will you join with me and all 
those who seek to meet and solve the great problem of this age and century?"
These are sincere calls to the church. Many others were received from 
equally as prominent men. Thousands of farmers' homes have lost all interest 
in the church during this crisis. For she heard not the voicd of Rachel weeping 
for her children.
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^ ^ ^ Among the reasons for this neglect are-
D. Reason,for ®
1- Indifference The majority of people do nqt care
Wegiect
about economic progress. They do not even thin^ about it 
unless they find themselves in financial difficulties. "This lack of sensitive­
ness and the unawareness of the presence of monstrous i-Trorigs and wide-spread
r
misery is a common characteristic even among religious people."
2. Ignorance Few people have passed the kindergarten grade in economics.
In regard to the farmer and his place in the economic system there is practically 
no intelligent information in the cities, especially of the eastern states^
This incident illustrates the point. Several years ago a farmer was invited 
to address a women's club in Rew York City. In the midst of his address on the 
farmers' problem he was interrupted by one of the ladies. ' She accused the farm­
er of being a profiteer. A sharp debate took place. Finally the woman shaking 
her finger at the fanner, said, "If you farmers do not stop your practice of 
charging so much we wil] buy our food some other place."
3. Conservatism The bringing about of a Christian economic society is 
hindered by the love for old ways. There is always a tendency to defend the 
status quo. We'hear the cry "radical" hurled at any one who dares condemn 
things as they are. It is usually the only argument that is used against those 
who are fighting fcr a Christian social order.
Christians have undertaken what looked to be impossible tasks in the past. 
They have here in creating a Christian social sni^ economic system a task worthy 
of those whom it is said, "Lo-, I am with you always."
The rural religious leader will not find himself 
alone in the task of making our economic order Christian. 
Many boo-ks have -bf^en written and should be carefully 
studied by every worker in the country church. Some statements of principles 
have been adopted by various church organizations that strike a. high spiritual
T---------- —----------------------------------------
Christianity and Economic Problems, ‘Kinley Page, p, 86
E. Response of 
Church Leaders
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spiritual note, yet demand economic justice. Among these are:
!• By the London Friends: "The fullest opportunity of development—physical, 
moral, and spiritual, should be assured to every member of the community, man, 
woman, and child. The development of man's full personality should net be at all 
hampered by pnjust conditions nor crushed by economic pressure.^''
2. By the Canadian Methodists: "We condemn speculation in land, grain, 
foodstuffs, and natural resources, as well as, the frequent capture of unearned 
wealth through over-capitalization of conmercial enterprises. We place the 
principle of the Golden Rule bdfore the man who seeks wealth by investment, and 
then endeavor to escape impending loss by unloading upon others. These are 
dangerous forms of economic injustice in which we cannot engage without sin."
3- By the Churbh of England: "We would urge our felloir? Christians to ask 
themselves once more whether an economic system which produces the striking, and, 
"We think, the excessive inequalities of wealth which characterize our present 
society, is one which is compatible with the spirit of Christianity, or one in 
which a Christian community ought to acquiesce."
4. By the Congregational Church of America; "A Christian social standard
*' ' ' ■ ■■ y ■ ——■ ■ ■ 1 I ■ I ■!, I —
necessitates taking Jesus in earnest, making individuals and community life-develop 
along the lines of His social and spiritual ideals."
Translating His ideal into agriculture means:
a. That the farmer shall have acce'ss to the land he works on with such 
terms as will insure his personal freedom and economic encouragement, 
while society is amply protected by efficient production and con­
servation of fertility.
h. That the cost'of market distribution from farmer to consumer shall be 
cut to the^^lowest possible terms, both farmers and consumers sharing 
in these edono^iics.
c. That there shall be every encouragement to the organization of farmers 
for economic ends, particularly for cooperative sales and purchases.
d. That an efficient system of both vocational and general education 
of youths and adults living on farms shall be available.
e. That special efforts shall be made to insure the farmer adeouate 
social institutions, including the church, school, library, fneans of 
recreation, good local government, and particularly the best possible 
fellowship for a Christian social order.
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By the Federal Council of Churches: The social platfonn adopted by the 
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ follows. Thrt the churches stand for:
I. Equal rights and justice for all men in all stations of life. •
II. protection of the family by the single standard of purity, uniform 
divorce laws, proper regulation of marriage, proper housing.
III. The ^llest possible developnent of every child, especially by the 
provision of education and reorestion. peuiaiiy Dy the
IV. Abolition of child labor.
conditions of toil for women as shall safe­
guard the physical and moral health of the community.
VI. Abatement and prevention of poverty,
VII. Protection cf the individual and society from the social, economic 
and moral waste of the liquot traffic. nomic,
VIII. Conservation health.
the worker from dangerous machinery, occupational dis- 
eases, and mortality, ^
X. The rieht of all men to the opportunity for self-maintenance, for 
safeguardi^ this right against enorosohments of every kind: for 
ment^''°^® workers frdm the hardships of enforced unemploy-
■incaL^^^t^^^^”°" workers, and for those
incapacitateo by injury.
XII. The right of employees and employers alike to organize; and for the 
adequate means of conciliation and arbitration in industrial dispute
XTII. Release from employment one day in seven.
XIV. Gradual and reasonable reduction of hours of labor to the lowest 
practicable point, and for that degree of leisure for all which is 
8 condition of the highest human life,
° "’inimurn in every industry, and for the highest wa 
that each industry can affohd. °
XVI. A new emphasis upon the application of Christian principles to the
or'Ihr^°d “I P™P®''^'y- for the most equitable division
Of the product of industry that can ultimately be devised.






We believe that human fellowship has its necessary basis in fel­
lowship with God as He is revealed by Jesus.
III.
As we interpret the life and teaching of Jesus, the supreme task 
of mankind is the creation of a social order, the Kingdom of God on 
earth, wherein the maximum opportunity shall be afforded for the de­
velopment and enrichment of every human personality; in which the su­
preme motive shall be love; wherein men shall cooperate in service for 
the common good and brotherhood shall be a reality in all of the daily 
relationships of life.
IV.
We roust, therefor, endeavor tc change such un-nhristian aspects 
of our present social order as now hinder the spirit of fellowship: 
extravagant luxury for some, while many live in poverty and want; ex­
cessive concentration of power and privilege arising from vast wealth 
in the hands of the few; monopoly of natural resources for private 
gain; autocratic profit and power rather tV^n for social use and 
service; arrogance and antagonism of classes, nations, and races; Tirar, 
the final denial of brotherhood.
V.
We believe that in the spirit and principles of Jesus if adopted, 
is found the way of overcoming these evils and that within the Christian 
Church there should be a unity of purpose and endeavor for the achieving 
of a Christian social order. By means of fellowship in thought and 
prayer we come to understand the point of view of those who differ from 
us, make possiVle new discoveries of truth and aid one another in the 
solution of common problems. J7e believe that social changes should be 
effected through educational and spiritual processes; especially by an 
open-minded examination of existing problems and suggested solutions, 
full discussion, and varied experimentation. We pledge ourselves to 
vigorous activity in seeking a solution, by these means, of the social 
problems which we face.
True as it is that the task'of the rural fchurch is
F. Solutions that
not to work out the details for an economic program, yet
are Suggepted
the leaders should have an intelligent conception of what 
the more progressive, unprejudiced economists are saying in regard to what will 
give the farmers their rightful place in the economic system. There are always 
many causes and remedies given and offered by eastern newspapers and other news 
and propoganda agencies for the farmers' economic ills. Were these put together 
they would be "an economic crazy quilt."
Some of them are:
(1) Congress must pass farm legislations.
(2) Laws can't save the farmer.
(3) Grow more for European markets.
(4) Grow less of everything.
(5) Give more liberal credits.
(6) Give less credit—too much hurts.
(7) Crucify the middle-mn.
(6) Cooperate with the middle-man.
(9) Raise the tariff.
(10) Lower the tariff.
(11) Let the rise in lf>nd values pay the farmer for his work.
(12) Decrease the price of land so that more farmers can own their 
farms.
(13) Diversify the crops.
(14) Specialize on thoroughbred stock and pedigreed grain.
(15) Sell the land bought at high prices in 1918 and 191P.
(16) Farm lands bought in 1918 and 1919 were lost long ago.
(17) Cooperate in selling and buying.
(18) -Compete in selling buying.
f
(19) Back to the land movement.
(20) Too many farms already.
Thus we see the conflicting points of view of men and women who are thinking 
on, the problem. It would be unfair to say that this is a display of ignorance.
It may explain somewhat why the general city public is ignorant; but ignorance is 
no excuse, for those who preach of the Kingdom of God should know'what is hindering 
its coming. That the farmer has been a victim of injustice there is ’no doubt, A 
pagan economic system has been tried at a crisis in the affairs of the world and 
found wanting. The world is j-eady to try the Christian system.
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III. Some rundamental Facts about Economic Problems 
We will attempt to giye, here, some fundamental facts fpr the use of the 
rural religious leader in understanding the problem we are discussing.
The greatest economic problem of the farmer is to
A. The Greatest
knew how much, if any of a given product to raise.
Economic Problem
Here he faces problems which he, and in some cases, no
of the Farmer
human being has any control over. There are involved in 
this problem, the weather and the seasons, the labor market, and the transportation 
of his product, the grasshoppers and the army of worms, the -cinch bugs, the boll 
weevil, the borer and the other vermin.
The securing of intelligent information such as the dealer now receives con­
cerning the probable use and demand for his product so that he may be enabled to 
think as intelligently as the dealer in terms of ^consumption and demand is another 
angle of this problem. This information should come through the government, 
through the farmers’ own cooperative marketing agencies, and through such non­
partisan agencies as. the Babson Statistical Organization, the Harvard Economic 
Service, and the monthly statement issi^ed by. the -United States Department of 
Agriculture called ’’The Agricultural Statement.”
Under our present system the -price for the bulk of
B. Fixing the Price
all produce is always fixed by the price of the surplus.
of Products
Secretary of Agriculture, Wallace, in his report to the
President on the wheat situation in 1923 says:
1* Determined by world supply "The. price which the farmer of the United 
States receives "for his" wheat is determined largely by the world supply of wheat. 
As exporters, the farmers in the United States receive for wheat the price paid in 
the world markets less the cost or charges for placing the wheat or flour in those 
markets. Chicago prices follow closely the prices- in Liverpool and other large 
world markets, and farm prices folloTf closely Chicago prices."
2. Effect of Price of Wheat upon Other Products The price of wheat has very
far-reaching effect on the price of all other farm products. Yet we are told by
such reliable authority as Herbert Hoover that only 6 per cent of all American
commerce ever "sees salt-Tmter." Of this 5 per cent one-half consists in farmers'
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product. So that 2g per cent of ell American commerce fixes the price of P7-g 
per cent of all the commerce of the nation in the products of agriculture. Thus 
the farmer has a very profound reason to be interested in the peace, and stabili­
ty of Europe and other foreign countries. For these coxantries cannot buy his 
surplus Oyer a great period of years unless there is arn'ormal demand for the .pro- 
dxicts they sell.
3* Other Factors of Price Fixing The Reviev^ of Economic Statistics for 
February 1921 shows also, that there are other factors that enter into prices of 
farm products, "we have found, then, ‘that (1) production and prices of agricul­
tural ccmmodities do not exhibit cyclical or wavelike movements, such as appear 
in the changes of general easiness conditions and of the general commodity price 
levek, but rather show oscillatory year-to-year'fluctuations; (2) there is a very 
high correlation between the changep in yield per acre and those in total produc­
tion of crops; (3) there is a close inverse agreement between the changes in the 
index number of crop prices and production; (4) the aggregate value of crops de­
pends very much less upon variations of production than upon variations in prices.
The gfeed of Cooperation It is well recognized 
by most^ farmers as well as by economists that agricul­
tural products should not be dumped "upon the market as 
scon as grown but on the contrary should be marketed 
gradually as when there is a normal demand. Yet debts, inadequate credit system, 
lack of storage facilities, uncertainty of markets are only four of the reasons whj 
farmers cannot put in practice the above economic principle but they are important 
factors. The greatest handicap, however, has been that there ^re no efficient 
organizations for marketing and gradual distribution. This business haw been in 
other hands than fanners, and selfishness has been the compelling motive that has 
guided it. The answer is cooperation of farmers. Here again, the farmers know 
that the principle of cooperation is right. In fact, it is tiresome to most 
farming oomim.nities to hear aome "uplifter" talk on the subject. There are some 
real reasons why cooperation is not practiced by the farmers. Among these are:




2. Res sons for Limited Cooperative Efforts
"(1) The small scale of farming in one community.
(2) The relative absence of fixed capital and of control of patented 
processes.
(3) The ease and advantage of rotation of crops and the ever-changing 
climatic conditions which together affect the amount produced.
(4) The lack of power to adjust the supply to consumption, and to con­
trol the surplus.
(5) Less power of regulating expansion during peak prices.
s
(6) The large number engaged in this basic industry.
(7) ,The ease of transportation.
(8) The vastness of the area of competition.
(9) The lacTc of credit adjusted to the long-time turnover of both 
production and distribution."^
3. Some Increase of Cooperative Efforts in America However, there is a 
very pronounced movement throughout America for cooperation in marketing of farm 
products, $300,000,000 in farm products being sold cooperatively in 1924. Churches 
will be teaching the fundamentals of Christianity by encouraging it. The supreme 
task of the rural church is to keep the organization Christian in its dealings with 
the consumers.
4. Cooperative Moverfients h4ve Proved Successful Mutual aid among the tillers 
of the soil for direct productive purposes, common duties, and common rights con­
cerning various kinds of work and participation in various benefits can all be 
traced back to very ancient times. Cooperation as practiced of old sprang from the 
need and the circumstances of the time, and naturally, therefore, was of a charac­
ter quite different from the cooperation as applied to present-day agriculture.
Yet the principle end purpose are the same. Y/hile some form of cooperation in’ 
cheese-making has been practiced in Switzerland from very ancient times, in Cal- 
fornia and individual communities in America it has been shown that it is the most 
logical way for the farmer to get to his rightful economic place. It is to Denmark, 
however, that we look for the best example of cooperr-tion and the benefits received 
T ' ~ ;
W» R. fsmp of the University of CAlifiornia in "Journal of Political Efconoray, J 
______ Aug. 1924 . ___
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from it. It is not our purpose here to go into a lengthy discussion of the 
Danish methods of cooperation, but every rural minister and rural leader should 
own and study some of the many books on' the subject. It is our highest hope, 
however, that we can give the many principles that underlie not only the Danish 
societies, but those' who have adopted these principles in America.
6. Secret of Success in Cooperative Movement The local societies form the 
bsckbone Of the Danish cooperative mcvement'. The local societi,0s are united into 
a national union. The function of the national union is u^ally restricted to 
giving advice, helping to keep local societies in uniform lines and representing 
them in their relationship with oibers. They collect and disseminate statistics 
on production and markets. For* the locals it is essential that the me*"bers should 
manage the affairs of the socie'ty, and that they should be jointly and severa'lly 
liable for the loan raised to start the society, that they should have one vote 
each and only one, independent of their share in the transactions of the society, 
that goods should be distributed to, or produce delivered by members at.current 
prices, and that the ne't surplus, after a substantial contribution has been made 
to the 'Sinking fund, should be distributed according' to the amount or value of 
their transactions with-the society.
Other element]^ that make for success in cooperative marketing organizetions:
(1) Capable, well-paid management
(2) Sufficient volume of business
(3) Observing cooperative principles
(4) Up-to-date business methods
(5) Loyal rfiembers
(6) Use of contracts'vrith members
(7') Sustained effort to improve the quality of products
(8) A definite plan of education of farmers in cooperative principles
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1.'" The Minister’S' Tksk The leaders of the rural
D. Role of Leaders
churches can best aid in the cooperative movement by ed-
of Rural
ucating the people of the community in the great cooper-
Churches
ative principles. Another name for cooperation is broth­
erhood. Any cooperative organization will fail if there is lack of confidence among 
the members for each other. The minister of a church has the first right to teach 
the brotherhood of man. Letters from farm leaders quoted above' clearly show that 
this is what they would have the church do.
Christian leaders interested in the fanners should understand that "coopera­
tion is above all things, the expression either of a voluntary enthusiasm for 
self-help by association or of an instinctive revolt against the oppression of 
circumstances, or of vested interests. If in response to one or other of these
stimuli it does not.spring into life and maintain itself on a voluntary basis,
1
it cannot be credted or maintained by spoon-feeding.*' Thus speaks an authority 
who has studied cooperection in “many'lands. No one that knows of the movement in 
America today for cooperation will deny but that it has largely sprung from an 
instinctive revolt against the pppression of circumstances and vested interests.
This administer needs to know and yet he needs to warn against the coopera­
tion in their strength becoming un-Christian in their attitude toward the con­
sumers. The theory of cooperation is to secure the maximum of strength by col­
lective action while leaving the individual freedom of the members unrestricted; 
and to give to all men equality of'opportunity within the movement. True it is 
that these theories are often forgotten in actual practice, hut it is for the 
church to hold the ideals of this movement high in the' principles of Christian 
bortherhood as in other phases of life. CoTnmunit> loy£ Ity can and should always 
be emphasized. Cooperation does not deny it. Each ooirmunity should be a unit in 
the economic organiz'ation, hut each community should be caused to realize it owes 
a loyalty to the great cooperative movement as a whole and to the particular branch
Smith and Gordon in "Cooperation in Many.Lands"
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that sells its crops.
L. P. Jacks, a noted English philospher, writes words that are worthy of 
study and of thought, when we think of the coniirunity in action for cooperation 
of any kind. He Says-
"The effect of .combining human qualities or human individuals is not to 
produce a mere sum total of the force that those qualities or individuals repre­
sent. It is always to produce a force of a different kind, acting in a different 
direction from that indicated by the separate units. The new force thus created 
may be higher and more effective; or it may be lower and less effective. A com­
munity consisting of a hundred wise men may display in their joint action a degree 
of intelligence vastly less than that possessed by any individual member. A com­
munity of plain mei), on the other hand, may hit on a line which only the highest
"1
genius could conceive."
2. Significance of Education of Boys and G-irls In Denmark we find the most 
successful cooperative organizations. Yet, they are required to spend very little 
energy and money in their education of cooperators. The reason seems to be that 
cooperators' principles and ideals are taught to the boys and girls in the schools
<4 '.V
and elsewhere. "In this Danish educational system, we have the foundation set for
a real democracy, and, given such a foundation, the impulse to cooperate is almost 
2
automatic."
Here, then, we have another place for the minister to aid in this new move­
ment, this means so much for the farmers' welfare. He can urge the cooperative 
principles to be taught in the schools of the community. He can urge the organ- 
ization of boys'" and girls’ agricultural clubs. He can teach games that call for 
team play,
3. Hindrance of Denominatione1 Rivalry It is a burning shame, but neverthe­
less it is too true that denominational rivalry in rural communities is a hindrance
j-------------------------------------- ;----------------------------
From "Human End",p. 24
2
Smith and Gordon, "Cooperation in Many Lends", p. 142
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to cooperative movements. Yes, in many communities it prevents it from even 
being talked about. Here, the leaders of the churches must bear the whole re- 
sponsibility. It would bd’^ell for many communities to have a Christian scholar 
interpret the seventeenth chapter of John in a series of meetings attended by the 
ministers, their church governing boards, and the individual members.
4. The Church Must Take Part The way for the farmer to receive proper re­
turns for his products, we are told by every great economic authority, and by the 
lesson of experience, is to cooperate. Financial worries and cares cause the 
worst,in men and women to be revealed. The church then must take an active part 
in cooperative movements. In the statutes of the Belgian League of Peasants, the 
successful cooperative society of that,country, we find required:
(1) A monthly religious meeting at the parish church.
(2) The religious authority of the parish has a right to be a member 
of the Committee of Management, of the society, -with the care of 
its spiritual direction.
There are few if any rural communities in America but where the active help 
of the minister and other- religious leaders would not be gladly taken advantage 
of. The minister should be very careful that he does not take the business rer 
sponsibility on his shoulders. Most ministers are not suited by nalture or train­
ing for this part of the work. Ways that he can help have already been indicated. 
He should constantly be looking for new ideas for improving the organization of
his community. Sources for these ideas will be books, magazines, and visits to
1
the headquarters of community and district organizations.
IV. Importance of the Transportation Problem
A very important economic problem for the farmers
A. Burden of the
is the transportation probleir in America and abroad.
Farmers’
The burden of the farmers’ complaint in this matter of
Complaint
freight rates is the disproportionate ratio between 
prices received by the farmer for agricultural products and the freight rates.
^ -------------------------------
The Department cf Agricultilbe has prepared a bulletin which gives a 
list of many books on this subject.
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The significance of this statement is appreciated when it is remembered that the 
cost of transportation is one of the factors that enters into the cost of market­
ing farm products. The relation of marketing costs to the price received by the 
farmer is well illustrated in the oft-repeated axiom that the price which the 
farmer receives for his wheat is the price in Liverpool less the cost of trans­
portation and handling charges, including the middleman’s profit. It follows 
that the price received by the farmer will vary more or less in accordance with 
the distance of the producing area from Liverpool.
As farm products have value only if they can be
'B. Frequently Freight
consumed, their value is determined by the effective
Rates the ^
demand and supply at the various points of consumption.
I^temining
In the determination of the exact price which measures
Factor
this value many factorsmust be considered. The price 
of some commodities is determined chiefly by local or domestic conditions; in 
others by world supply and demand. Frequently, the freight rate is the limiting 
factor that determines the market area within whieh the products of one section 
may be profitably marketed in competition with those of another. This is parti­
cularly true of products having a low value in relation tb their bulk, such as 
potatoes^ where the freight rate represents a large proportion of the price paid 
by the consumer. *





For example, hundreds of Western farmers who 
shipped potatoes to Chicago and other eastern markets 
received in return for their potatoes only freight 
bills. The writer will never forget a scene that he 
saw one day as he set on the parsonage steps in an
Idaho ccmmunity.' An old automobile drove slowly by in 
which were a father and mqther and their three children. A trailer, containing 
a few household goods was attached to the automobile. When they waved their 
hands in good-bye a question came into my mind, and 1 asked myself, "Is America 
a Christian nation after all?" This man, his wife, and his children had-worked
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from fouf* in the morning until nine in the evening many months in raising more
than eighty acres of potatoes,. They averaged probably three hundred fifty bubhels
to an acre. But whep he ■went by*,my home, the Tniddleman had-his potatoes, the
railroad had his profits, the bank had his horses and farm tools, the merchant




As a rule the ^arms of the United States which
produce the food of the people and yield farm products
too far from
for export are'^located at « considerable distance from
Consuming Centres
■the populous consuming areas where the demand centers. 
For the commodities that are produced and consumed primarily in the Middle Wesi, 
such as corn, the land barrier between t}ie Middle West and the seaboard area 
serves as a prote.ctive barrier against foreign products. On the other hand, for 
commodities produced in the Middle West and which ar^ consumed chiefly in the 
populous areas near the seaboard, this land barrier with its long rail haul an^ 
relatively high freight rate becomes an economic handicap. It is a^noteworthy
fact that the cost of shipping-agricultural commodities ifrom Argentina and other
producing countries to ,our Atlantic seaboard is muc less than the cost of the in­
land rail haul from the Middle West. While it is admitted- that the average cost 
per mile for transporting agricultural .^roducts^ is probably less in this country 
than anywhere else in the world, the fact remains that the availability of ocean 
transportation coupled with the short Tail haul in thef foreign producing country 
gives the foreign product an 'economic advantage in our seaboard markets so far as 
transportation costs are concerned.
^ ^ J^st to what extent the freight rate enters into the
E. Report of
price received by the farmer in a given region must be
Department of o t,
determined by a comperative analysis of the prices, m©r-
Agriculture
ket movement, and freight rates on the particular com­
modities produced in that region, and the general conditions affecting supply and 
demand. The following reports contain the results of -studies that have been made
V
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by the Department of Agriculture and other interested agencies that will assist 
in further study of the subject:
1. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture to the President on the 
Wheat Situation, November 30, 1923, containing a discussion of 
freight rates as a factor in the wheat situation.
2. 1923 Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture 
contains statistics of prices of various farm products in the 
principal markets of the United States end abroad; also index 
numbers and strtistics, together'with rail and ocean freight 
rates on grain, lif-estocl^, wool, etc. All of which may be 
found by reference to the index.
3. Report of the Joint Commission of Agricultural Inquiry.^ Part 
III. H. R. Report 408-, 67th Congress, 1st Session. Part III 
deals with the economic relationship of agriculture, industry, 
and transportation. Submitted October 15, 1921.
4. "Commodity Prices in Their Relation to Transportation Costs."
Special bulletins published by the Bureau of Railway Econom­
ics, Washington, D. C. Bulletins 1, 3, and 5 deal with 
grain, cotton, and potatoes, respectively. Bulletins 2 and 
4 deal with livestock.
While freight rates have not changed materialDy since these studies w^re made, 
the general price level of farm products is constantly changing. However, these
•«
studies will be useful in showing the effect of freight rates -on the price of farm 
products for the period covered.
V. Taxation Problem
, An ever increasing problem for farmers is that of
A. Farmers do not
taxes. Prdbably no satisfactory solution has ever been
Pay Large
found. But the problem plays an important part in the
Federal Taxes
general economic problem. The proportion of the Federal 
income tax paid by farmers in the United^States is said to be relatively small as 
compared with that paid by other classes. This is probably-true, allhough we have 
no statistics to verify the statement, because the average size of the farm busi­
ness is relatively small, taking the United States as k whole. With the minimum 
exemption fdr the farm family, the amount of the farmer's income subject to the 
tax is most cases in the lower brackets. The effect of the Federal income tax, 
indirect taxes, that is, tariff duties, paid by farmers can scarcely be determined.
"^Ijerefore, the effect of the tariff on farmers is problematical. Some farmers may
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get more benefit from the tariff in relation to its cost than others. To many it 
is merely an economic burden.




The principal direct tax psid by the farmers is 
that levied by state and local governments. The amount 
of this is estimated at around $900,000,000 for 1923.
An estimate of the increase in state and local taxes 
on farms is shown for the different states in the fol­
lowing table.
The United States Department of Agriculture has made limited studies in dif­
ferent states to determine the relation of state and local taxes on farmers to 
the income realized from the farm business. It is found in these studies that a 
very large percentage of the inconle from real estate is absprbpd by the tax.
Ifebles are quoted here to show preliminary results of these studies.
The statement of the Department and the table with 
some of the states omitted is as follows:
Taxes on farm, lands have more than doubled in the 
last eight years, thus a survey made by the United States 
Department of Agriculture shows that as an average for 
the entire United States, farm taxes were an acre in 1922 compared with Slef in 
1914.
C. Statement of the 
Department of 
Agriculture
The increase i*8 attributed in part to a disportionate increase in assSTs^ed 
valuation based on high land prices during and following the war, and in part to 
increased cost of state and local government. Highest farm land taxes are paid 
in New Jersey, which shows a tax of $2.22 an acre in 1922 compared with 96^ in 1914.
In Indiana a tax of $1.60 was levied in 1922 compared with 67^ in 1914; in 
Michigan $1.68 compered with 66^; in Ohio $1.24 compared with 61;^; j.n Iowa $1.49 
compared with 68p^; in Idaho $1.40 compared with 50^; in Illinois $1.23 corpored 
with 66^; in Wisconsin $1.23 compered with Massachusetts $1.20 compared with
63jzf; in New York $1.13 compared with 59;z^; and in Pennsylvania $1.11 compared with 
58^. Taxes in all other states were less than $1.00 in 1922.
> The following set gives the figures by-stAtes for the two years, a.nd the per 
centage that 1922 taxes constituted of 1914 taxes. The state averages and per 
centages were computed from the totals for the farms reported in each state. The 
left hand column shows thp number of farms included. In certain states, which are 
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28 .33 .70 216
Oregon,.......................... 12 .2^ .78 290
38 .42 .78 187
R Computed from Tbial's tor farms reported in each state.
Of course, the reason for the increase in farm taxes is relation to farm 
earnings is two-fold. In the first place, the income from farms has been greatly 
reduced since the war period. In the second place, the state and local taxes 
have steadily increased. This inore/se in taxes in relation to income, in so far 
as the tax is concerned, is dife to thd constant or increasing demand for state 
and local expenditures. The fact that the tax is levied on land according to its 
selling price, and without any particular reference to its current income, is 
sure to result in excessive taxation of farmers during periods of relatively low 
prices of farm products. The extent to which this condition prevails will seriously 
affect the healthy growth and development of the agricultural industry, ¥/hen too
Targe a part of the annual earnings of the farmer are taken for public use he has
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thet much less for personal expenditure or for the expansion of his business.
Suggestions to the Church from Senator Capper
It is well to quote a letter from Senator Arthur Capper, one of the most 
capable leaders in America for rural life improvement from a letter to the writer:
Your letter relative to the part that the rural church can play in our fight 
to aid the farmer and to put the farming industry on a safe and scund basis is of 
more than ordinary interest. The teacher and the, pastor of the rural church are 
looked to for advice and suggestions for comimnity improvement in every civic 
center. The country minister, however, for the most part must become the community 
leader, because he has some advantages for this leadership not possessed by the 
teacher. He is less migratory than the country teacher, and has a wide association 
among adults.
"No deep thinker questions the good that can be accomplished by active leader­
ship of the minister in community-work. Eventually in every part of the country 
the church must sound the deepest note in any permanent rural civilizatioft. The 
time has come when the country teachers- and preachers must know agriculture and 
also the social and economic conditions of farm life. Despite any sentimental 
ideas we may have about such matters both religion, and education in ,the couhtry 
must run into the affairs of every day life.
"Both the school snd the church must help us train -our people along lines that 
will fit them for better living and better citizenship. To accomplish these ends 
to the fullest extent I would suggest the following things:
(1) Make the country church a rural community center in which the 
minister assumes the leadership elong broad and liberal lines.
(2) Perfect a civic organization with leading citizens and churchmen 
as officere.
(5) Map out a definite plan and program of work for the year in which 
.everybody takes an active part.
(4) In the program adopted give due attention to better methods in 
farming and better conditions on the farm.
(5) Let better methods in all marketing and plans for improving and 
extending rural credits be included in the -proEiram and arrange 
to cooperate with men who are seeking national and state legis­
lation to such ends.
(6) Let this cooperation be\indertaken in an effective militant way 
that will be felt.
(7) A set of well worded resolutions favoring needed farm legisla­
tions will prove an effective weapon for the use of anyone 
making a fight for the farmers.
(8) A petition signed by the members of a community reciting the 
needs of farmers and suggesting legislative measures-that should 
be passed for their relief will also prove quite effective. ^
(9) Get your local paper to publish a copy of all resolutions or peti­
tions sponsored by the community and to aid you in giving due 
publicity to the matter.
A
.
(10) Hsve eacfi member of bhe church or community organization writp indivi­
dual letters to legislators of the nation and other official^' urging 
legisletion to encourage and promote the farming industry.
’VII. Summary
It has been shown in this chapter that the farmers' economic problems are 
the results of the slow progressive movement of society. They have never been 
given .iust recompense for the services rendered to society, nor have their im­
portance to the race been recognized. The church should realize that programs 
of social justice should be made to include the farmer as well as the laboring 
man of other classes. While some spleridid social creeds have bedn declared by 
church organizations there is yet much to be done. The rural minister if he is 
to win the respect of the farming community should understand at least the prob- 






THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EURAL PHCRCH 
CHAPTER I' TEE NEED' OF A RQRAL CHURCH PROGRAM 
Facts revealed by a survey taken by the Institute of Social and Religious 
Research show that the 101,000 rural churches of America are striving to serve 
their respective fields without any definite programs. The result is that there 
IS an apparent failure to aoconplish what is the task of the church in rural 
coFsiunitiee. This indicates the need of a constructive program. The ftict of the 
change that is going on in rural social life is another factor that demands that 
the church, if it is to meet the new situation, have a program. History proves 
that when rural churches and rural social life in general wanes in a nation decay 
of the nation has begun. It is not too late for the rural churches of America to
so arrange their programs of service as to keep our nation going forward on its 
path of greatness.
CHAPTER II THE ORGANIZATION OF THE RUE'LL CHURCH
~v
Organisation of the rural church is necessary. Organization does not mean 
multiplicity of societies, but a machine that can be directed by one individual in 
accomplishing its work. The minister is the directing head of the church, with his 
official board working with the minister in close cooperation; but the church mem­
bership is the final authority. The organized church will organize its parish that 
it might work effectively. A plan is outlined in the chapter. The larger parish 
plan is the most efficient plan of parish organization yet devised. The church, in
0_r4e^r to prbperly serve a larger parish with a constructive program, must be properly 
equipped.
CHAPTER III THE MINISTER OF ¥HE RURAL CHURCH
The supreme problem of the rural church is the minister. He must he a man who 
has had a definite call to the ministry. The deteimining factor in the call is the 
Character of the man.. He must he properly trained and his work given its proper evalu- 
ation. The rural minister must have characteristics that are peculiar to his work.
A (154)
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The problem of the length of pastdrate is an important one and there are definite 
ca-Hses for short pastoHtes'jfas well as factors that determine the length.
CHAPTER IV THE CaWHITY SURVEY
The first work of a minister upon taking up a new pastorate is to take a 
scientific survey of his parish. There are, at least, three different kinds of 
surveys, namely: religious, sociological, and socio-religio. The survey should have 
the support of the conmunity end have a proper organization to take the survey. The 
results should be carefully completed and given to the community. The ministeV 
should have a map made showing the location and religiou conditions of each of the 
homes in the community. This map should be hung in his study.
PAJRT II
THE CHURCH AT WORK 
CHAPTER I THE MASTER FEY
The farmer s life has net been all ths t it might have been for one so important
to the life of a nation. He seems to have been in whet could be compared to a
*
prison- The way for him to get out of the prison-like life is through the use of the 
master key of religious education. Religious education is the -introductiort of con­
trol into experience in terms of Christian idesls. But the church school in order to 
properly do its work must have a comprehensive program, and be berefully organized.
The children's depariment and young people.'s department are very important in the 
whole program. The adult department, however, in a rural church is of importance 
because the program should be built around the home. With a properly planned program, 
an efficient organization in working it, should bring happiness and contentment to a 
rural community.
CHAPTER II CONSTRUCTIVE EVANGELISM
The rural church sfiould be evangelistic. Evangelism means the spreading of the 
Good News. There are tv^ methods of spreading this message; namely: evangelistic and 
educational. The educational method is the new and more progressive method, and is 
,the one that should be eventually used as the only method; but the evangelism of
adults makes the evangelistic method yet practical. The parish organization should 
be used to make effective the evangelistic program. The passion for evangelism 
will be aroused by four facts* the fact of the Great Connnission; the fact of the 
value of the human soul; the fact of the need of the world; and the fact of the 
necessity of building the church.
FART III
THE RURAL thuRCH AND ITS COMMUNITY 
CHAPTER I THE RQRAL CHURCH AND THE COMMUNITY 
The task of the rural church is to serve its community by giving to it a life 
constantly enriched by the highest and best things of life. Great care is needed 
in choosing e program that will accoTrplish this task. Rural leaders must know the 
rural social mind. The church must have a definite part in every community building 
program.
e
CHAPTER II THE MISSION OF THE RURAL CHURCH 
The mission of the rural church in the community is to create and maintain a 
Christian fellowship, that looks toward the Christian ideal of a society of the 
children of God. The church must not make the mistake of teaching that there is a 
difference between things sacred and secular. The definite ideals which Christ 
taught are the highest yet given to man, and should be the guide of community builders. 
The fellowship wi]l never be realized unless the church ^ts great emphasis on the 
worship in its Sunday services.
CHAPTER III COn^UNITY BUILDING PLAN
Ntpoleon said,, "First get your principles right, and the rest is a matter of 
detail." The rural leader should know v»hat a oo-rui ity is and how it is divicied into 
neighborhoods. He should know the names of the types of neighborhoods. He, then, 
should locate the oo^unity centre, and from it determine the community. The eetamun- 
ity's organization.s should be organized, into a community council. This council with 
proper committees will be able to suggest a program for the community, and avoid du- 
plication of work, and promote community harmony.
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PART IV
IMPORTANT RURAI PROBLMS 
CHAPTER I THE HDME
The three pillars of the rural Christian civilization are the church, the school, 
end the hoine. The first home of i^nkind was a rural home. The mother was the im- 
.portant person in that home, but she was given the hesvy tasks of cultivating the 
soil, protecting her children, and many other tasks now only considered proper for 
the stronger sex. The rural heme today mu'st be brought to a" standard, of .life" that 
will bring spiritual satisfaction. The home of the fanner should have modern im­
provements. T’re health of rural communities should be improved by better sanitation, 
more careful attention to proper food, and more accessible medical advice. The 
church could organize a health clinic. Recreation in the rural homes is a matter 
for study and advice on the part of the rural minister.
^ The need of Christianity in the'homes of the nation is very apparent to all
students. The rural home in the past has been the source of much Christian life, 
and the weakening of so msny city homes is one of the great compelling reasons for 
strengthening the rural hones through the power of Christianity.
CHAPTER II THE RURAL CHURCH AND THE FAHJERS ' ECONCf'TC PROBLEM 
- An understanding of the farmers' economic problem is necessary for any rural 
leader. A knowledge of the history of primitive human societies and communities is 
necessary for this understanding. This history will show that selfishness has a-lways 
been the cause for the economic slavery of the farmers. The church should make its 
voice heard, and demand a .betterment of the farmers' standing in the economic world. 
This is the idea expressed by many-of the great leaders in America. The church should
not hold itself aloof, but should' study the facts and demand that Christian principles 
be applied.
The four most^n-.portant economic problems of the farmer today are; how much and 
^ what to plant, the marketing of products, taxation and transportation. Each rural 
church should have a definite program of activities to enable it to aid its people 
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